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Human-computer interface (HCI) and brain-computer interface (BCI) based
assistive technologies (ATs) can provide novel communication mediums that can
aid in removing many barriers that people with disabilities face. Specifically,
eye-tracking-based HCIs and non-invasive BCIs open up new pathways of
interaction for speech, motor, and cognitively impaired people.
Eye-tracking-based ATs can be designed by using a dedicated eye-tracking device
which acquires and processes eye-gaze. Similarly, BCI-based ATs can be
designed by decoding electroencephalography (EEG) signals over the
sensorimotor cortex of a user by performing motor imagery (MI) tasks. However,
there are several challenges to overcome before eye-tracking-based HCIs and
MI-based BCIs become suitable for wider practical use. The usability of
eye-tracking-based HCIs is limited due to factors such as low accuracy of
detection of the eye-gaze coordinates, difficulties in accurate quantification of
user’s intentions, and involuntary eye movements. Likewise, the main challenges
with current BCI systems are the limited number of commands, the selection of
the most appropriate brain activities, environmental noise, and usability issues in
real-world scenarios. These challenges can be better addressed by designing a
hybrid-multimodal system that involves a combination of complementary
neurophysiological and other physiological signals, which is the main aim of this
thesis. This thesis involves four major contributions towards the design of robust
hybrid-multimodal HCI systems with applications in ATs for speech and motor
impaired people. First, a feasibility study to combine the BCI and eye-tracking
technologies is undertaken by designing a hybrid system that can increase the
number of commands with a combination of eye-gaze and MI. Second, a novel
adaptive augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) system with an
application to eye-gaze based virtual keyboards is designed and optimised for a
combination of various portable non-invasive and low-cost input devices. Third,
a new approach for optimisation of the graphical user interface (GUI) of the
multimodal eye-gaze virtual keyboards is proposed and evaluated empirically
with a Hindi alphabet virtual keyboard. Fourth, the GUI of virtual keyboard
application is translated for multimodal eye-gaze control of wheelchair-based
independent living applications. Overall, the research in the thesis has made




AAC Augmentative and Alternative Communication
ACC Anterior Cingulate Cortex















ITR Information Transfer Rate
kNN k-Nearest Neighbours




SCP Slow Cortical Potential
SMR Sensorimotor Rhythm
SSVEP Steady-State Visual Evoked Potential
SVM Support Vector Machines
VEP Visual Evoked Potential
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1.1 Introduction and Problem Statement
Human-computer interface (HCI) provides a means of communication between a
human user and a computer system using a range of input/output
devices [1, 2, 3]. Eye-tracking in HCI is the most popular way of interaction and
it offers a non-invasive, portable, and economical solution to healthy as well as
differently-abled people [4, 5]. Therefore, major emphasis in this thesis is on an
eye-tracker-based HCI system wherein items on a computer screen are pointed to
using eye-gaze control [6, 7]. The eye-tracker measures eye motions and eye
positions. The investigation of eye movements is required to define the eye-gaze
position [8, 4]. Therefore, various oculomotor behaviours such as saccades,
smooth pursuits, and fixations are discussed in this thesis. The recorded eye
position and movement data can be analysed to determine the pattern, duration
of eye fixations (dwell time), and the sequence of the scan paths on a screen [5].
In eye-tracking research, several methodologies have been proposed to measure
eye movements e.g. electrooculography (EOG), scleral contact lens/search coil,
photooculography (POG) or videooculography (VOG), and video-based
combined pupil and corneal reflection [9]. The position of eye-gaze is generally
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calculated with reference to head position and thus head movement removing
techniques are reviewed. However in most of the eye-tracking applications, the
calibration of participant viewpoints is required to compute accurate eye-gaze
positions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 3].
An eye-tracker can be used independently to search and select an item; the
searching is achieved using eye-gaze coordinates and the item selection may be
performed using dwell time [7, 15]. For this, the dwell time should be sufficiently
long enough for a correct selection of the intended item; otherwise high false
selections may result. However, it should not be too long to delay the overall
communication process. Both extreme cases may thus lead to a high level of
frustration in the user. The eye-tracking will be used to complement information
obtained from brain activity signals, as discussed below.
Brain-computer interface (BCI) provides a direct communication pathway
between brain and a computing device for both healthy and differently-abled
people, such as those with severe motor impairments [16]. BCI can be used for
communication and control of computing devices through brain activity signals
replacing typical mouse, keyboard, and joystick control. With the aid of
analysed electroencephalography (EEG) signals, BCI systems have the potential
to be used in (neuro)rehabilitation, neurofeedback, controlling robots, virtual
keyboard, and other augmentative devices. It can also be used in entertainment
such as video games, switching control, and virtual automobile
control [17, 18, 19, 20]. Differently-abled people such as quadriplegics can
communicate using BCI without the involvement of neuro-muscular pathways.
Different BCI systems use different brain activity monitoring approaches such as
EEG, magnetoencephalography (MEG), electrocorticography (ECoG),
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). However in most of the BCI applications, EEG signals are most
commonly used as they are non-invasive, portable, economical, and practical to
use. Therefore, this study will only consider EEG [19, 21].
The human brain continuously generates small electrical activities in the
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form of EEG signals at the scalp and these signals are represented by several
frequency bands such as delta (δ), theta (θ), alpha (α), mu (µ), beta (β), and
gamma (γ) rhythms [22, 19]. BCIs can be categorized based on the types of
EEG input signals. Major types of EEG responses include event-related
desynchronization (ERD)/event-related synchronization (ERS) i.e. motor
imagery (MI) brainwaves, steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs),
event-related potentials (ERPs), and slow cortical potentials (SCPs) [21, 23]. A
BCI system involves several signal processing stages such as signal acquisition,
pre-processing, feature extraction, classification, neuro-feedback and/or device
control. These stages are required to filter noise and artefacts present in the
signal, and measure the brain activations. Current BCIs are mainly dependent
on brain activations associated with MI, SSVEP, or ERP [15]. A BCI system can
be devised by measuring brain activations while a user is performing specific
mental tasks [24]. The vividness of these brain activity responses is highly
dependent on sensory perception, MI or ERP. However, current BCI system
accuracies remain too low to allow users to use them on a continuous basis [25].
Although some research groups have claimed to achieve system accuracies of up
to 96% [26, 27, 28], they are limited in terms of information transfer rate (ITR),
reliability, and user acceptability.
The following literature review shows both EEG-based BCI and eye-tracker-
based HCI, when used independently, can suffer from several inherent limitations
such as low accuracy, limited number of commands, and usability issues in real-
world scenarios. However, by combining different modalities such as a hybrid BCI
that combines eye-gaze and MI brainwaves, performance can be improved. Hybrid
BCIs, like any conventional BCI, must fulfil the following criteria, to function as
a hybrid BCI: direct, intentional control, real-time signal processing and real-
time feedback [29]. For designing hybrid BCIs, the systems can be combined
sequentially or simultaneously [21, 29, 30, 31, 32]. To design a hybrid BCI system
for clinical and rehabilitation purposes, the constraints of the patients also have
to be considered. For example, patients who are not completely “locked-in” (e.g.
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quadriplegic) may still be able to control their eye-gaze and a hybrid BCI can
exploit this ability [29, 33]. A hybrid BCI may overcome issues such as the dwell
time issue, by exploiting a combination of two or more different systems, often
combining neurophysiological and physiological input signal sources [21, 29]. Thus,
the primary aim of this research is to design hybrid-multimodal systems that
overcome the shortcomings and disadvantages of a conventional EEG-based BCI
and eye-tracker-based HCI.
1.2 Research Aim and Objectives
In this thesis, the goal is to carry out extensive research into the characteristics of
eye-tracker-based HCI, EEG-based BCI, and a range of input/output devices such
as soft-switch and electromyography (EMG)-based hand gestures and potentially
developing hybrid-multimodal HCIs for effective communication and enhanced
independent living for people with disabilities. To achieve this aim, the objectives
of the thesis are given as follows:
• An exhaustive literature review of several state-of-the-art research works
conducted in the field of HCI-and BCI-based assistive technologies (ATs).
• The design, implementation, and evaluation of a novel hybrid BCI system
combining eye-gaze and MI responses, which aims to overcome the
shortcomings and disadvantages of a conventional EEG based-BCI and
eye-tracker based-HCI and presents the feasibility and rationale behind the
development of the hybrid BCI system.
• Propose and validate a set of methods for the adaptation (over time) of the
dwell time in asynchronous mode and the fixed interval (trial period) in
synchronous mode for eye-gaze-based virtual keyboards, which aims to
develop a novel adaptive multimodal access to virtual keyboard for
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) system.
• Build and test a novel method for optimising the position of the displayed
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items for eye-gaze-controlled tree-based menu selection system, which aims
to design an optimised multimodal eye-gaze-control virtual keyboard
application for people with physical disabilities.
• Design a multimodal interface to control a powered wheelchair and a hand
exoskeleton device that aims to help upper-limb mobility impaired people in
daily living activities.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis presents a significant work in the field of HCI- and BCI-based ATs.
The primary contributions are summarized as follows.
• Firstly, a simultaneous hybrid BCI system combining eye-gaze and MI
responses is introduced. The system involves a synergetic fusion of these
modalities, wherein the eye-tracker determines the position of the eye’s
gaze on a computer screen and the MI responses in the EEG allow the
selection of the target of interest. This hybrid BCI system has increased
the number of commands (i.e. from two or four to eight) and the number of
task conditions (i.e. visuomotor compatible and incompatible). Moreover,
it can allow more potential choices to the user and reduce the number of
false positives. Chapter 3 of the thesis describes this contribution in detail.
• Secondly, an assistive technology (AT) for alternative communication in form
of novel designs of virtual keyboard GUIs are developed and evaluated. In
particular, a novel set of methods for the adaptation (over time) of the
dwell time in asynchronous mode and the fixed interval (trial period) in
synchronous mode for eye-gaze-based virtual keyboards has been developed.
Furthermore, several virtual keyboard applications have been designed for
two different language scripts (i.e. Latin and Devanagari script). In addition,
the multimodal facilities such as a mouse, touch screen, soft-switch, surface
EMG, and eye-tracking have been integrated with these virtual keyboard
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applications to overcome various confounding factors of conventional virtual
keyboards. Chapter 4 of the thesis describe this contribution in detail.
• Thirdly, a multimodal eye-gaze-control virtual keyboard application for
Devanagari script is optimised for the people with physical disabilities.
Herein, a novel method for optimisation of the command item positions for
a eye-gaze-controlled tree-based menu selection system has been proposed.
The optimisation algorithm has considered the combination of letter
frequency and command selection time. Furthermore, an empirical
evaluation of the performance of different possible layouts of the proposed
virtual keyboard has been performed with ten healthy and ten stroke
patient participants. Chapter 5 of the thesis describe this contribution in
detail.
• Finally, a multimodal interface is developed to control a powered
wheelchair that aims to assist the users impaired with upper-limb mobility
in their activities of daily living (ADL). A novel approach has been
developed to overcome the Midas-Touch problem in a eye-gaze-controlled
wheelchair. In addition, a newly designed hand-exoskeleton has been
integrated with wheelchair system for assisting disabled people in grasping
(pick and place) objects while moving around. The interface of the
multimodal system has been extended to dual control panels for both
controlling the wheelchair and hand exoskeleton device. Chapter 6 of the
thesis describe this contribution in detail.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows.
• Chapter 2 outlines the key idea and motivation behind the development
of AT. The state-of-the-art of input modalities for HCI/BCI-based ATs
such as physical access switches, EOG, EMG, eye-gaze, and EEG are
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reviewed along with the neurophysiological background and fundamental
concepts of eye-tracking and EEG. The performance evaluation methods
for these technologies and their relevance to AT application for
communication and independent living are presented. The possible
development of hybrid BCI and multimodal HCI system are reviewed for
further enhancement of their performance. The different formulations of
the problem and approaches adopted in access switches, EOG, EMG,
eye-tracking, BCI, hybrid-multimodal BCI, and hybrid-multimodal HCI
research to date are outlined. The chapter concludes with the discussion on
the issues of each input modalities and the main challenges are presented
towards designing AT for communicative and rehabilitative purposes.
• Chapter 3 aims to address the limitations of individual input modalities
such as BCI and eye-tracking in the designing of ATs for disabled people.
A novel eye-gaze and MI-based hybrid BCI system is proposed. A design
model and the two different experimental paradigms are explored along
with performance evaluation methods of the hybrid system. The proposed
hybrid system is designed and evaluated with two different datasets. A
rigorous experimental evaluation of the system on two real-time EEG and
eye-tracking datasets is presented.
• Chapter 4 aims to address the limitations of eye-gaze-based access control
in the design of AT for communication. A novel virtual keyboard-based AT is
presented. Two different modes (i.e. synchronous and asynchronous) of eye-
gaze-based access control and a set of methods for adapting the parameters
over time for both modes are discussed. Furthermore, five different proposed
design models of the multimodal system are presented. Three different GUIs
of the virtual keyboard, one for English and two for the Hindi alphabet are
provided. In particular, it takes into account design challenges related to
managing a complex structure and a large set of characters in the language.
A rigorous experimental evaluation of these three systems is carried out,
and the results are explained. A discussion about the performance of each
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input modality is given. Lastly, the design of an adaptive eye-gaze-based
multimodal virtual keyboard system is summarised including its limitations
and further implementation to design an AT for communication.
• Chapter 5 aims to address the limitations of virtual keyboard
optimisation schemes based on script-specific information along with
multimodal input access facility. An optimised multimodal virtual
keyboard application is developed. The design challenges related to the
Hindi alphabet is a key issue, therefore, the Hindi alphabet system
including the design challenges of the virtual keyboard is explained. The
optimisation of virtual keyboard GUI involves a tree-based menu
optimisation method. The parameter estimation approach for GUI
optimisation by the creation of the letter frequencies of Hindi letters and
average time to produce the commands is provided. An empirical
evaluation of the designed GUIs is presented along with a discussion of the
performance of each GUI with two input modalities is given. Lastly, the
design of an optimised multimodal virtual keyboard system is summarised
including its limitations and further implementation to design an AAC
system.
• Chapter 6 aims to address the limitations of input modalities and user
interfaces to control a wheelchair and hand-exoskeleton device to design
AT for independent living. A novel assisted living application with
wheelchair and hand-exoskeleton control is presented in this chapter.
Multimodality is a major issue in a eye-gaze-controlled wheelchair and
three different proposed design models of the multimodal system are
presented. The experimental paradigms for both applications are
discussed. The methods used in the command selection and performance
evaluation are explained. A rigorous experimental evaluation of these two
systems is carried out, and the results are presented. A discussion about
the performance of each system is given. Lastly, the design of the proposed
system is summarised including its limitations and future implementations.
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• Chapter 7 presents a summary of the work performed in the previous
chapters and new directions for future work are proposed.
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This chapter presents an exhaustive literature review of several state-of-the-art
research works conducted in the field of ATs. The majority of the previous
contributions have been done in different contexts such as AAC and assisted
living or rehabilitation applications, wherein the different needs of the target
users, such as physical, cognitive, mobility, and speech impairments have been
considered. The relevance of HCI has been highlighted since the research on
ways to facilitate the interaction between people and computers is the key
element for the success of each assistive solution. Specifically, the main focus
points of the literature, presented in this chapter, are:
• The motivation for AT and investigation of a variety of assistive devices and
applications for both assistive and mainstream users.
• The investigation of natural HCI approaches between the varied user and
machine types.
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• The exploration of several low-cost input access methods implemented for
the design of an AAC system.
• The study of eye-tracker concepts, fundamentals, and operational techniques
that can be utilised to design an effective and robust AAC system.
• The study of BCI systems implemented for an AAC application.
• The investigation of hybrid BCI systems that can include one or two
modalities to design an AAC system for communication and independent
living.
• Finally, a summary of the current challenges associated with ATs are
presented along with a discussion about possible novel techniques and
methods to overcome these challenges in the contributions chapters.
This chapter is structured in the following manner: Section 2.2 introduces the
motivation and fundamental ideas behind currently available ATs; Section 2.3,
Section 2.4, and Section 2.5 describe the state-of-the-art input modalities in the
field of ATs for communication and independent living; Section 2.6 presents the
performance measures for eye-tracking and BCI systems; Section 2.7 and
Section 2.8 describe the hybrid-multimodal BCI and hybrid-multimodal HCI
systems. Section 2.9 introduces the current challenges associated with each input
modality including eye-tracking and BCI. Finally, each of these challenges are
considered as a motivation for each contribution chapter.
2.2 Assistive Technologies (ATs): Definition,
Motivation, and Types
The first definition of AT was presented in the Technology-Related Assistance
for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988 [Tech Act, 1988] [34]. This Tech Act
was passed by United States statute in 1988. The AT is “any item, piece of
equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially or off the shelf,
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modified or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the
functional capabilities of a person with a disability”. Under this Act, the
disability was defined as “a natural part of the human experience and in no way
diminishes the right of individuals to live independently, enjoy self-determination
and make choices, benefit from an education, pursue meaningful careers, and
enjoy full inclusion and integration in the economic, political, social, cultural,
and educational mainstream of society in the United States”. It is apparent that
software or online services were not included in this definition.
Several years later, this definition was revised as “any product (including
devices, equipment, instruments, technology, and software) specifically produced
or generally available, for preventing, compensating, monitoring, relieving or
neutralizing impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions.
Assistive Technologies are used by individuals with disabilities in order to
perform functions that might be difficult or impossible otherwise” [35]. ATs can
include mobility devices, any other hardware, software or peripherals which
assist people with disabilities in computer access, help them to communicate
with other people in an intelligible way, help them to do their ADL, and/or
other information technology access which are also focus of this thesis.
A world report on disability (2011) presented that close to 15% of world
population lives with one or the other form of disability and 2-4% of the
population experiences significant difficulties in normal functioning [36]. As per
the previous World Health Organization (WHO) estimates, from the 1970s, the
global disability prevalence was close to 10%. As can be clearly inferred, the
prevalence is 5% higher than the last estimates. This rise in the disability
estimate is due to several factors including population ageing, rapid spread of
chronic diseases, and improvements in disability measurement methodologies.
The main types of disabilities included in the global disability ratio are visual,
hearing, physical, cognitive, learning disorders, and speech disabilities.
Considering an example of a high-income country, 54 million people have a
physical or mental disability in the United States (i.e. 20% of the total
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population) [37]. Likewise, 9.4 million people have a long-standing and limiting
disability or illness in the United Kingdom (i.e. 17.6% of the total population)
(Life Opportunities Survey 2009-2012/Census 2011) [38]. It means almost 1 in 5
people in the United Kingdom has a long-standing limiting disability or illness.
In particular, the proportion of disabled people with mobility and speech
impairment is observed as 36% and 3.8%, respectively [38, 39]. Another study
estimated approximately 45 million people suffering from chronic health
problems or disabilities in Europe [40]. Moreover, low-income and middle-income
countries are far much worse as compared to high-income countries with respect
to disability estimation. For instance, according to Census of India 2011, 26.8%
of the population have a speech, movement, and/or mental disability in India
(i.e. low-income country) [41]. 20 million families, across the world, have at least
one family member who is impacted by a disability. Today, disability has become
inter-twined into the national discourse. It affects education, employment,
recreation, and healthcare. Apart from the impact on the physical health and
economic well-being of the person, it also takes a toll on the family which
provides the necessary care and attention.
Current ATs are available in a number of varieties (e.g. packages, shapes, and
sizes). They are available for purchase as standardised as well as customisable
products. Over time, many of the special adaptations developed for people with
disabilities have become standard features incorporated into mainstream products.
A partial listing of these features and both their AT lists and mainstream users
are shown in Table 2.1. A common aspect of all ATs is that these are capability
enhancers.
Additionally, standardisation efforts have been made for products designed for
persons with specific disabilities [42]. Another related remarkable standardisation
effort, trying to consolidate an international common language, has been carried
out by the WHO in order to provide an International Classification of Functioning,
Disability, and Health (ICF) [43].
In this chapter, a thorough discussion of different kinds of available ATs is
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Allow someone without the
use of their hands to control
a computer through thought
This is just emerging as





Allow someone without the
use of their hands to control a
computer through eye-
movements
This is just emerging as






Allow people with physical
disabilities who are unable to
use a pointing device or
keyboard to control the
computer using a single
switch
Used as a simple data
acquisition solution for
anyone needing to plug a
switch into a computer. One
known example: a TV
weatherman who changes
slides on the weather map he
is standing in front of using
a small switch in his hand.
presented. These devices use different levels of technologies for the hardware and
software. However, this thesis mostly emphasises ATs that are high-end
technologies for speech and motor impaired people. For instance, people with
limited functionality of hands may use a special mouse and/or switches, hand
gestures, eye-gaze, and their brain activity signals to operate a computer.
Likewise, people with speech-related disabilities may use systems which narrate
loudly as they enter text from switches, hand gestures, eye-gaze and/or brain
activity signals according to their needs and comforts, while people with physical
and mobility impairments may use switches, hand gestures, eye-gaze and brain
activity signals and/or a synergetic combination of these devices to control a
wheelchair and independent living applications for their ADL. Despite high-tech
ATs being more expensive, not readily accessible, and have a relatively steeper
learning curve, their impact can be exemplary in the sense that these are life
changing devices. With the help of these technologies, someone with disability
may be able to go to school, sustain employment, and communicate effectively.
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The next section is dedicated to the state-of-the-art input modalities
implemented to design efficient ATs such as switches, EOG, EMG, eye-tracking,
and EEG-based BCI. However, we shall mainly focus on the design of different
input modalities for AT in the field of communication and independent living.
2.3 Input Modalities
The input modalities allow the users to interact with the assistive devices. These
modalities can be used in accordance with the user-specific needs, for instance, it
is possible to control a computer or a communication aid using a slight and rapid
movement of their foot, hand, mouth, lip, finger, an eye blink or a movement of
their head. These various methods of controlling an AAC device are collectively
known as access methods. This section presents a detailed description of three
input access methods and their applications to design an assistive technology for
both communication and independent living.
2.3.1 Access Switches and Interface
A switch is a replacement for a computer keyboard or a mouse. Single or multiple
switches can be utilised for physically and cognitively impaired users to access
computer systems [45]. These switches come in a wide variety, depending on
the activation methods such as sip-puff, pushing, pulling, pressing, blinking or
squeezing [46]. For push or press switches, the required force for activation varies
and in some cases, can be calibrated based upon the requirement. The force
required may vary from a soft touch to a kick. Different switches have been
designed for different body parts such as hand, foot, mouth or head which are able
to produce consistent and voluntary movement [45, 47]. However, some of these
switches cannot be plugged directly into a computer system. Instead, a dedicated
interface is required to bridge the gap between the switch and the computer’s
universal serial bus (USB), serial, or personal system (PS)/2 port [48]. There are
a variety of access switches publically available for the disabled people to assist
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Figure 2.1: Commercially available access switch and interface.
them at work, home, and education [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. In particular,
cuddly switch is explained below with its primary functions [50, 56] (see Figure
2.1).
• Cuddly switch: The cuddly switch is a soft fabric foam covered switch
about the size of a doughnut. It is also called soft switch and pillow switch.
A hand rested on the cuddly switch can easily activate it. The fabric texture
is comfortable to touch and feels soft against a face, making it ideal for cheek
or head activation. It can be used either freestanding, pinned to clothing,
or attached to any surface with velcro. The cover is easily removed for
washing. A variety of colours are available and extra covers can be purchased
separately.
The USB switch interface is the link between single switch input devices and
Macintosh or Windows computers with USB capabilities. These
above-mentioned switch can work independently with any application using
switch interface. Switch interfaces fall into two broad categories, plug and play
switch interfaces and software driven switch interfaces, with several options in
each of those categories. Here, a plug and play switch interface is described
below with its primary functions [56] (see Figure 2.1).
• USB switch interface plus: This Quizworks switch interface box allows
up to five switches at one time. Simple buttons on the interface include 25
optional input characters. This interface can also help someone who might
accidentally hit their switch more than once, with a ‘no repeat’ option.
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2.3.2 Electrooculography
The EOG is a non-invasive technique, which measures the corneo-retinal standing
potential from the front and the back of the human eye [57]. The resulting signal is
called the electrooculogram. It provides a recording of the eye movement activities
using pairs of electrodes on either above and below the eye or left and right of
the eye. However, the forehead EOG recording process has been proposed to
record the eye movement activities, which provides the better accuracy compared
to the conventional EOG process [58]. Unlike the electroretinogram (ERG), the
EOG does not measure response to individual visual stimuli. If the eye moves from
centre position towards one of the two electrodes, this electrode “sees” the positive
side of the retina and the opposite electrode “sees” the negative side of the retina.
Consequently, a potential difference occurs between the electrodes [59]. Assuming
that the resting potential is constant, the recorded potential is a measure of the
eye’s position.
The EOG signal can be acquired by placing Ag/AgCI electrodes around the
eyes. Apart from the Ag/AgCI electrodes, the EOG recording system has several
components i.e. amplifiers, analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and EOG recording
device to process the recorded signals on a computer. The measurement of EOG
signal is done by the potential difference of time between active electrode or signal
and reference electrode [58]. However, the EOG-based systems have been designed
for medical purposes and interaction in everyday environments [58, 60] wherein
the electrodes’ position can be chosen as per the application requirements. On the
another hand, eye-tracking also provided a low-cost solution to design an interface
in everyday environments. The process of eye-tracking is explained in the next
section, as it is similar to the EOG principle.
2.3.3 Electromyography
EMG, a non-invasive technique, is used to measure skeletal muscles’ electrical
activity using an instrument called the electromyogram [61]. An EMG detects the
electric potential generated by muscle cells when they are activated electrically
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or neurologically. The signals can be analysed to detect medical abnormalities,
activation level, or recruitment order, or to analyse the biomechanics of human or
animal movement.
There are two kinds of EMG: surface EMG (sEMG) and intramuscular EMG.
sEMG records muscle activity from the surface above the muscle on the skin to
assess muscle function. However, it only provides a limited assessment of the
muscle activity. sEMG can be recorded by a pair of electrodes or by a more
complex array of multiple electrodes [62] for measuring potential difference.
Intramuscular EMG can be performed using different types of recording
electrodes. Monopolar needle electrode is the simplest approach. This can be a
fine wire inserted into a muscle with a surface electrode as a reference, or two
fine wires inserted into muscle referenced to each other. Fine wire recordings are
most commonly used for research or kinesiology studies.
The sEMG is very popular in the design of AT and for research purposes.
Recently, a Myo armband has been designed, which can record the sEMG of the
human hand. In particular, the Myo armband is a gesture recognition device
worn on the forearm and manufactured by Thalmic Labs [63]. The Myo enables
the user to control technology wirelessly using various hand motions. It uses a set
of EMG sensors that sense electrical activity in the forearm muscles, combined
with a gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer to recognize different hand
gestures [64]. It can be used to control video games, presentations, music, and
visual entertainment. It differs from the Leap Motion device as it is worn rather
than using a 3D array of cameras that sense motion in the environment.
2.3.4 Input Modalities Based ATs
2.3.4.1 Applications for Communication
AAC systems include methods of communication for those people who have any
speech, motor, and cognitive impairment or are unable to comprehend or produce
verbal or written language [65]. AAC-based methods and technologies have been
designed to provide new effective means of communication to these people [66].
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In general, AAC systems include a large set of gestural, alphabetical, and iconic
communications [45]. This area of research is growing rapidly to meet the needs
of severe speech and motor impaired individuals, such as aphasia and tetraplegia
patients [67]. The AAC system can be divided into two distinct components:
input device(s) and the communication software. The input devices are used to
capture any type of voluntary intent of patients (e.g. electrodes for EMG and/or
EOG) signals, and/or access switches). The dedicated communication software,
e.g. virtual keyboards [68, 69], and complex communication spreadsheets [70]
have been proposed to generate explicit information regarding the users’ intent by
analysing the data captured by the input devices.
Several input access switches have been used to develop virtual keyboard-based
AAC system for Latin and Bengali scripts [47, 71, 72]. In particular, the low-
cost press and touch switches have been implemented with predictive and iconic
virtual keyboards that can help people with neuro-motor disorders for performing
several day-to-day tasks, e.g. to communicate with other people, learn to type,
write essays, letters, and even compose poetry [73, 74]. Further, the performance
models for automatic evaluation of virtual keyboard, computational modelling of
errors done by users for designing better virtual scanning keyboards, and protocol
to evaluate virtual keyboards for Indian languages have been explored in several
previous studies [47, 75, 76].
EOG signals have been utilised as input devices in a virtual keyboard-based
AAC systems wherein search and selection of an item on a computer screen is
done by EOG signals [77, 78]. In particular, 8 types of distinct EOG signals have
been used with virtual keyboard application for typing letters [79]. Further, a
wireless EOG-based HCI device has been developed that can detect eye
movements in four directions (i.e. left, right, up, and down) [80]. These eye
movements were used to control virtual keyboard without the need of the
traditional mouse and keyboard device. The virtual keyboards and different
types of EOG patterns have been optimised with the objective of improving the
quality of life of persons with disabilities using only eye movements [81]. This
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proves that it can be an economical solution for disabled users. Furthermore, the
EOG signals have been investigated to design a complete wearable assistive
device wherein a user can use this device to send commands to any machine
and/or devices such as another assistive application in a PC via Bluetooth or a
wheelchair system [82]. However, this device was only evaluated with virtual
keyboard application. In addition, the wearable EOG goggles have been designed
that allows for seamless sensing of eye motion, context recognition and eye-based
interactions in everyday environments [83].
The EMG signals have also been investigated to provide a new means of
communication in the HCI field. The EMG mouse system, including hardware
and software, has been developed that can control the movement of the cursor
which are interpretations of 6 predefined wrist motions (i.e. up, down, left, right,
click, and rest) [84]. A data glove for aphasiacs using only LED and photo
detectors (PDs) has been designed whereby finger gestures are utilised to control
English and Chinese alphabet virtual keyboard applications [68]. EMG-based
assistive devices have been developed that can use different hand gesture-based
controls for virtual environment and communication [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90].
2.3.4.2 Applications for Independent Living
A large set of ATs has been developed to improve the life quality of disabled
people, in particular, involving the powered wheelchair [91]. The wheelchair is a
commonly used assistive device that can help physically and mobility impaired
people in the ADL, which includes feeding, toileting, dressing, grooming, and
bathing [92]. It is also known as an AT for independent living. A large variety
of indoor/outdoor wheelchairs are commercially available in the global market
including power and/or electric wheelchairs. These devices come with a number
of variations where they can be propelled either by hand or by motors and the
occupant can use several ways to control the electrical motors such as through
a joystick, sip-and-puff control, or other input devices. Often there are handles
behind the seat for someone else to do the pushing or input devices for caregivers.
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The joystick and sip-puff control are unsuitable and non-intuitive for
upper-limb mobility impaired people [93]. Therefore, several input modalities
such as different types of input switches, EOG, and EMG signals can be utilised
to design effective wheelchair systems for these disabled users. In particular, an
EOG-based system has been proposed that provides a controlling method for
persons with disabilities, especially for those having only eye-motor
coordination [94, 57]. Simulation exercises have verified that different strength of
eye movement signals could be manipulated for helping tetraplegia in their
mobility using the wheelchair [95]. A forehead EOG sensor has been utilised to
drive a powered wheelchair [58]. A new human-centered EMG-based wheelchair
system has been designed whereby joystick control can be replaced by the
muscles of a convenient part of the body, such as the neck or the arm [96]. The
EMG signals including gestures, voice-based interface, and wearable EMG have
been utilised for assisting the motor impaired users [97, 98, 99, 100].
Furthermore, a continuous control method has been developed that utilises two
EMG signals as inputs for the muscle-computer interfaces (MCI) [101]. Also, a
wireless EMG control system has been proposed and tested using a miniaturised
wheelchair model. This system may also be utilised for operating other
rehabilitation aids (e.g. robotic arm/exoskeleton) [102].
In previous studies, a large number of exoskeleton devices have been
investigated and these exoskeletons have found a vast range of applications in
different domains of assistive and rehabilitative technologies. Leg-exoskeletons
(e.g. Active Leg EXoskeleton (ALEX)) are used in the neuro-motor training of
gait [103]. RiceWrist system has also been developed for the functional recovery
of wrist and forearm [104]. Exoskeletons are also tested for individual muscle
activation [105] and systems like Cable Actuated Finger Exoskeleton (CAFE)
have been developed for individual joint level restoration of finger-mobility
following stroke [106]. Thus, previous studies have indicated that there is an
utmost need for low-cost devices for the ADL in home setting [107].
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2.4 Eye-tracking
2.4.1 Introduction to Eye-tracking
An eye-tracker is a device that measures eye motion and eye positions [5], with
two major eye movement monitoring features. The first feature measures the eye’s
position relative to the head, and the second feature measures the orientation of the
eye in space or the point of regard. Collected data from both the eye movements
and eye positions can be statistically investigated to define the patterns and the
eye fixation durations, and the user can visually move the sequence of scan paths
through a screen or page. Eye-tracking-based technologies can be designed by
using a dedicated eye-tracking device which consists of cameras, projections, and
algorithms. An image processing algorithm is used to find specific details in the
user’s eyes and reflection patterns and based on these details, the mathematical
algorithms estimate the eyes’ position and eye-gaze point. The basic structure of
eye-tracking is depicted in Figure 2.2.
2.4.2 Eye-tracker Concepts and Fundamentals
This subsection provides a literature review of eye-tracker concepts and their
fundamentals. In addition, it includes the concept of the neural basis of visual
perception, types of eye movements, eye-tracking, eye-tracking technology, head
movements, the principle of operation of eye-tracking devices, output and
visualisation of data, and the use of dwell time adaptation for a reliable
eye-tracker operation.
2.4.2.1 Physics and Neural Basis of Visuo-oculomotor Processing
Research on eye-tracking has been performed for many purposes. Generally, the
purpose is to investigate the oculomotor behaviour, which helps to interact with
vision [4]. Thus, it is important to understand the human visual system (HVS)
and its processing [9]. The human eye as a biological device may be compared with


























































The interaction with a line-of-sight is done by different parts of the eye i.e.
corneas, pupil, lens, retina, and fovea. Basically, the retina and fovea help to
convey information to the visual cortex of the brain (via the retina and thalamic
area). The special acuity around the visual field is not uniform [108]. As the
retina features carry the information to the brain, its dimensions are defined as
the projected scene dimensions in degrees which are represented by a visual angle.
The width of the thumb at an arm’s length usually produces a visual angle of
approximately 2 degree [109]. In particular, the visual angle (A) in a unit of
degree is defined as:
A = 2 arctan · S
2D
(2.1)
where S represents the size of the scene object and D represents the distance
from the object (see Figure 2.3) [5]. The 1-degree visual angle is equivalent to
approximately 300 µm distance on the retina.
Figure 2.3: Visual angle representing projected scene dimensions [5].
Information from the eye is then transmitted to various parts of the brain.
Generally, the brain is comprised of various regions which are partially categorised
by their functional roles [110]. Figure 2.4 illustrates an overall view of the main



















































































Since EEG activity arises from the cortex, we shall focus only on cortical
regions, although we should keep in mind their interactions via subcortical brain
regions (especially via the thalamus). The first cortical region to receive visual
stimulus is the region V1, known as the primary visual cortex, which projects to
areas V2 and V4. Basically, the areas V2, V3, V3A, V4 can encode colour, form,
and other higher order stimulus features. The signals are then bifurcated into
two general pathways: the dorsal and ventral streams [111, 112]. The ventral
stream generally encodes the “what” of the stimulus. At the far end of this
stream, the inferotemporal cortex (ITC) can encode features as complex as
individual objects. The dorsal stream often encodes the “where” of the stimulus.
The MT/V5 is involved in visual motion processing. The information is then
transmitted to the lateral intraparietal (LIP) area where more complex features
are computed. Importantly, the LIP area seems to play a role in forming decision
information to be transmitted to the oculomotor muscles (through the basal
ganglia and superior colliculus not shown in Figure 2.4) [113, 114]. This
eventually leads to the execution of saccadic eye movements. Other cortical
brain regions highly involved in oculomotor decisions, monitoring, and control,
but not shown in Figure 2.4, include the frontal eye fields (FEF), supplementary
eye fields (SEF) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [115].
To understand how these brain regions coordinate, consider the everyday
example of how a person reacts to an approaching ball (visual moving stimulus).
The ball approaching visual stimulus can be divided into the following processes:
although the person is not looking directly at the ball, the person’s peripherial
visual field can register incoming light and sends information to the occipital
(visual) lobe to process the ball’s colour and velocity. The occipital lobe then
sends visual information to higher cortical brain regions that will form the
decisions to make a saccadic eye movement towards the approaching ball. This
sensorimotor transformation or decision can be rather rapid (100 ms). Now
suppose the person is supposed to look away from the approaching visual
stimulus (for some reason), then the frontal lobe (e.g. front, which encodes this
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rule, will send a cognitive control signal to suppress the saccadic eye movement,
resulting in a more complex behaviour [116].
2.4.2.2 Eye Movements and Types
The eye possesses six degrees of freedom (DoF) for motion. Three are used for
translation movement within the socket and the remaining three are used for
rotations. The movement of the eyeball is done by six muscles (i.e. the medial
and lateral for sideways movements, the superior & inferior recti for up & down
movements, and the superior & inferior oblique’s for a twist) [5]. Basically, the
oculomotor plant is involved in generating the eye movements. The eye movement
control signals come from separate regions of the visual processing part of the
brain called occipital cortex. Therefore, the eye movements are very important
for the control of eye-gaze. It happens at a micro-level and it is defined during
a static scene perception in the form of the extra-ocular muscles, the oculomotor
plant or eye-gaze control, saccades, sooth pursuits, fixations, and nystagmus [4].
Further, this section presents a brief review of these oculomotor behaviours. On
average, the human eye executes approximately 100,000 eye movements in a day.
When the user wants to search a stimulus or an object in a visual environment,
it is done by the shifting of fovea from one to another spatial location. During the
shifting of the fovea, the eye makes changes in angular rotation called saccades.
Thus, saccades are rapid eye movements with lots of sudden jumping from the
points between the fixations. The saccades are the fastest movements of the eye,
which have high acceleration and deceleration rate. Usually, the eye movements
create 3-4 saccadic eye movements in 1 s [117]. The range covered by saccades is
about 2-10 degrees, the duration is about 25-100 ms from the visual angle. There
are also express saccades which bypass time-consuming neural circuits and directly
activate the oculomotor system (which is accompanied by alpha rhythms) [118].
A smooth pursuit eye movement tracks the moving target and depends on the
motion of the target. Accordingly, the eyes are capable of capturing the velocity
of the target. It also provides a negative feedback to control the system [5]. The
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nystagmus is a conjugate eye movement, which is characterised by the time series
signal pattern. The smooth pursuit element of optokinetic nystagmus appears
during “slow phases”, which take the eyes off the point of regard [119].
In general, a saccade is tracked by a fixation. During target selection, when
the eyes are looking at a particular scene for a longer time, eye creates several
view positions called fixation. Typically one fixation is equal to five or more view
positions in a group with a radius of 7 mm [120]. Therefore, the amount and
quality of visual information in the scene are determined by the fixation time.
The range covered by fixation is about 200-600 ms. During fixation, the eyes are
not still and make small movements i.e. small-amplitude tremor, slow drift, and
micro-saccades within one-degree radius [121]. If the saccades are smaller than
15 min arc (0.25 degree), they are called microsaccades [122].
In short, two significant observations can be made. First, these movements
i.e. fixations, smooth pursuits, and saccades are required to gain insight into the
overt localisation of visual attention. The second is, these eye movements have
signal characteristics and neural circuitry. These eye movements are estimated
by a linear time invariant system which is represented in the time domain. This
linear time invariant system is also applicable for detections of the saccade. There
are two types of velocities for saccadic eye movements. First is for fixation, low
velocities (i.e. <100 deg/s) and second is for saccades (i.e. >300 deg/s) [123].
When a scene and/or an observer are in motion, the retinal image is stabilised by
using only the smooth pursuit mechanisms. The smooth pursuit and fixation eye
movements are significantly slower than a saccade (e.g. 1-30 deg/s). If further
eye movements are categorized then, the saccades, pursuits, and vergence belong
to eye-gaze shifting movements and fixation movements such as vestibular and
optokinetic eye movements. Eye-gaze is used for positioning of fovea with respect
to eye movements and head [117].
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2.4.2.3 Eye-tracking Technology
There are various ways for defining the duration of eye fixations and their
frequencies with respect to points of regard. The point of regard needs sensing,
direction recording and processing of eye-gaze data, which requires the
computing of the eye fixation statistic. In eye-tracking research, several
methodologies have been proposed to measure eye movements e.g. EOG, scleral
contact lens/search coil, POG or VOG, and video-based combined pupil and
corneal reflection (CR) [9]. In video-based eye-tracking methods, the tracking of
eye movement is done by video camera built-in system and the movement
measuring is done by infrared (IR) light reflecting off the eye. It can be divided
into two parts: head mounted eye-tracking technology and remote eye-tracking
technology. The most common and effective methods for the eye-tracking system
are pupil tracking and CR.
Other alternatives of eye-tracking systems make use of different equipments
such as skin electrode or contact lenses [124], EOG, limbus tracking, direct vision,
and mirror-based systems. The direct vision system is required to record the
face of a human on videotape while doing motion activities e.g. record driver
faces image through a video camera, which is fixed on the hood of the car in
front of the driver. The EOG method depends on (DC signals) recording of the
electric potential differences of different sides of skin nearby ocular cavity [125,
126]. Practical eye-tracking techniques are used to capture the eye-gaze’s position
through non contacting cameras, which observe eye parts. Many eye and limbus
tracking methods have been designed in past research [121, 124, 125].
In pupil tracking systems, the most extensively used method is video-based
eye-tracking. The eye movements are recorded by the camera while the user looks
at a stimulus. The tracking of the eye pupil is very hard to detect as compared
to the limbus tracking system but the pupil tracking techniques provide better
accuracy [124]. In general, the visibility of the human eye depends on the retina,
which is a sensitive layer of tissues in the eye. The retina is very reflective and
non-sensitive near the IR wavelengths of approximately 880 nm. Therefore, it is
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invisible to the eye and may be detected by available commercial cameras in the
market. The IR light is used as the source of light with an IR sensitive camera.
The pupil tracking system has different ways of imaging the pupil such as bright
pupil system and dark pupil system. The main difference between both systems
is the location of light i.e. illumination source regards to the optics [127].
In bright pupil system the IR light source has been placed nearby to the
participant’s line of sight, which represents the optical axis of the camera and
the optics of beam splitter, thus the pupil will appear bright. The measurement
of eye movements is calculated according to head position [108]. Once the eye
movements are captured, the eye-tracker system will translate these movements
into the eye-gaze coordinates using calibration algorithms. The bright pupil
system requires head tracking methods to prevent head position. In past
research, some authors have used the bright pupil system with the head mounted
technology [108]. This system provides a greater contrast for the iris or pupil
tracking but it’s not effective for outdoor tracking.
If the illumination source of the optical path is balanced (offset), the pupil will
appear as dark because the reflection of light from the retina is focused away by
the camera. The dark pupil eye-tracking system has been used for 30 years by
many researchers or industrialists [125]. The tracking of eyes is done by IR light
cameras, which are located a few inches from each side. These IR light origins
reflect off the eye cornea. This method provides greater contrast for the pupil
because it reflects the participant face and overcomes the red eye effect using IR
light. It requires calibration to map the eye-gaze position. Therefore, this thesis
will only consider a dark pupil system.
Another video-based method is CR. The CR has four reflections from the
boundaries called Purkinje reflections (i.e. P1, P2, P3, and P4). The two
reflections (P1 and P2) are located at the front and the back surface of the eye
cornea and the other two reflections (P3 and P4) are located at the front and
back surface of the eye lens [124]. Figure 2.5 shows a model of different Purkinje
reflections. The P1 Purkinje reflection is a reflection point, which is used for the
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Figure 2.5: The Purkinje reflections [128].
pupil and cornea reflection. The reflection of the eye cornea and sketch of the
eye pupil are computed by the same video camera. The analysis of video recording
is done by different image processing approaches. After that, the processed images
are used to identify the pupil and the CR, and to compute the centre. Figure 2.5
represents the centre of pupil and cornea reflection as white and black crosshair
respectively. The complete visual line for eye-gaze is computed by using these two
points [121].
2.4.2.4 Head Movements
Head movements play a vital role in an eye-tracking system in the computation
of the eye-gaze position i.e. the vertical (eye-gaze x) and the horizontal (eye-gaze
y) coordinates of stimulus on the computer screen for the participant. Several
methods are used by different research groups for distinguishing head movements
from eye movements [129]. The eye-tracker system requires a priori calibration to
map the eye-gaze locations of the participant’s viewpoints [130]. These mapped
locations are used to compute the eye-gaze coordinates of the participant. In
the ideal condition, only a change in pupil’s position will cause eye movement.
However, to achieve such ideal conditions, constraints are required to be put on
the participant’s head motion. This can be achieved by means, such as, a chin
rest but this process is very uncomfortable for the participants. Without using
such constraints, the eye position changes with the head position. On another side
without using a chin rest, to achieve the accurate eye-gaze position, calibrated eye-
gaze coordinates of the participant’s must be unaltered. Therefore, the eye-tracker
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must be balanced to compute the eye-gaze position.
One of the ways to compute the eye-gaze position is to use the viewpoint
determined by the eye-tracking system and subtract the eye data from the head
position [130]. Another way is to exclude head position, in which the tracking
of the eye is done by fixed electrodes, placed on the participant’s face (i.e. EOG
process). These electrodes provide the position of pupil or iris [124]. The video-
based eye-tracker system compensates head movements by tracking both the CR
and the pupil [129]. The CR provides information regarding changes in the internal
location of the eye with respect to the head position and the position of the pupil
offers accurate eye-gaze coordinates of the user.
2.4.2.5 Principle of Operation of Eye-tracking Devices
The important operation is calibration of participant viewpoints to compute
accurate eye-gaze position. The calibration is dependent on the system camera.
A camera is used to capture viewpoints of the participant and the eye-tracker
system detects these points of fixations. The calibration time is measured in
seconds. It may use various calibration modes, for example, four to sixteen point
calibration. After suitable calibration, the data is stored and reused each time
the participant return to the experiment.
The remote eye-tracking device is a kind of reflector for tracking eye position.
An IR light emitting diode projects light onto both eyes And the IR camera
measures the difference between the reflection of the pupil and known reference
viewpoints. These reference viewpoints are determined where the participant is
looking at. In case of head mounted eye-tracking device, the eye camera records a
video image of the eye. The eye camera is used as a half mirror which reflects only
IR light and the participant visual field is captured by a scene camera. Generally,
the eye movements are captured by the IR cameras. The image of the eye is
analysed in real time with appropriate sampling rate. The sampling rate depends
on the mode of setup, generally, it is between 30 to 128 Hz [130, 131]. According
to pupil location, the system will compute the centre and actual eye-gaze position
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will be displayed on the computer screen. The data is stored in ASCII file format,
and is used for graphical analysis.
2.4.2.6 Output and Visualization of Data
This thesis includes two different eye-tracker devices, the eye-tracker signals are
recorded from an Arrington Research Eye-tracker and the eye-tribe system
comprising of a monocular high resolution IR camera with a sampling rate of
128 Hz and 30-60 Hz, respectively [130, 131], which records eye movements while
stimulus appears on a computer screen. The trackers are used to measure the
eye-gaze position. These devices provide coordinates of eye-gaze with time [132].
During the experiment, the participant is prompted to direct the mouse cursor
to the target of interest using their eyes. These systems record all relevant eye
movement data from the participant, while the participant is doing a visual task,
then eye-gaze position of the surface is calculated based on calibration data.
Generally, calibration takes approximately 30 s to record the eye-gaze
positions [130, 131]. This research considers a dark pupil with monocular IR
light and image processing hardware.
These systems offer output file format to record and process the data. The
recording of data is done in various steps such as eye data: represents eye-gaze
x and eye-gaze y position or coordinates, height and width of the pupil, time
(i.e. delta and total), the ocular torsion, and regions of interest (ROI). Another
recording will be an asynchronous record which includes state transition maker,
data of other related program and key press. The recorded data can be used
for the post-processing. The post-processing of data is done by different static
software and hardware components. The eye-tracker system is directly added to
the eye-gaze cursor or video signal on a camera in real time, then the user can
first choose the captured data on the computer and use it. The dataset consists
of five parameters such as eye-gaze-x, eye-gaze-y, time, trigger, and labels. Thus,
the eye-tracker results will be computed in the time domain. As the results of
the BCI system and/or other input modalities will also be computed in the time
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domain, both the modalities can be merged to develop a novel hybrid-multimodal
interface. The dwell time can be used to select an item with eye-gaze to design a
HCI alone.
2.4.2.7 Dwell Time Adaptation
During target (i.e. stimuli) selection, the eye-tracker captures both the targeted
and the non-targeted scan paths because eye recordings are still performed during
the resting period. Thus it is required to take into consideration how to find
an efficient way for searching and selecting a stimulus through eye-tracker. The
searching of a stimulus is done by using eye-gaze. The user will select a stimulus
on a computer screen through dwell time.
Dwell time plays a vital role in improving the accuracy of command selection
through eye-tracker [29, 15]. For example, a user can select an item on the
computer screen by controlling the eye movements. However, the difficulty lies in
defining an appropriate time window for searching and selecting a desired item
(dwell time) [7]. The dwell time should be sufficiently long enough for the
correct selection of the intended item, otherwise high false selections may result
leading to high level of frustration in the user and thus delaying the overall
process. Therefore, the adaptation (over time) of the dwell time is absolutely
necessary for reliable eye-tracker operations.
2.4.3 Operational Techniques in Eye-tracking
The eye-tracking is used to provide a medium of communication for the user.
The search and selection of the command are done by using x-y coordinates and
time. The dwell time-based approaches suffer from the poor accuracies due to the
involuntary eye movement. The researchers have investigated an effective dwell
time to select a command on the screen [133]. On the other hand adaptation of
dwell time and dwell free methods can provide an effective control of eye-tracking
on ATs. The advantage of the dwell time-based system is that it can be utilised
to design robust AT as it is not based on any waiting time indexes. Based on
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operational techniques, the eye-tracking system is categorized into two modes:
synchronous and asynchronous HCI [134, 135]. Synchronous HCI is a cue-based
and computer driven approach as the command selection is done at the end of a
specified fixed interval (i.e. trial period). The way of interaction in synchronous
mode is mainly based on an external cue. This mode can be used to avoid artifacts
such as involuntary eye movements (i.e. Midas-Touch problem) of users. This
should be compared to an asynchronous mode with command selection done based
on the dwell time concept, offering a natural mode of interaction without waiting
for an external cue.
2.4.4 Eye-tracking based ATs
2.4.4.1 Applications for Communication
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) had introduced
the robust development of AAC system in their 2005 technical report for making
effective communication, accessible and achievable for a large number of users
including their human rights [65]. In Section 2.3.4.1, several AAC applications
have been presented with different input access methods, however, one of the
most popular input devices is the eye-tracker that captures eye-gaze of the user
in real-time [136]. The human eye-tracking study is in the fourth era of research
and development for commercial applications in the fields of education, medicine,
health, and sport. Disabled people who are not completely locked-in, may still
partially be able to use their body parts and eye-gaze to communicate and
control assistive devices. The eye-gaze-based AAC systems have been developed
previously for patients suffering from locked-in syndrome [137] and amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) [138]. Recently, a eye-gaze-based communication for
locked-in hospital patients has been implemented successfully which has shown
its strong potential as an input modality for an AT [139]. This system provides
an alternative means of communication to the hospital patients wherein they can
use an on-screen keyboard (i.e. virtual keyboard) to communicate with their
caregivers using their eyes instead of their voices.
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A recent review study shows that several virtual keyboard-based AAC
systems have been successfully designed based on various keyboard approaches
i.e. the Dvorak, FITALY, OPTI, Cirrin, Lewis, Hooke’s, Chubon, Metropolis,
and ATOMIK [67]. In particular, virtual keyboard-based eye-gaze controlled
typing system such as EyeWrite, dwell-free eye-typing, Dasher, Eyeboard,
Eyeboard++, EyePoint, EyeSwipe, openEyes, and Gazing with pEyes have been
effectively implemented for both assistive and mainstream
uses [140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148]. Moreover, the hand and eyes
motion have been utilised to control the virtual keyboard for handicapped
people [149]. The eye-tracking-based communication system has been developed
for patients having major neuro-locomotor disabilities wherein they can verbally
communicate through signs or in writing [150].
2.4.4.2 Applications for Independent Living
As explained earlier, partially locked-in patient are still partially able to use their
body parts and eye-gaze to communicate and control assistive devices. The eye-
gaze-based control of a wheelchair has been implemented successfully for these
patients, which has shown its strong potential as an input modality for AT [151,
152]. The eye-gaze-based control has been explored to allow a maximum number
of patients and people with disabilities, especially for the paralyzed people to
use a wheelchair efficiently [153]. In addition, free view solutions and scanning
techniques have improved the eye-gaze controlled wheelchair’s performance [154,
155]. The eye movement detection has also been explored to design a mobile
and communication aid for handicapped patients suffering from quadriplegic and
paraplegic disease [156]. A study presents a prototype of real-time non-intrusive
eye-tracking-based wheelchair that can be further integrated into real wheelchairs
for physically impaired people [157]. Interestingly, a recent study presents a eye-
gaze-control wheelchair for motor disabled people by providing continuous and
real-time navigation in unknown environments [158].
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2.5 Brain-Computer Interface
This section provides a literature review of state-of-the-art BCI research. In
particular, it includes an introduction to BCI, BCI research groups, brain
activity monitoring approaches, EEG electrode placement, type of EEG
rhythms, neurophysiological background, type of operational techniques in BCIs,
hybrid-multimodal BCIs, and chronological/ categorical review of conventional
and hybrid-multimodal BCIs.
2.5.1 Introduction to BCI
A BCI provides a direct communication channel between brain activity and
external devices, particularly computer systems [23, 17, 159]. The first
international BCI meeting was held in New York in June, 1999, where BCI was
defined as “a communication system that does not depend on the brain’s normal
output pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles” [16, 160, 161]. The basic
structure of BCIs is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The basic structure of BCIs.
Over the past few decades, the BCI field has used both invasive and non-
invasive methods to record the brain activities. Some of the prominent research
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groups are described in this section with non-invasive methods. The invasive
methods have been utilised to provide unique insights into brain functions such as
motion control, perception, memory, language, and even consciousness [162].
The Wadsworth BCI is one of the well-known groups, which has used the non-
invasive method for designing a BCI [160, 163]. For real vs imaginary movements,
the Wadsworth BCI has presented a solution to control the vertical and horizontal
cursor on a computer screen at the same time through ERD brain signal of alpha
and beta rhythm, they achieved higher performance of over 90% [164].
The Tubingen group, Thought Translation Device (TTD) used a non-invasive
method to develop BCI [165]. They used SCP brain response to control the cursor
on a screen. The TTD permits the user to understand self-regulation of SCP at
the centre of the scalp during feedback sessions [165, 166]. They achieved system
accuracy up to 85%. The SCPs are characterised by low frequency features in the
EEG and the shifts occur over 0.5-10 s. Due to the slow voltage shifts, it is not
being used by most of the other groups.
Another reported non-invasive BCI group is the Graz BCI. This group
developed a BCI system which used alpha and beta rhythm activities of
sensorimotor cortices to control the cursor on a screen, similar to Wadsworth
BCI. The Graz BCI was the first to use machine adaptation for controlling the
BCI [167]. They have reported that using 8 s window for a single trial, accuracy
over 96% may be achieved. They used regressive modal during the evaluation of
data. They have obtained a method, which controls non-functional arm of a
differently-abled person using a Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) device
by the EEG signals [168, 169, 170].
The Martigny BCI introduced a few advanced machine learning techniques
into the BCI [171]. They used the advanced background of machine learning for
the interaction of machine to human but not vice versa. They also used
quadratic discriminate analysis classifier with machine learning methods to
improve the performance of BCI system. They were able to control the cursor,
virtual keyboard, and robot [172].
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Since 2000, the Berlin Brain-Computer Interface (BBCI) group is working
on interdisciplinary aspects of BCI, i.e. looking both into machine learning and
neuroscience background. They achieved system accuracy of 90% and above [173,
174] where no human training is required in a binary decision. Recently they
introduced eye-gaze-independent BCI system by the combination of visual and
auditory stimuli [175].
The Swartz Centre for Computational Neuroscience (SCCN), Institute for
Neural Computation introduced an open source toolbox and along with GUI for
BCI to observe the multiple brain signals with their functional activities called
EEGLAB [176]. It is compatible with Matlab version 2008 or higher. It gives
better awareness to researchers about the brain areas and also provides creative
ways to analyse BCI data.
2.5.2 Brain Activity Monitoring Approaches
There are two types of brain activities used in BCI system: electrophysiological
and hemodynamic. The electrophysiological is a brain activity of electrochemical
transmitters among the neuron and is measured by EEG, MEG, and ECoG.
Haemodynamic response allows the rapid delivery of blood to active neuronal
tissues. Since higher processes in the brain occur almost constantly, cerebral
blood flow is essential for the maintenance of neurons, astrocytes, and other cells
of the brain [177]. The changes in blood flow are measured by NIRS and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [1, 19]. However, this thesis work
has considered EEG brain recording methods only.
EEG provides an easy recording of brain activities using different electrodes on
the scalp. However, compared to MEG it gives lower signals quality as the signals
have to cross the different layers of the skull while recording. The quality of signals
is also affected by external noise e.g. environmental noise and jump artefacts. Pre-
processing techniques are used to reduce the signal noise and artefacts. Apart from
the electrodes, the EEG recording system has several components i.e. amplifiers,
A/D converter and EEG recording device to process the recorded signals on a
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computer. The measurement of EEG signal is done by the potential difference
between the active electrode or signal and reference electrode [178]. A BCI system
can be devised by measuring EEG signal over sensory motor cortex, while the user
is performing an MI i.e. imagining left or right hand movement [179, 180]. The
EEG signals has been be analysed for further investigation of brain rhythms and
their responses to develop a novel BCI system based AT
2.5.3 Electrode Placement for Electroencephalography
The adult human brain houses approximately 100 billion neurons [181], which are
responsible for producing the electrical activity that drives a typical EEG signal
for BCI system. Sometimes certain parts of the brain are often less concerned
with the activities of individual neurons than understanding the activities of the
large population of neurons. Depending on the function, groups of neurons fire in
the same location on the cerebral cortex. This gives rise to a functional map of
the brain as shown in Figure 2.7 (A). The distinct parts of brain area are frontal,
parietal, occipital, temporal, occipital lobe and brain stem.
The motor cortex is located in the rear portion of frontal lobe called
sensorimotor area (central sulcus), which separates the frontal lobe from the
parietal lobe i.e. a narrow strip near the top of the head. This area of the brain
is responsible for controlling movements. Thus, if the electrodes are placed over
the motor cortex, EEG signal is associated with MI (cf. Section 2.5.4.1 for more
detail). MI can be interpreted as the mental rehearsal of motor act. If one wants
to measure the P300 (cf. Section 2.5.4.2) which is dominant over the central
vertex region, and the visually evoked potential (VEPs) (cf. Section 2.5.4.3) are
dominant over the occipital lobe, then electrodes should be mounted accordingly
to record the EEG signal. If the optimal recording sites are correctly associated
with command related EEG activity then the probability of success of the BCI
may be increased. Most of the BCIs are non-invasive i.e. the mounting of the
electrodes is external of the scalp. This is accomplished by wearing an electrode
cap called EEG cap, which helps to obtain the EEG signal from the scalp. The
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Figure 2.7: An overview of the brain [182]. (A) Some important brain areas.
(B-C) The 10-20 system for electrode placement.
placements of the electrode over the scalp are generally based on the
International 10-20 system [183]. This system consists of two reference points;
the nasion at top of the nose and the inion at the base of the skull for defining
the position of the electrodes. According to these two points, the electrode
locations are defined at the interval of 10 degrees and 20 degrees (see Figure 2.7
(B-C)). The letters are defined according to distinct brain regions.
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2.5.3.1 EEG Rhythms
The human brain continuously generates small electrical activities in the form
of EEG and these show contributions roughly in the frequency range varying
between 0.5 Hz and 100 Hz, but fundamentally in the range from 0.5 Hz to about
50 Hz. This range can further be divided into different frequency bands [22].
The summary of these bands with different cognitive states is given in Table 2.2.
The division arises because it has been found that each of these bands shows a
characteristic biological significance.
From low to high frequency range, the first band is delta band which normally
lies between 0.5 to 4 Hz and associated with deep sleep behaviour [19]. These
rhythms are very high in the amplitude but are generally very slow waves.
Next, the theta band lies between of 4 to 7 Hz range. It is dominant in
children during rest or sleep. It is also noted in adults and older children during
drowsiness and in the state of performing meditation or being in a relaxed or
creative state [184].
The alpha band is in the range of 8 to 13 Hz and it is normally observed
in the posterior and occipital regions of the human brain [185]. The healthy
participants often reveal a predominance of the alpha rhythm when the eyes are
closed. Opening the eyes causes a blocking of the alpha band while the other
frequencies usually become more dominant. These rhythms are correlated with
the memory brain function and occipital region of the human brain. These are
useful to measure the mental efforts of the participant.
Mu rhythms are a special kind of normal alpha rhythms. These rhythms are
observed within the range of 9 to 11 Hz. Mu rhythms are present when the
participant is relaxed and disappear when the participant moves left hand or
finger, the Mu rhythms appear in opposite side of the brain hemisphere that is
the right side when the right hand is moved it appeared in left brain hemisphere
and vice versa. Thus, this frequency band can be associated with the hand
movement and also with MI of the head movement. Hence, this band can be
used for distinguishing between the movement of either of the hands.
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Dominant in infants and during deep
stages of adult sleep. It found in
central cerebrum and parietal lobes.
Theta 4-7 <100
In children and drowsy normal
adult. It found in frontal, parietal,
and temporal regions.
Alpha 8-13 20-60
It is the most prominent rhythm in
the normal alert adult brain. Most
prominent at the occipital regions.
Mu 9-11 <50
This frequency band is associated
with hand movements. Found over
the motor and somatosensory cortex.
Beta 14-30 <20
This frequency band is associated
with hand movements.
Gamma >30 <2
It found when the subject is
paying attention or is having
some sensory stimulation.
The Beta band is in the range of 14 to 30 Hz and normally shows the
symmetrical distribution on both sides of the brain although they are more
dominant on the frontal side. During active movement, these rhythms show
synchronisation in the same side of the human body [186]. Thus, this band can
also be used for hand movement detection.
Gamma rhythms bands are in wide range of 30 to 100 Hz and display cross-
modal sensory processing i.e. interaction between two or more different sensory
modalities [187]. Some research provides the relationship between EEG recording
in gamma band of 55-85 Hz and the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) [188].
In EEG-based BCI system, these bands are not frequently used because of
EMG or EOG artefacts. The comparison of beta and alpha activity, the gamma
activity enhance the ITR (cf. Section 2.5.6.5 for more detail).
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ERD/ERS of motor imagery
activities by sensorimotor
rhythms (Mu & beta).
VEPs High No 60-100
Brain-responses in visual
cortex.
ERP High No 20-25
Positive and negative
deflation in EEG cause of
infrequent stimulus.
SCPs Low (2, 4) Yes 5-12 Slow voltage shift (0.5 10 s).
2.5.4 Neurophysiological Background: The Brain Activity
Responses
The Neurophysiological background plays a vital role to fulfill the purpose of
BCI. BCI provides users to a medium of communication through brain activity
responses (i.e. cerebral activities). However, some brain signals require more
practice from the user. Based on detectable brain activity responses, the four
major types of EEG-based BCIs are summarised in Table 2.3. This thesis work
has considered sensorimotor rhythms only.
2.5.4.1 Sensorimotor Rhythms
The SMR comprise the mu (9-11 Hz) and beta rhythms (14-30 Hz). These waves
are used to measure the brain activity oscillations. It is also called the MI brain
activity responses because the EEG signals are associated with the imagination
of motor actions. MI can be interpreted as the mental rehearsal of motor act.
These rhythms are associated with each other in a constructive manner as some
of the beta waves are harmonic of mu, although some of the beta waves are used
independently [189]. The amplitude of SMRs depends on the motor task and
varies according to cerebral activity. Based on the amplitude modulation of brain
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Figure 2.8: ERD/ERS sensorimotor rhythms [22].
waves, the SMRs can be divided into two parts: ERD and ERS. The ERD/ERS
provides deviations in the event-related dynamics of rhythmic activities in EEG
(see Figure 2.8). ERD/ERS brain activity responses are usually generated during
MI tasks [164].
Figure 2.8 represents a simple explanation of dynamics in rhythmic activities
in EEG when the signal goes down (shown in left panel) or signal amplitude
unchanged during ongoing EEG recording (shown in right panel) with respect to
baseline called ERD. If signal amplitude goes up from the baseline (shown in left
panel) or signal amplitude varying during ongoing EEG (shown in right panel)
called ERS. The recording of SMRs is done while user performing imagining left
or right hand movement according to visual paradigm on a screen. MI training is
generally based on the visual and auditory feedback [190]. This real time feedback
allows the user to interact with the system, and the user can control the system.
As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the prominent research groups such as Wadsworth
BCI [191], Graz BCI [192] or Berlin BCI [193] use SMRs as control signals. The
advancements in BCI research to predict human expected movements, with and
without SMRs are still in progress [194].
2.5.4.2 Visual Evoked Potential
The VEPs are the brain activity responses, which are generated in visual cortex
during visual stimulus presentation on a screen or after receiving a stimulus [195].
VEPs brain activity responses are relatively easy to detect, as its amplitude will
be increased when stimulus come closer to the visual field. In most of the cases,
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VEPs use a particular frequency range to represent the visual stimulation called
SSVEP. The SSVEP BCI paradigm has a specific frequency for corresponding
repetitive stimuli and therefore for getting high information transfer rates one
may use SSVEP devised at an appropriate frequency interval [31]. Although, some
of the VEPs use flash stimulation to represent a stimulus on a screen [196]. The
frequency of visual stimulation in reaction to stimulus is under 6 Hz called transient
VEPs (TVEPs) [198] and the SSVEPs appears at high frequency level [197]. As
SSVEPs have fewer artefacts i.e. blink or eye movements, these are extensively
used to develop BCI systems wherein the selection of stimulus on a screen is done
by the SSVEP brain activity responses. The SSVEPs brain activity responses are
used as eye-gaze when the user gets attention to a target on the screen, the BCI
system identifies it using SSVEP brain activity responses, and the user can select
the target.
2.5.4.3 Event Related Potential
ERPs is a small voltage produced in the brain with regard to the response to
stimuli. ERPs are changes in EEG signals that are time locked to cognitive or
motor events and correlates mental process with psychophysiological signals.
When a large number of neurons fire in a simultaneous way during information
process, ERPs are produced. Thus ERPs are used to investigate the information
processing. The waveforms of processed information are defined according to
their amplitude or latency. ERPs measures both positive and negative
deflections in EEG. The positive and negative deflections are represented by P
(P2 and P3) and N (N1 and N3) (see Figure 2.9) waves or components
respectively.
In other words, ERP is a method to directly measure the result of cognitive,
or the positive and the negative deflections in the EEG. After the stimulus onset,
the positive deflection happens between 250 to 750 ms, and the largest deflection
is measured at 300 ms called P300 (see Figure 2.9). Mostly, the P300 component
is used for ERP-based BCIs [21, 198]. A typical application of P300-based BCI
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Figure 2.9: A typical waveform of P300 [194].
system includes a matrix of symbols, letters, and other commands. The matrix
information is comprised of flashed items within the rows and columns, while the
EEG signals are monitored. P300 component can be used as eye-gaze to select
targeted symbol with a high number of choices but the ITR of P300-based BCI
system is lower than SSVEPs-based BCI system (See Table 2.3). However, the ITR
of P300-based BCI system also can be improved by considering error-correcting
codes approach [199]. This approach is based on Hamming distance for target
stimuli. The Hamming distance is the number of bit positions that differ between
two rows in a stimulus.
2.5.4.4 Slow Cortical Potentials
SCPs are the slow voltage shifts observed in the scalp recorded EEG. They are
characterised by low frequency features in the EEG and the shifts occur over 0.5-
10 s [16]. The frequency of EEG signals in SCPs is below 1 Hz [151]. The SCPs
measures the changes in cortical activities. The negative SCPs are associated
with increased cortical activation, whereas positive SCPs are typically correlated
with reduced cortical activation [16]. The SCPs-based BCI systems are used to
control the cursor on a computer screen with a limited number of choices [200].
The SCPs-based BCI system requires several training and practices to achieve the
acceptable accuracy and ITR also relatively low (See Table 2.3).
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2.5.5 Operational Techniques in BCI
To provide a communication medium to the user, in BCI several EEG-based brain
activity responses are used. These brain activity responses are comprised of their
advantages and disadvantage. The SMRs and SCPs-based BCIs required more
training and practices to control a cursor on a screen whereas SSVEP and P300-
based BCIs needed minimum training. The SSVEP and P300-based BCIs provide
high bit rate but these brain signals expect more attention of the user. Mostly
SSVEP and P300-based BCIs are used for one EEG channel recording where
SMRs and SCPs-based BCIs are used for multiple EEG channel recording. The
advantage of SMRs and SCPs-based BCIs is that user can move the cursor freely
and at any point in 2D space, and is also beneficial for users with advanced stage of
ALS or if their sensory organs are unnatural [19]. Based on operational techniques,
the BCI system is categorised into two modes: synchronous and asynchronous
BCI [19]. The summary of synchronous and asynchronous BCI is given in Table
2.4.
2.5.5.1 Synchronous BCI
Synchronous BCI is a cue-based and computer driven approach. The participant
acts after receiving a visual or auditory cue stimulus produced by a computer. The
brain signals are measured in a trial. A trial may normally include a sequence of
two events. First is the display of a cue informing the participant to be ready and
secondly pre-defined fixed time interval of few seconds, the second cue informing
the participant to perform the desired mental task. Thus, it is a cue-based and
computer driven approach. The timing and control commands are generated by
computer, and the user should act accordingly. The advantage of synchronous
BCIs is that the onset of mental activity is known in advance and is associated
with a specific cue of trigger stimulus. Thus any signal outside the predefined
time windows is treated as idling and ignored by BCI system [192, 201]. This
makes synchronous BCI the best choice for the BCI groups. A typical trial of
a synchronous BCIs lasts for 4-10 s including the fixation cross, beep, and the
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Simple design and evaluation.
The system in initially trained
offline using a synchronous
protocol.
Specific time interval.
The user can apply artefacts
removal techniques before
analysing brain signals.
The command can be







Provides a more natural way
of communication.
The user does not need to





actual mental/imagination time duration. The EEG phenomena to be recognised
are time locked to the duration when the user performs the desired mental task for
certain predefined time length. The activities of EEG phenomena can be measured
by ERD/ERS.
2.5.5.2 Asynchronous BCI
Asynchronous BCI is a non-cue-based but user driven approach, also called
self-paced BCI. This should provide a more natural mode of communication
between the user and the device to be controlled. However, this approach
requires continuous analysis and feature extraction of the recorded brain signals.
The major drawback of these systems are that the user has to be completely
attentive in preformation of the MI at all time during the complete session. If
the user becomes non-attentive even for few seconds it can lead to a different
and a incorrect command being sent to the controlled device and this results in
an unexpected consequence. Thus, the major challenge with asynchronous BCI
is to reduce the false positive. There is limited work on these systems, although
there have been a number of recent developments [202, 203, 204, 205].
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2.5.6 Signal Processing and Classification in BCI
The signal processing techniques are required to overcome the noise and artefacts
of the signal. The main goal of this section is to provide a fundamental aspect
of signal acquisition, signal pre-processing, the importance of feature extraction,
and classification techniques to measure the performance of BCI system.
2.5.6.1 Signal Acquisition
The neurons of the cerebral cortex generate varying electric fields on the surface
of the skull that can be recorded with an appropriate electrode. The summated
activity of the neurons is registered as an EEG and projected on the area of the
electrode. The EEG represents a very small potential of approximately 10 µV to
100 µV when measured from the scalp and 1-2 mV when measured on the surface.
To access this potential, most BCI researchers mount electrode on the scalp of an
individual. The position of the electrodes is in accordance with 10-20 electrode
placement system (cf. Section 2.5.3). Thus, this system defines the location of the
electrodes externally on the scalp.
For recording purpose, electrodes can be connected in the unipolar or bipolar
mode as shown in Figure 2.10. In unipolar mode, one of the electrodes is connected
to the positive input of the amplifier. Another electrode which offers the return
current to the negative input of the amplifier is attached to the common reference
position. Thus, in a unipolar mode, all the negative electrodes are connected to the
same common or reference electrode. The potential of each electrode is compared
either to a neutral electrode or to an average of all the electrodes. In the bipolar
configuration, both electrodes are connected to specific locations over the scalp.
Thus here the potential difference between a pair of electrodes is measured [206].
A single action potential or neuronal response cannot be registered at the
surface of the scalp, and hence any potential change that is obtained in the EEG
recording is the effect of thousands of neurons firing simultaneously. The potential
difference (voltage) signals from an adult human brain’s electrical activity are very
small; typically, the usual amplitude of EEG oscillations is in the range of 10 to 100
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Figure 2.10: Electrode connection. (A) Bipolar measurement, (B) Unipolar
measurement [207].
µV. Hence the impedance between the scalp and the electrodes is a key factor in
determining that these low amplitude signals pick up the least amount of external
noise. Thus the EEG signals picked up by the EEG electrodes are then amplified
in order to make them displayable and discriminable. The important purpose of
an amplifier is to pick up the weak amplitude biological signal and increase the
amplitude so that it can be further processed.
The EEG signals pickuped up from the scalp are continuous analog signals
and need to be converted into a digital representation for the computer to process
them. This is accomplished by using an A/D converter with samples (i.e. records)
and the continuous analog signal at discrete time intervals. The faster sampling
rate i.e. larger the number of samples recorded in a unit time (usually seconds),
better is the signal representation in the digital form. The sampling rate for any
signal should be calculated as per the Nyquist criterion. The signals are suitably
processed and then fed to a computer, which processes and uses them in order to
accomplish the desired tasks. The pre-processing normally includes a notch filter of
50 Hz to filter the power line interference as well as a band-pass filter at [0.1-100] Hz
to filter the movement artefacts, potentials due to the blinks, muscle movement
and cardiac activity. The EEG signal of interest is typically between 2 to 60 Hz.
The EEG signal can be acquired at a specific sampling frequency by using two or
more channels as per the 10-20 electrode system. The recording of EEG signals
can be done by using Easycap called EEG cap [208] and g.GAMMAsys active
electrode [209]. The EEG can be acquired by g.MOBIlab [210] and gUSBamp [211]
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form g.tech Medical Engineering GmbH, Austria. The g.MOBIlab and gUSBamp
are portable acquisition and analysis systems.
2.5.6.2 Signal Pre-processing
After the signal is acquired, and before feature extraction, some pre-processing
might be necessary to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The primary
requirement of the pre-possessing stage in BCI system is to filter out the noise,
artefacts or unwanted signals that are embedded within the EEG. In view of the
fact that the EEG-based MI classification solely depends on the EEG as the
signal of interest. The signals generated due to muscle movement (known as
EMG), the activity due to movement of eyes (known as EOG) and the ECG
should also be considered as unwanted signals or artefacts. Mostly these
artefacts are located in lower frequency ranges [212].
Most of the BCI groups utilise a band-pass filter as one of the most common
pre-processing tools to extract information related to the EEG frequency of
interest. There is the minimum probability of artefact in the region of 8-12 Hz
(lower frequency band) and the 16-24 Hz (higher frequency band) because the
other frequencies have been removed by way of band-pass filtering. These
optimal bands of interest may vary from one participant to other, and hence
finding participant dependent frequency bands is necessary to maximize BCI
performance. A notch filter at 50 Hz can be utilised to remove the common
electrical power line interference/artefact. A good pre-processing tool can
enhance the performance of complete BCI [213] while using the same feature
extraction and classification processes. So the pre-processing of the EEG signal
is often considered as an important BCI stage. At present, the commonly used
methods for pre-processing are common average referencing (CAR), principal
component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), and
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [173].
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2.5.6.3 Feature Extraction
To develop an effective design of BCI system, the features are a challenging issue
as the brain signals contain a large amount of information sources
simultaneously. Therefore to overcome the noisy environment the pre-processing
is not enough. Feature extraction provides the description of the signal to be
classified in terms of its invariant distinguishing characteristic. The features to
be extracted from the noisy signal should ideally be an enhanced representation
of the signal and be invariant to noise. Some of the well-known and most
common FE methodologies are already implemented by the different research
group. Features such as amplitude values of probability density function (PDF)
of the EEG, the power of EEG signal, Hjorth, spectral density, auto-regressive
(AR), time frequency (t-f) features etc. have been utilised by various research
groups [214, 215, 216, 19]. The multiple band-pass filters have been used to
decompose the EEG signals into multiple frequency bands (FBs) [217]. This
filtering method is known as temporal filtering. Furthermore, for each band, a
common spatial pattern (CSP) algorithm can be applied to obtain the
best-discriminated features [218]. This filtering method is known as spatial
filtering.
2.5.6.4 Classifier Training
Next, a training dataset can be prepared with a set of the best discriminative
features to train a pattern classifier, such as a linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
classifier [219].
2.5.6.5 Classification
The classification methods are employed to learn to recognize the patterns of
EEG activities. The EEG activities are used for mapping between the EEG data
and classes corresponding to the mental task such as movement of the left and
right hand (i.e. MI). Thus the classifier lets us know the class to which the input
signal belongs. There are various classifiers used in the BCI community, which
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can roughly be grouped into the linear and nonlinear classifiers. Linear classifiers
are the most commonly used in BCI system primarily due to their robust design
and fewer parameters to be tuned in comparison to nonlinear classifier [219].
Linear classifiers provide a linear function and it comprises the class membership
of sample depending upon a linear combination of features. For two dimensional
cases, the linear classifier provides a linear classification decision boundary. If a
nonlinear function is employed to separate the classes it is said to be a nonlinear
classifier. A compressive survey of the different classifier for BCI system can be
found in [19]. The major classifier such as LDA, support vector machines
(SVM), neural networks (NN), nonlinear Bayesian classifier and k-nearest
neighbours (kNN) classifier have been used in BCI classification by many
prominent research groups [219]. In summary, once the pattern classifier is
trained, it is used to classify the features of EEG, extracted from each trial in
the testing phase. Once the decision is available from the classifier, then the
external device can be controlled, and a feedback can be provided.
2.5.7 BCI-based ATs
2.5.7.1 Applications for Communication
BCI is a fast growing technology and has become a nearly reliable type of control
for building ATs for communication [16, 27, 220]. It is important to take into
consideration the constraints of the patients for a BCI system for
communication. A particular BCI solution can only provide a means of
communication for completely locked-in patients. Non-invasive BCI typically
takes advantage of the detection of different types of brain responses and they
can be successfully used by a large group of users [221, 222, 223]. It can be based
on ERPs such as the P300 speller (i.e. on-screen keyboard) [224], ERD/ERS i.e.
MI related BCI system, and SSVEP [225]. A previous study presents a P300 no
eye-gaze-based BCI speller known as GeoSpell and compared its performance
with eye-gaze-based P300 speller [226]. This system allows users to send
command and/or message. Furthermore, P300-based speller that uses a modified
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stimulus presentation paradigm (the half checkerboard paradigm (HCBP)) has
been evaluated previously [227]. The speller uses EOG and EEG signals for
selecting alphanumeric characters or commands arranged in an 8 × 9 matrix. A
two-class MI-based BCI system provides disabled people to improve or recover
their mobility (directly or by emulation) and communication within the
surrounding environment [228]. Furthermore, asynchronously controlled three
class MI-based virtual keyboard has been implemented with improvised spelling
rate [229]. Also, VEPs have been utilised to develop a dual page virtual
keyboard known as VEP-based mental speller for people having neuromuscular
and motor disorders [230]. The SSVEP brain activity responses have been
exploited with effective GUIs, dynamic optimisation approaches, and capacitive
EEG electrodes to design a robust SSVEP-based virtual keyboard application in
a real-world situation [223, 231, 232, 233]. The state-of-the-art in BCI research
has shown that the SSVEP brain responses based virtual keyboard application
provides higher ITR whereas P300 principle is better suited and provides more
options to the user by using standard computer screen [234].
2.5.7.2 Applications for Independent Living
Non-invasive BCI systems provide a communication and control pathway for
disabled people such as those with severe motor impairments. The BCI system
can be designed by utilising ERPs, SSVEPs, and MI signals to control the
wheelchair system, wherein the disabled user can use the BCI system for ADL
purposes [16, 18]. In particular, the MI-based control of wheelchair depends on
the mental tasks and/or classes. Two-four class MI (i.e. left-right hands motor
imagery, foot movement, and idle state) based synchronous and asynchronous
BCI have been implemented to control the wheelchair in virtual and real-world
environments [235, 236, 237]. In addition, an EEG-based human-robot interface
has been explored with autonomous navigation system wherein SSVEP brain
responses were utilised to design a smart wheelchair system for disabled people,
who have impairments in their arms and legs [238, 239]. Also, the ERPs have
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been explored for wheelchair control including dynamic stopping and control
approaches to improve the speed of wheelchair and increases the safety of the
users [240, 241].
2.6 Performance Measures for Eye-tracking and
BCI Systems
In the last few decades, a lot of metrics have been proposed to measure the
performance of eye-tracking and BCI systems, for example eye-gaze detection
accuracy, bit rate, classification accuracy [13, 242, 243, 244, 245]. Every BCI
system requires these measurements to assess the improvement in performance of
the system, i.e. the ability to handle complex scenarios. To achieve this, the
following three parameters may be considered.
• The number of obtainable choices (N);
• The detection accuracy of targeted choices (B);
• The speed of detection (V ) (symbols/min).
The method of combining these three parameters plays a vital role in the
measurement of the performance of different BCI and/or hybrid-multimodal
systems. Wolpaw proposed a bit rate method called ITR [246, 247]. This
method is based on information theory [248]. Nykoop introduces a definition of
ITR for an adaptive BCI (ABCI) [249]. The ITR is the most common method to
measure the overall performance of BCIs. Therefore, this section focuses on the
estimation of the ITR for evaluating off-line and on-line eye-tracking and BCIs’
performance [245, 250]. The classical model of BCI information transfer is given
in Figure 2.11. Furthermore, the section discusses the mathematical evaluation,
limitations, and assumption of ITR methods [244].
• Shannon’s ITR: To make the concept of ITR comprehensible, the
mathematical definition and meaning of entropy in information theory are
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Figure 2.11: The classical model of BCI information transfer. M represents
the total number of symbols. The probability of ith symbol to be selected is (Xi)
(i = 1, 2, ,M). Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ M) is the ith input of BCI system. In most cases
M=N . However, if system has extra input (e.g. idle state), N will be greater than
M . Yj (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is the jth output of BCI system. p (Yj / Xi) is the probability
that the ith input is recognized as jth output. When i is equal to j the output is
correct. p (Yj / Xi) is the classification accuracy.
introduced below. Based on this mathematical description, the ITR can be
derived, as shown in Appendix I. For more details, refer to MacKay [251]
and Cover & Thomas [252].
• Entropy: Entropy provides us information about the organization of the
decisions. Specifically, when a sender wishes to transmit a message to a
receiver, the entropy provides optimal bit strings, i.e. the maximum length
of the message in bits, to represent a message [253]. For a random variable
Y with N outcomes Y1. . .YN , Shannon entropy measures the uncertainty
in Y , denoted by H(Y ), and defined as [253],




• Wolpaw Method: The Wolpaw method measures performance in terms
of accuracy as well as ITR [254]. Wolpaw used a model of ITR based on
Shannon channel theory under some simplifying
assumptions [244, 245, 255]. The first assumption is that the input symbol
(or mental state) is equal to the output symbol. They did not consider any
other state e.g. unrecognized mental state. Second, all the symbols have
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same a priori occurrence probability, p(Yj) = 1/N (input symbol 6= N).
Third, the classifier accuracy is B for all targeted symbols (p (Yj / Xi) = B
for i = j). Fourth, the classifier error (1− B) is equally distributed among
all the remaining symbols (p (Yj / Xi) = (1 − B) / (N − 1) for i 6= j).
Then ITRWolpaw, in bits per symbol (bps), and is defined as follows:
ITRWolpaw = log2N +B.log2B + (1−B).log2[(1−B)/(N − 1)] (2.3)
The mathematical formulation of ITRWolpaw is given in Appendix II.
2.7 Hybrid-Multimodal BCI
A combination of two or more BCI systems or at least one BCI and one other
system e.g. a hybrid-multimodal BCI system can be designed by combining eye-
gaze and MI brainwaves, utilising different brain activity patterns or different input
signal sources, is called a hybrid-multimodal BCI [21, 29]. For designing the hybrid
BCIs, different participating systems (e.g. eye-gaze, MI brainwaves, sEMG signals,
and soft-switch) can be combined either sequentially or parallelly [21, 29, 30]. A
conventional BCI must fulfill the following criteria, to be termed as a hybrid-
multimodal BCI:
• Direct: The system depends on an activity which is recorded from the brain.
• Intentional control: For intentionally modulating, it must use one or more
recordable brain signals, e.g. EEG, EMG, and HbO2, which should be used
as the BCIs input.
• Real-time signal processing: The processing must be online and should
provide an improved communication or control.
• Real-time feedback: The user i.e. a differently-abled person or a healthy
person, must receive feedback regarding correct or incorrect efforts made to
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communicate or control.
The models of hybrid-multimodal BCIs with sequential and simultaneous
processing [29] are given in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: The model of hybrid BCIs with sequential (A-E) and simultaneous
processing (F, G).
2.7.1 Chronological and Categorical Review of
Conventional and Hybrid-Multimodal BCI
The hybrid-multimodal system’ performance and robustness depend on several
factors such as selection of EEG brain activity responses, selection of other
physiological signals, and the process of combining them together to increase the
number of commands and the number of choices. The hybrid-multimodal system
should overcome the shortcoming of the conventional BCI and eye-tracking
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system. The sequential and simultaneous models of hybrid-multimodal BCIs are
illustrated in Figure 2.12. In particular, to enhance the effectiveness and use of
hybrid-multimodal BCIs, it is important to increase the number of commands for
the user. This can be achieved through combining the eye-gaze and the EEG
brain activity [256, 257] (see Table 2.5). Several research studies have presented
different hybrid-multimodal BCI models combined with P300, SSVEP, ERD,
NIRS, EOG, and eye-gaze signals simultaneously to improve the performance of
BCI system using different techniques, as given in Table 2.5. In contrast, several
others have used sequential models of the hybrid-multimodal BCI system with
the combination of ERD, SSVEP, P300 signals, and eye-gaze as presented in
Table 2.6.
A recent study has shown an improvement in the hybrid-multimodal BCI
system performance by combining eye-gaze and MI, simultaneously [132].
Another eye-gaze-based hybrid-multimodal BCI model provides an enhanced
perception of user intention by combining eye-gaze and P300 [258]. In terms of
application, a eye-gaze-based low-cost hybrid-multimodal BCI model for
quadcopter flight control in three-dimensional space has been developed and
implemented successfully [256]. Another study stipulated a eye-gaze, ERD, and
SSVEP-based sequentially design model for hybrid-multimodal BCI, which
provided a novel hardware based application for gaming [33]. The finest selection
of signal processing approaches may improve the performance of the
hybrid-multimodal BCI system [259]. In summary, eye-tracking provides better



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The difference between hybrid-multimodal BCI and hybrid-multimodal HCI is
that no MI brainwaves are used in hybrid-multimodal HCI systems. A hybrid-
multimodal HCI system (e.g. using eye-gaze, sEMG signals, and soft-switch)
offers multiple input modes to the user for interacting with a system, also known
as multimodal interaction, which in turn needs a multimodal interface [274]. In
general, a multimodal interface includes several distinct tools for input and output
data interactions. For example in AT, a multimodal virtual keyboard interface uses
an EOG-based eye-gaze control to navigate to a particular letter (input) and EMG
activation to click to enter the letter (input), and answer (output) level [275, 276].
Similar to BCI, a conventional HCI must fulfill the following criteria, to be termed
as a hybrid-multimodal HCI:
• Direct: The system depends on action which is recorded from two or more
input access methods.
• Intentional control: For intentionally modulating, it must use two or more
assessable input modalities, e.g. switches, eye-gaze, EMG, and gesture,
which can be used as the HCI input.
• Real-time signal processing: The processing must be online and should
provide an improved communication or control.
• Real-time feedback: The user must receive a feedback (visual and/or
auditory) for correct or incorrect efforts made to communicate or control.
An overview of multimodal interaction using a human-centered approach is
given in Figure 2.13. The effectiveness of the multimodal systems is measured by
the performance and robustness of the designed system. Typically, the
development of multimodal system depends on the selection of two or more input
modalities, the process to combine them, the design of user interface, and the
adaptation of control and communication parameters. In addition, to enhance
the effectiveness and use of hybrid-multimodal HCIs, it is important to increase
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Figure 2.13: Overview of multimodal interaction using a human-centered
approach [274].
the number of commands for the user which in turn can accommodate additional
choices. This can be achieved through combining the distinct input methods
such as physical switches, eye-gaze, EMG, and gesture responses [277, 71].
Several groups have presented different hybrid-multimodal HCI systems with
improved performances by developing effective GUI and techniques [278, 279, 280,
281, 72, 48]. However, most of the systems are developed for partially locked-in
patients and shown that the eye-tracking provides higher performance than EEG-
based input signals. In particular, multimodal controls including EOG, touch, and
voice commands have been explored to allow a large number of patients to use
wheelchairs efficiently [153]. Similarly, an eye-tracking device with combination
of haptic feedback in virtual reality based games has been developed for learning-
based games [282]. Recently, the multimodal system has been implemented for
communication purposes that combines eye-tracking, gesture, and touch-and-voice
input [283, 14].
2.9 Challenges in HCI-and BCI-based AT
HCI- and BCI-based ATs have been developed for communication and
independent living purposes that can help disabled users to complete their ADL
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activity. However, these developed systems have their own limitations and
shortcomings, therefore, the primary motivation of this thesis is to overcome
some of these challenges by designing novel hybrid-multimodal BCI and
hybrid-multimodal HCI systems for both communicative and independent living
purposes. This section first provides major challenges associated with various
input modalities including eye-tracking and BCI, and then are summarised as
common challenges in the development of input modality based AT.
Several physical access switches, EOG, and EMG gestures-based HCI systems
have been utilised to develop communication and assisted living devices.
However, these input modalities have their own limitations. For example, for
efficient implementation of the physical access switches and EMG gestures, some
amount of motor activity is required by the user to control the device. Likewise,
for the EOG-based systems, sufficient amount of eye movement coordination is
prerequisite. In addition to these input modalities, eye-tracking-based eye-gaze
assessment have been explored for several HCI systems. Though, this input
modality also possess several constraints such as the Midas-Touch problem, dwell
time, accuracy of the detection of the eye-gaze coordinates, and effects of
feedback on users’ performance [284, 285]. In development of the
eye-tracking-based AAC systems for communication, several major issues have
been reported in the past twenty years of eye-based typing systems study and
the majority of them are still to be resolved effectively. For instance, several
activities like editing, selection of text, scrolling of documents and undo methods
need improvisation. Further, the typing speed (text entry rate) is still too low to
be used for efficient communication [286].
BCI systems have been developed for communication, environmental control,
neuroprostheses, exoskeleton, and/or restorative therapies. However, numerous
factors including lack of concentration, stress, environmental noise, user
variability, infrastructure dependence, user unfriendly handling, inconvenient
setup procedures, lack of sufficiently high accuracy and reliability, low ITR, and
restricted user acceptability can confound its performance to develop alternative
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communication, and AT for independent living in real-world
situation [287, 288, 23, 289, 290, 27, 160, 16, 19]. Further, to enhance the
performance of conventional BCI systems, the hybrid BCI system has been
explored. The majority of hybrid BCI systems are designed by combining two or
more EEG brain activity responses. However, the main challenge with current
systems is the selection of the most appropriate brain response. Moreover, it also
suffers from poor accuracies due to non-synergetic usage of input brain activity
responses and the difficulty involved in generating multiple brain activity
responses [21]. Few studies suggested that hybrid BCI system can be designed
by combining EEG brain activity responses and eye-gaze signals. However, this
type of hybrid BCIs are still limited and need to be further explored to increase
the number of possible commands and the number of choices for the users, and
overcome the shortcoming of conventional eye-gaze and EEG brain activity
based systems.
Recently, multimodal HCIs have been explored to design effective ATs for
communication and control purposes involving two or more different input
modalities [275, 276]. An article published in TechCrunch highlighted that the
future of HCI technologies will be multimodal [291]. An effective and robust
multimodal HCI system can be designed wherein healthy and/or disabled people
can use a synergetic combination of different input modalities (physical access
switched, EOG, and EMG, gestures, eye-gaze, and EEG brain activity
responses) according to their need. However, there are various outstanding
challenges in this field of research:
• To design a hybrid BCI system by simultaneously combining MI-based BCI
and eye-tracking system that can increase the number of commands, the
number of choices, and reduce the false positives (i.e. Midas-Touch
Problem), obtained from an eye-tracker selection paradigm, by utilising MI
commands.
• To design a natural user interface for the experimental protocol that can
provide fast and more accurate reaction time by considering the
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psychological features such as Simon effect.
• To design an effective user interface for natural interaction that can adapt
for control and communication environments such as generic user interface
of on-screen keyboard application (i.e. virtual keyboard) and wheelchair
control application.
• To design a multimodal virtual keyboard application for communication that
can provide multilingual user interface and affordable input choices for the
users.
• To design a set of methods for the parameter adaptation (over time) of
the dwell time in asynchronous mode, and the fixed interval in synchronous
mode for eye-gaze-based virtual keyboards that can improve the usability
and accuracy of current eye-gaze-based virtual keyboard systems.
• To develop multimodality function for eye-gaze-controlled virtual keyboard
and eye-gaze-controlled wheelchair that can reduce the false positives,
obtained from an eye-tracker system, by adding different input modality
such as soft-switch and gesture detection using sEMG. The individual
input methods and/or a synergetic combination of these input methods can
be chosen as per the user’s disability.
• To design a user interface optimisation method for multimodal eye-gaze
controlled virtual keyboards by utilising the frequency of the letters and
the selection time duration of each letter that can provide an optimised
user interface of virtual keyboards for healthy and physically disabled
people.
• To investigate a tree-based menu selection method for multimodal eye-gaze
controlled virtual keyboards that can include a large set of gestural,
alphabetical, symbolic, and iconic communications within the limited
number of command.
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• To optimise the user interface of virtual keyboards for wheelchair control
that can send different directional commands to microcontroller instead of
typing a letter.
• To design an integrated and dual control platform that combines an eye-
tracking device with a powered-wheelchair mounted hand-exoskeleton that
can assist disabled people to perform some ADL such as grasping (pick and
place) objects while moving around.
These challenges motivate the requirement to handle the issues associated
with current HCI and BCI systems that opens a prospect of novel contribution
to develop HCI and BCI-based ATs. In this thesis, chapter 3 aims to develop
hybrid BCI system by simultaneously combining MI-based BCI and eye-tracking
system. Next, chapter 4 is focused on the development and implementation of
the adaptive multimodal virtual keyboard for communication in AT. Next,
chapter 5 is dedicated to design an optimised multimodal virtual keyboard for
the physically disabled people. Finally, chapter 6 is devoted to the development
and implementation of multimodal wheelchair control in AT independent living.
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CHAPTER 3
Eye-gaze and Motor Imagery based
Hybrid Brain-Computer Interface: A
Feasibility Study
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a novel design of a hybrid BCI system. This system has
been developed by simultaneously using eye-gaze and MI related brain activity
(i.e. non-invasive EEG). The work in this chapter presents the feasibility and
rationale behind the development of the proposed hybrid BCI system, which is
the fundamental contribution of this research. Specifically, the main contributions
presented in this chapter, are as follows:
• The number of commands has been increased in this hybrid BCI system by
simultaneously combining MI-based BCI and eye-tracking system.
• The Simon effect (which occurs when there is a harmonious relation between
what you observe and how you respond to it) is taken into account to design
a GUI for the experimental protocol.
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• Incompatible conditions between eye-gaze direction and MI are incorporated
to increase the number of choices in the hybrid BCI system.
• This hybrid BCI system can also be used to reduce false positives, obtained
from an eye-tracker selection paradigm, by utilising MI commands.
The work presented in this chapter is mainly based on the published work
(Meena et al. 2015b; Meena et al. 2015a; Doherty, Meena et al. 2014 (cf. Section
1.4 of Chapter 1)).
In chapter 2, current developments related to AT using different input
modalities such as BCI, eye-tracking, EMG signals, and activation of switches
have been presented. It is shown that different physical disabilities require
different ATs. These ATs can aid in removing many of the barriers that people
with disabilities face in their daily lives.
Among all these different modalities used for controlling and communication,
BCI has become a nearly matured field and is one of the most promising
technologies for building practical applications [27]. However, the BCI-based
applications suffer from poor accuracy due to several confounding factors
including, lack of concentration, stress, and environmental noise in a real-world
scenario [287]. On the other hand, eye-tracking can be successfully utilised to
design AT for both controlling and communication purposes and provide higher
accuracy compared to BCI [292]. In the case of patients who are not completely
locked-in (e.g. quadriplegic), the voluntary control of eye-gaze can be possible
and its positioning can be detected using a tracking device. However, when the
eye-tracker is used independently to search and select an item (i.e. stimuli) on
the GUI; the search is done by eye-gaze coordinates and the item selection may
be done using dwell time [15, 7]. For this, the dwell time should be sufficiently
long enough for the correct selection of the intended item. Otherwise, high false
selections may increase, leading to high levels of frustration in the user and thus
delaying the overall process.
Therefore, before designing a hybrid BCI system for alternative
communication and independent living purposes, the constraints related to the
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presentation of stimuli that should evoke the particular brain activity responses
to detect and the type of patients’ disability have to be considered. Current BCI
systems provide sub-optimal performances, confounding the users for fully
exploiting the advantages of voluntary brain modulations [293]. Although some
research groups have claimed to achieve accuracy of up to 96% [164, 27] they
come along with several limitations such as low ITR, reliability, and user
acceptability. Nevertheless, by incorporating other modalities, i.e. hybrid BCIs,
the performance of the overall system can be improved. The hybrid BCI system
may also overcome issues such as dwell time, by a combination of two or more
different systems, often combining different neurophysiological (e.g. EEG)
signals with other physiological signal sources [29, 21].
This chapter aims to address the limitations of individual input modalities
such as BCI and eye-tracking in the designing of ATs for the disabled people. The
design of the hybrid BCI system is a major section of this chapter and the two
different experimental paradigms are presented in Section 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3.
Signal processing is another major concern in the combination of the two different
modalities, therefore the performance evaluation methods of the hybrid system
are described in Section 3.2.5. The hybrid system is designed and evaluated with
two different data sets. A rigorous experimental evaluation on two real-time EEG
and eye-tracking datasets are carried out, and the results are presented in Section
3.3. A discussion about the performance of each input modality and the hybrid
BCI system is given in Section 3.4. Lastly, the hybrid BCI system is summarised
in Section 3.5 including its limitations and further implementation to design an
AT.
3.2 Materials and Methods
This chapter includes two separate studies towards the design of a hybrid BCI
system that combines an eye-tracker and an ERD-based BCI system. Therefore,
this section first presents the experimental paradigm for publically available BCI
Competition 2008-Graz EEG Dataset 2B, a design model for a simultaneous hybrid
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BCI system, and the proposed experimental paradigm.
3.2.1 Experimental Paradigm of BCI Competition 2008 -
Graz EEG Dataset 2B
The experimental paradigm of the BCI Competition 2008 - Graz EEG Dataset
2B is presented in Figure 3.1. This paradigm consists of training (01T, 02T) and
evaluation (03E, 04E, 05E) sessions [294]. This experimental paradigm is used to
explore the eye-gaze-MI hybrid BCI wherein the EEG data is used from the BCI
competition and combined with the eye-tracking data as an offline experiment (cf.
Section 3.2.4.1). The eye-tracker data is recorded using a novel visual cue-based
paradigm. The visual cue-based paradigm is presented in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2 Proposed Design Model of the Hybrid BCI System
The proposed model for a simultaneous hybrid BCI system that combines an ERD-
based BCI and eye-tracker is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The system is based on the
item search (to point) and select in a two-dimensional environment and is mainly
divided into two categories. First, the eye-tracker was used as a searching device,
which has a direct mapping to the mouse cursor, providing a real-time feedback
response. Second, the BCI was used to provide an additional selection command




































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: Proposed model of simultaneous hybrid BCI system that combines
an ERD BCI and an eye-tracker, wherein an item is searched through eye-gaze
and the item selection is made by the EEG response detection during an MI task
simultaneously. The + sign is meant for hybridisation of eye-gaze and ERD BCI.
3.2.3 Proposed Experimental Paradigm of Simultaneous
Eye-gaze and ERD System
This experimental paradigm (see Figure 3.3) was designed to provide a novel
simultaneous eye-gaze and MI hybrid BCI system wherein both EEG and eye-
tracking data were recorded in real-time (on-line). The objective of this online
hybrid BCI system is to propose a novel simultaneous eye-gaze-MI hybrid BCI
system to increase the number of commands from two or four to eight. The
system is based on the item search through eye-gaze, and item selection by the
EEG response detection during an MI task simultaneously on the computer screen.
The novelty of the task stems from the inclusion of visuomotor compatible and
incompatible task conditions to allow more potential choices to the user. However,
as far as we know, there is no study in BCI that evaluated the performance of
incompatible task conditions. In our incompatible condition, a word “Left” would
appear on the right of the screen, or a word “Right” appearing on the left of the
screen. The compatible and incompatible task conditions are shown in Figure 3.3.
However, only one visual cue of MI condition (i.e. “Left” and “Right”) appears

































































































































































































































































































































































































































Two different experimental studies are considered in order to explore and design
the hybrid BCI system. First, a study was conducted using separately recorded
eye-gaze and the EEG signals were used from the BCI Competition 2008-Graz
EEG Dataset 2B. The experimental paradigm of eye-gaze data recording was
kept consistent with the experimental paradigm of the BCI Competition 2008 -
Graz EEG Dataset 2B. As eye-gaze data was recorded online and EEG data was
considered from database, therefore, in this thesis, this study is called an offline
study. Second, an online study was conducted wherein both eye-gaze and EEG
signals were recorded simultaneously in the laboratory.
3.2.4.1 Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Offline Study
This section provides a complete experimental procedure for an offline study.
Participants: For eye-tracking signal recording, five consenting healthy male
volunteers in the age range of 26-35 years (30.6±3.5) participated in this study.
No volunteer had any visual or neurological conditions and prior experience of
using an eye-tracker. The participants were informed about the experimental
procedure, purpose, and nature of the study in advance. There was no financial
reward provided to the participants. The Helsinki Declaration of 2000 was followed
while conducting the experiments. The EEG signals of the five best participants
from the BCI Competition 2008-Graz EEG Dataset 2B was considered.
Design and Operational Procedure: The proposed hybrid BCI system model
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The offline-hybrid BCI system is based on the following
principle: the eye-tracker allows determination of the eye-position (x, y) of the eye-
gaze on a computer screen, whereas the detection of an MI response (L, R) in the
EEG allows the selection of the target of interest. By combining eye-tracking and
BCI, this study is focused to determine if this solution can be a means to increase
the number of commands with a predefined number of items on the screen, and if
the MI could be reliably used in this type of scenario.
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For an efficient combination of eye-tracking and BCI inputs devices, a novel
visual cue-based paradigm was designed, wherein, the participant must direct the
mouse cursor to the target of interest whilst performing the prompted MI and
visual task. Figure 3.3 (B) provides the arrangement of various visual stimuli for
the paradigm. This paradigm involves four classes i.e. class 1 (left at top-left
position), class 2 (right at top-right position), class 3 (left at bottom-left position)
and class 4 (right at bottom-right position), and two classes of MI i.e. left and
right hand. The four classes presented above are related to compatible state. The
paradigm is also tested for incompatible state. When, a word “Left” appears on
the right of the screen, or a word “Right” appears on the left of the screen, it
is called an incompatible condition, whereas in a compatible condition, a word
“Left” appears on the left of the screen or a word “Right” appears on the right
of the screen. Thus, for incompatible condition the four classes are: class 1 (right
at top-left position), class 2 (left at top-right position), class 3 (right at bottom-
left position), and class 4 (left at bottom-right position). Apart from these two
visual stimuli, an additional visual stimulus located at the center of the screen,
representing an idle state was presented. At the beginning of a trial (t = 0 s), a
fixation cross appeared in the form of idle state on the black screen. During this
state participant can take a short break and get ready for next trial. Whereas, at
the beginning of activity period (t = 3 s) only one visual cue of MI condition (i.e.
“Left” and “Right”) appears at any of four eye-gaze class on the screen in each
trial.
A rigid and stable eye-tracker head lock was used for positioning the
participants head in the centre of the screen. Each participant was seated in a
comfortable chair located in front of the eye-tracker head lock and approximately
55 cm from a 22 inch LCD monitor. Lighting conditions remained steady during
experiments. Prior to the experiment, the eye-tracker was calibrated using a
sixteen-point calibration protocol. This provided each participant with an
accurate position of eye-gaze. Figure 3.4 shows the eye-gaze estimation results
for a single calibration test run. The blue squares represent 16 target points and
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Figure 3.4: Eye-gaze estimation results for a single calibration test run.
the red squares represent the eye-gaze estimations. Once a suitable calibration
was achieved, the calibration data was stored and reused each time a participant
returned.
Each experiment consisted of one session, comprising of 120 trials with a trial
duration of 7 s. In each trial, the targets of interest appear in a random order but
they are evenly distributed over the session, appearing 30 times each. During each
trial, participants were prompted to search for a single target of interest on the
visual display using the eye-tracker controlled mouse cursor, whilst attempting a
signalled left or right hand MI command. Figure 3.3 (C) represents the timing
activity for a single trial detection. A trigger signal was sent at 0 s to indicate
the start of each trial. A beep command was issued at 1 s to indicate a get ready
signal, with a visual cue appearing at 2 s. The visual cue, a colored rectangle
with a fixation cross, appeared for a period of 3.5 s, and during this activity
period, participants performed the search and select task. Each experiment lasted
14 minutes. At the start of each session, a short demonstration was performed to
introduce each participant to the experimental procedure and provide an overview
of the task.
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Eye-gaze and EEG Data Acquisition: The eye-tracker signals were recorded
from an Arrington Research eye-tracking system comprised of a monocular high-
resolution IR camera, which records eye-gaze x, eye-gaze y, trigger (timestamps),
and label indexes (L, R) at the sampling rate of 128 Hz.
The EEG signals from the BCI competition 2008-Graz dataset B were used in
this offline study. This dataset consists of three bipolar recording (C3, Cz and C4)
with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. All signals were recorded monopolar with
the left mastoid serving as a reference and the right mastoid as ground [294]. For
each participant, five sessions are provided. Each trial is a complete paradigm of
8 seconds and the participants had to imagine the corresponding hand movement
over a period of 4 seconds [294]. In the result section, this study only consider
the results from the five best participants as an approximation of the performance
that can be obtained with participants that could use a MI-based BCI system.
3.2.4.2 Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Online Study
Participants: Seven consenting healthy male volunteers in the age range of 21-
35 years (28.7±4.2) participated in the study. No volunteer had any visual or
neurological conditions and had prior experience of using eye-tracker and EEG
cap. The participants were informed about the experimental procedure, purpose,
and nature of the study in advance. There was no financial reward provided to
the participants. The Helsinki Declaration of 2000 was followed while conducting
the experiments.
Design and Operational Procedure: The experiment consisted of a search
and select task in a two dimensional environment. It is mainly divided into two
categories. The recording is done simultaneously for both EEG and eye movement
data from participants. Eye-tracker provided position of eye on screen, which has
a direct mapping to the mouse cursor, providing a real-time feedback response.
The BCI provided an additional selection command using the subject’s imagined
movement of left/right hands. A visual cue paradigm for stimulus representation
on a computer screen is used. It consists of four visual stimuli, each containing a
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fixation cross to fixate the eye-gaze. Two visual stimuli are located on each side of
the screen, with an additional visual stimulus located at the center of the screen,
representing an idle state (see in Figure 3.3).
Participants used the eye-tracker controlled search command to direct the
cursor to the target visual stimuli, whilst attempting the prompted select
command by left or right hand MI. Each experiment consists of one session,
comprised of 40 trials each lasting about 7 s. In each trial, the targets of interest
appeared in a pseudo-random order with equal probability but they were evenly
distributed over the session, appearing 10 times each. During each trial,
participants were prompted to search for a single target of interest on the visual
display using the eye-tracker controlled mouse cursor, while attempting a left or
right hand MI command for selection. Figure 3.3 (C) shows a timing scheme of
the paradigm. A beep command was issued at 1 s to indicate a get ready signal,
with a visual cue appearing at 2 s. The visual cue, a coloured rectangle with a
fixation cross, appeared for a period of 3.5 s, and during this period participants
performed the search and select task. On/off-set times should not be
deterministic to minimize anticipatory responses. Each session lasts about 5
minutes.
Eye-gaze and EEG Data Acquisition: The eye-tracker device and
experimental parameters were considered the same as mentioned in Section
3.2.4.1. The EEG signal was recorded at a 128 Hz sampling rate using the
gUSBamp and g.SAHARA dry electrode system from g.tec. It consisted of two
bipolar recordings (C3 and C4), with the right mastoid serving as ground. A
band-pass filter at [0.5-60] Hz and a notch filter at 50 Hz were applied.
3.2.5 Signal Processing and Classification
This section includes different methods of signal processing and classification used
for eye-tracking and MI.
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3.2.5.1 Eye-gaze Detection
Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Offline Study): Eye-tracker
signals (eye-gaze x and y coordinates) were separated according to label indexes,
which identified one of the four classes. These indexes specified the start of the
activity period in each trial. A median filter was applied to the eye-tracker data
to remove eye blinks and the mean eye-gaze position in horizontal and vertical
directions was recorded for each trial. The distance of the x and y coordinates
from each visual stimuli was calculated and the label with minimum distance from
the x and y coordinates was assigned as the actual output result. The eye-tracker
model contained four labels, namely 1, 2, 3, and 4, representing each expected
outcome. Furthermore, a confusion matrix was used to represent the expected and
actual conditions and used for computing the accuracy. The eye-gaze detection
process of four classes is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Eye-gaze detection of four classes (1, 2, 3, and 4).
Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Online Study): The same
eye-gaze detection approach was utilised in this study as mentioned in offline study.
3.2.5.2 EEG Feature Extraction
This section provides EEG feature extraction techniques.
Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Offline Study): Several
approaches of EEG feature extraction have been presented in Chapter 2 (cf.
Section 2.5.6.3). Temporal and spatial filtering were used in this study for ERD
detection.
• Temporal filtering: Band power features for all the channels were
extracted for mu (µ) (8-12 Hz) and beta (β) (12-30 Hz) bands (see Figure
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3.6). During each trial, the time over the imagery period was selected as
the temporal features for the classification. The information obtained from
ERD at certain frequency bands are useful for classification. ERD can be
seen as a correlation of an activated cortical area, and presents itself as a
decrease in power in certain frequency bands in the EEG, and is observable
in the and central rhythms.
• Spatial filtering: Raw EEG scalp potentials are known to have poor spatial
resolution due to volume conduction. If the signal of interest is weak while
other sources produce strong signals in the same frequency band, it creates
further issues. Common spatial patterns (CSP) is a data-driven technique to
analyze multichannel EEG data based on the recording from two classes, i.e.
it corresponds to two different brain activity responses. The method has been
used as a spatial filtering method in discriminating different classes in brain
response detection problems [295, 296, 218]. CSP features can be estimated
and interpreted using the framework of Rayleigh coefficient maximisation.
In a nutshell, CSP filter maximises the variance of spatially filtered signal
under one condition while minimising it for the other condition.
Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Online Study):
Band-power features for all the channels are extracted for µ and β bands (see
Figure 3.6). During each trial, the time over the imagery period is selected for
extracting the band-power features. This information called ERD and ERS over
µ and β frequency bands are used for classification. The ERD/ERS can be seen
as a correlate of an activated cortical area, so as to effectively account for ERD
and ERS phenomena observed during MI tasks.
3.2.5.3 EEG Classification
This section provides several EEG classification techniques.
Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Offline Study): The features
obtained from temporal and spatial filtering were used for binary classification of
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the brain evoked response of left and right imagination. The single-trial feature
detection pipeline for binary classification is given in Figure 3.6. This study only
considers SVM and LDA with input features obtained after temporal and spatial
filtering. The evaluation was performed with classifier training on the first session,
and test on sessions 3, 4, and 5.
Figure 3.6: Single-trial detection pipeline for binary classification of two classes
left and right hand MI.
Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI (Online Study): The band-
power features were used for binary classification of the brain evoked response of
left and right imagination of hand movement. The single-trial feature detection
pipeline for binary classification is given in Figure 3.6.
The performance of hybrid system was assessed by seven binary classifiers:
SVM with linear kernel, quadratic kernel, q-polynomial kernel, Gaussian kernel,
kNN with K=1 and K=5, and LDA. The performance evaluation was performed
with a ten-fold cross validation. Explanation of these classifiers is given in Chapter
2 (cf. Section 2.5.6).
3.2.6 Performance Evaluation
In addition to classification accuracies, the ITR in bits per minute (bpm) has been
used to evaluate the performance of eye-gaze-MI-based hybrid BCI system. The
detailed explanation of the ITR mathematical calculation is given in Chapter 2
(cf. Section 2.6). In the results section, both the classification accuracy and ITR
in bit per symbol (bps) are reported for each participant.
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Table 3.1: Eye-gaze detection accuracy in exploring eye-gaze and MI hybrid BCI.









This section presents the eye-gaze detection and single-trial detection outcomes
from both offline and online studies.
3.3.1 Eye-gaze Detection
3.3.1.1 Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Offline Study
The performance of eye-gaze detection was evaluated on a single eye-gaze data
set acquired by eye-tracker. A single session included 120 trials per participant.
The mean of the data elements and the distance of each x, y coordinate from each
stimulus was calculated for the activity period of each trial (see Figure 3.5). The
minimum distance was used for assigning each trial to a class, with a confusion
matrix for visualising performance and computing the accuracies. The offline
experimental results (eye-gaze detection accuracies) for the five participants are
summarised in Table 3.1. The accuracy (mean±Std) across the five participants
is 92±9.79%. The target selections obtained from the eye-tracker are shown in
Figure 3.7. In particular, Figure 3.7 provides mapping of eye-gaze position with
respect to each target for each participant during the target selection from recorded
eye-gaze data set.
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ID Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Mean
P01 100 100 100 100 100 Moderate
P02 100 95 100 93 97.5 Novice
P03 100 100 96 100 99.1 Experienced
P04 91 100 90 85.4 91.6 Moderate
P05 100 100 100 100 100 Experienced
P06 100 100 100 83.3 95.9 Novice
P07 82 100 75 73 82.5 Novice
Mean 96.1 99.3 94.4 90.7 95.2
Std. 7.1 1.9 9.3 10.5 6.3
3.3.1.2 Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Online Study
The performance of eye-gaze detection was evaluated on a single eye-gaze data set
acquired by the eye-tracker. A single session included 40 trials per participant.
The target class nearest to the detected eye-gaze location was assigned as the class
selected by the user. The offline eye-gaze detection (eye-tracker only) results are
presented in Table 3.2. The accuracy (Mean±Std) across seven participants is
95.2±6.3%.
3.3.2 Single-Trial Detection
3.3.2.1 Exploring Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Offline Study
The timing diagrams of the single-trial detection of MI activity of the left and
right-hand execution are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The performance of single-trial
detection was obtained with two classes of MI, Nout=2 (i.e. left and right hand MI)
using the BCI competition dataset 2B. In addition, this study provide the ITR for
the combination of eye-gaze and EEG when the system is used for 4 (Nout=4) and
8 (Nout=8) commands, by combining the selected item, and MI detection. Table
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Figure 3.7: Minimum accuracy to achieve in order to have an improvement of
the ITR thanks to the addition of commands. #com(eeg) represents number of
commands in EEG-based BCI.
3.3 presents the accuracy (in %) and the ITR (in bits per symbol (bps)). Wolpaw
method is used for ITR calculation as explained in Chapter 2 (cf. Section 2.6).
Figure 3.7 depicts the minimum accuracy that has to be achieved for MI with
a different number of commands, from 2 to 4, when considering a perfect accuracy
for the eye-tracker, in order to increase the ITR. Particularly, a minimum accuracy
of 86% should be achieved in order to increase the ITR with the proposed hybrid
BCI system, when each selected item by the eye-gaze can learn two different
commands with MI. With the current subset of participants, only participant
(P01) obtained some gain in performance from the combination of BCI and eye-
tracker with increase of the number of commands compared to the use of an
eye-tracker only.
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P01 94.58 5.09 0.70 1.61 2.54 93.13 3.48 0.64 1.53 2.45
P02 62.50 4.10 0.05 0.45 0.99 59.79 0.72 0.03 0.39 0.90
P03 59.79 7.71 0.03 0.39 0.9 61.25 3.38 0.04 0.42 0.95
P04 83.54 6.74 0.35 1.09 1.89 79.58 7.96 0.27 0.95 1.7
P05 61.67 2.37 0.04 0.43 0.96 72.50 1.64 0.15 0.72 1.38
3.3.2.2 Simultaneous Eye-gaze and MI Hybrid BCI: Online Study
The main focus of this study is to increase the number of choices in the hybrid
BCI system. To evaluate the performance of single-trial detection, this study
considered two classes left and right hand MI, with respect to the four events left
computer screen (1, 3) and right computer screen (2, 4). The single-trial detection
results were computed in the form of visuomotor compatible and incompatible
conditions for each participant. Accordingly, the single-trial detection results are
divided into three classes: (LM vs RM), (LM ∪ LS) vs (RM ∪ RS), (LM ∪ RS) vs
(RM ∪ LS). Here, the symbol LM denotes the left MI and symbol RM represents
right MI whereas LS and RS represent left and right sides of the computer screen,
respectively. The symbol ∪ denotes the combination of the two conditions. The
class (LM vs RM) is a standard situation which considers the total number of
trials for each participant, consisting of left and right hand MI with four eye-gaze
events for all trials. The (LM ∪ LS) vs (RM ∪ RS) is a compatible situation for
each participant and considers the total number of trials when left MI appears on
left side of a computer screen and right MI appears on right side of a computer
screen. (LM ∪ RS) vs (RM ∪ LS) is an incompatible situation for each participant
wherein this study considered only the situation when left MI appears on right
side of a computer screen and right MI appears on left side of a computer screen
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for all trials.
The performance of single-trial detection in terms of classifier accuracies of
MI (EEG only) (in %) is illustrated in Table 3.4 and Table 3.8. The accuracies
were obtained with two classes of MI, Nout=2 (i.e. left and right MI). The
achievable mean accuracies of seven different classifiers for each standard,
compatible, and incompatible condition across the participants were computed
separately. The highest mean accuracy (64.7±12.1%) was achieved in compatible
condition using SVM linear kernel and the gain in performance achieved was
statistically significant than that of incompatible condition (p<0.5, FDR
corrected for multiple comparison). The SVM linear kernel provided highest










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P01 0.15 2.00 1.38 0.28 2.00 1.72 0.39 2.00 1.97
P02 0.07 1.79 1.02 0.01 1.79 0.70 0.05 1.79 0.94
P03 0.00 1.91 0.58 0.00 1.91 0.52 0.01 1.91 0.73
P04 0.05 1.45 0.82 0.03 1.45 0.74 0.00 1.45 0.54
P05 0.00 2.00 0.53 0.02 2.00 0.82 0.00 2.00 0.51
P06 0.03 1.68 0.82 0.00 1.68 0.61 0.01 1.68 0.67
P07 0.05 1.05 0.64 0.07 1.05 0.70 0.03 1.05 0.58
Mean 0.05 1.70 0.83 0.06 1.70 0.83 0.07 1.70 0.85
Std. 0.05 0.34 0.30 0.10 0.34 0.40 0.14 0.34 0.51
The performances of single-trial detection in terms of ITR for standard,
compatible, and incompatible conditions are given in Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and
Table 3.7 with SVM classifiers, respectively. The performances of single-trial
detection in terms of ITR for standard, compatible, and incompatible conditions
are given in Table 3.9, Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 with kNN and LDA classifiers,
respectively. The ITR using SVM, kNN, LDA methods is estimated for the
combination of eye-gaze (Nout=4) and EEG (Nout=2) when the system is used
for 4 (with eye-gaze only) and 8 commands (combining eye-gaze and MI in
hybrid mode), by combining the selected item, and MI detection for all three
conditions. The proposed hybrid BCI system achieved the highest mean ITR of
1.0±0.6 bpm in compatible condition with linear SVM method. With the
current subset of participants, only P01 in compatible condition obtained a gain
in performance from combining the BCI and eye-tracker with increase in the
number of commands, as compared to the use of eye-tracker only.
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Table 3.9: ITR performance for single-trial detection in standard state (LM) VS

























P01 0.15 2.00 1.38 0.28 2.00 1.72 0.39 2.00 1.97
P02 0.07 1.79 1.02 0.01 1.79 0.70 0.05 1.79 0.94
P03 0.00 1.91 0.58 0.00 1.91 0.52 0.01 1.91 0.73
P04 0.05 1.45 0.82 0.03 1.45 0.74 0.00 1.45 0.54
P05 0.00 2.00 0.53 0.02 2.00 0.82 0.00 2.00 0.51
P06 0.03 1.68 0.82 0.00 1.68 0.61 0.01 1.68 0.67
P07 0.05 1.05 0.64 0.07 1.05 0.70 0.03 1.05 0.58
Mean 0.05 1.70 0.83 0.06 1.70 0.83 0.07 1.70 0.85
Std. 0.05 0.34 0.30 0.10 0.34 0.40 0.14 0.34 0.51
Table 3.10: ITR performance for single-trial detection in compatible state (LM

























P01 0.39 2.00 1.97 0.28 2.00 1.72 0.39 2.00 1.97
P02 0.12 1.79 1.21 0.01 1.79 0.44 0.07 1.79 1.02
P03 0.03 1.91 0.89 0.01 1.91 0.73 0.00 1.91 0.58
P04 0.04 1.45 0.79 0.08 1.45 0.94 0.00 1.45 0.56
P05 0.00 2.00 0.60 0.01 2.00 0.74 0.07 2.00 1.08
P06 0.12 1.68 1.16 0.07 1.68 0.99 0.07 1.68 0.99
P07 0.02 1.05 0.55 0.02 1.05 0.54 0.08 1.05 0.74
Mean 0.14 0.34 0.49 0.10 0.34 0.42 0.13 0.34 0.48
Std. 0.39 2.00 1.97 0.28 2.00 1.72 0.39 2.00 1.97
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Table 3.11: ITR performance for single-trial detection in incompatible state (LM

























P01 0.07 2.00 1.08 0.08 2.00 1.15 0.25 2.00 1.64
P02 0.03 1.79 0.32 0.01 1.79 0.44 0.03 1.79 0.86
P03 0.01 1.91 0.41 0.00 1.91 0.48 0.00 1.91 0.68
P04 0.03 1.45 0.74 0.01 1.45 0.37 0.00 1.45 0.48
P05 0.00 2.00 0.55 0.00 2.00 0.60 0.01 2.00 0.73
P06 0.03 1.68 0.82 0.03 1.68 0.82 0.01 1.68 0.72
P07 0.07 1.05 0.70 0.01 1.05 0.47 0.03 1.05 0.58
Mean 0.02 0.34 0.26 0.03 0.34 0.28 0.09 0.34 0.38
Std. 0.07 2.00 1.08 0.08 2.00 1.15 0.25 2.00 1.64
3.4 Discussion
The majority of the previous studies focused on enhancing the BCI and eye-
tracking-based system performances without considering hybrid approaches (i.e.
the inclusion of BCI with eye-tracking). Still, the currently available systems suffer
from poor accuracies and thus have limited use in AT development. In this chapter,
a novel hybrid BCI system has been presented that can be used to overcome the
limitations of BCI and eye-tracking-based control and communication application
by combining MI detection and eye-tracking. The main focus of this chapter was to
perform a feasibility study to design the hybrid BCI system for speech and motor
impaired people. For people who require an alternative communication medium,
the combination of an eye-tracker and BCI appears as a judicious solution to avoid
issues related to the dwell time and false positives. BCI can be used as a switch i.e.
just to enable a single item observed by the user, or it can increase the potential
number of commands, thanks to the detection of different brain activity responses.
However, the use of several modalities can increase difficulty in using the hybrid
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system, in particular for disabled people but this may provide a more convenient
alternative communication medium for the target population.
In this chapter, the performance achieved by the hybrid BCI system based
on simultaneous detection of MI and eye-gaze has been evaluated. Despite the
advantage of the combination, the accuracy of MI detection can be a bottleneck
for the overall performance of the system. It has shown that as the performance
of the hybrid BCI system depends on the accuracy of each modality, some users
may not get benefit from the hybrid BCI when it is used to increase the number of
available commands, and in this case, it is probably better to only consider an eye-
tracker or an SSVEP-based BCI. A common observation concerning BCI systems
that depend on eye-gaze control features, such as SSVEP-based BCI system, is
the possibility of using an eye-tracker instead of the BCI, as it would provide
a higher accuracy and a more convenient interface and robust setup. Yet, for a
large number of commands i.e. with a high precision of the eye-gaze, an eye-tracker
requires a particular care for the calibration. Ideally, the eye-tracker should be
coupled with a camera that analyses the scene and determines potential points of
interest.
With the hybrid BCI, the dwell time of the eye-tracker is not suppressed but
the selection is reinforced by the detection of a brain activity response. As the
brain activity response requires a certain amount of signal to be detected, e.g.
about 2 s for MI, then the possible reduction of the dwell time is limited by
the BCI. In addition, the user has to consider the delay that occurs between the
stimulus onset and the detection of a command. Another issue with MI-based
BCI system is the Simon effect that occurs during the detection of two commands
i.e. left and right MI tasks. For instance, it may be more likely to commit errors
for the selection of items on the left side of the screen which requires right motor
imagination. This effect should be considered for the design of an efficient hybrid
BCI system that includes MI and visual stimuli.
In addition, the presented results suggest that the drop in performance is due to
the low accuracy of MI detection as only two sensors were used with dry electrodes.
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With a larger number of better quality of electrodes, better performance can be
achieved. The use of different modalities may, however, increase the difficulty
in using the system as the user has to pay attention to the location of his eye-
gaze and to the movement imagery. Furthermore, naive participants have to get
used to both the eye-tracker, and the MI task [297, 298]. The performances also
have been evaluated for three different classification scenarios corresponding to
the effect of the similarity between the eye-gaze direction (left/right) and the MI
task (left/right) (standard, compatible, and incompatible). The results indicated a
higher accuracy for the detection of commands with the same orientation between
eye-gaze and motor imagination. Thus, this effect should be taken into account
while designing eye-gaze-MI-based BCI paradigms. Specifically, the experimental
design could incorporate the incompatible condition if the emphasis is on having
a larger number of choices despite a slight dip in accuracy. This type of paradigm
has been widely applied in cognitive psychology and neuroscience to study various
cognitive abilities, e.g. the Simon effect [299]. People also used this paradigm for
the diagnosis and characterisation of psychiatric and neurological disorders [300,
301]. Further works will extend the proposed approach with optimised parameters
to increase MI detection.
3.5 Summary
This chapter presents the type of performance that can be obtained when MI
and eye-gaze control are combined. The improvements from this combination are
largely dependent on the accuracy of both modalities. Despite the advantage of
this hybrid BCI and the possibility of increasing the number of possible
commands and choices, the system should be set in relation to the performance
of each modality in order to optimise the final user’s experience. This chapter
hypothesises that the number of commands from each modality is optimised in
order to improve the ITR, as well as achieve more distinctly classifiable patterns,
through the combination of modalities. The resulting hybrid interface will also
assist in generating commands with directional properties and thus support a
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BCI assistive device with greater accuracy and functionality. Further, the
location of the items should be taken into account when designing a GUI of the
system. The proposed hybrid BCI system still needs to optimise involved
parameters for it to be efficiently implemented for development of a practical









This chapter deals with an AAC technology in the form of novel designs of
virtual keyboard GUIs. The virtual keyboard applications are designed for two
different language scripts (i.e. Latin and Devanagari scripts). In addition, it
presents a novel method for adapting the GUI parameters over time for efficient
eye-gaze-based interaction. The proposed method has been validated on a
complex structured language (i.e. Hindi language) virtual keyboard application
which has a significantly higher number of letters in the alphabets as compared
to the English language. Moreover, the multimodal facilities are integrated with
the English alphabet and the Hindi alphabet virtual keyboard applications to
overcome various confounding factors of conventional virtual keyboards.
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Specifically, the main contributions presented in this chapter are as follows:
• The development of novel multimodal GUIs considering several constraints
related to the users such as the language of communication and affordability.
• A set of methods for the adaptation (over time) of the dwell time in
asynchronous mode and the fixed interval (trial period) in synchronous
mode for eye-gaze-based virtual keyboards.
• The multimodal access facility wherein the search of a target item is done
by eye-gaze detection and the selection can happen with use of a dwell
time, soft-switch, gesture detection using sEMG in asynchronous mode,
and the search and selection may be performed with eye-tracker in
synchronous mode. Furthermore, the individual input methods and/or a
synergetic combination of these input methods can be chosen as per the
user’s disability.
The work presented in this chapter is mainly based on the published work
(Meena, et al. 2018a; Meena, et al. 2018b; Meena, et al. 2018f; Cecotti, Meena,
et al. 2018g; Meena, et al. 2016a (cf. Section 1.4 of Chapter 1)).
In Chapter 3, the eye-gaze and MI-based BCI have been investigated as input
modalities for the design of an AAC system. It is been evidently demonstrated
that eye-gaze alone provides an efficient way of interaction and it offers a
non-invasive, portable and economical solution for healthy as well as
differently-abled persons. In particular, eye-gaze provides better performance in
terms of ITR and classification accuracy than MI-based BCI. In terms of
feasibility, it can cover more people at a lower cost and therefore, it ensures
better accuracy as well as affordability compared to MI-based BCI systems.
Therefore, in the next chapters of this thesis (i.e. Chapter 4, 5, and 6), other
input access modalities such as soft-switch and sEMG signals have been utilised
instead of MI-based BCI. Also, before designing the virtual keyboard-based AT
for communication, the necessity of the proposed system and limitations of the
current system need to be explored. The proposed system overcomes issues such
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as interoperability, standardization, cost-effectiveness, user interface design for
natural interaction, and parameter adaptation (over time) mentioned in Chapter
2.
The usability of AAC systems with eye-gaze-based access control to virtual
keyboards is currently impaired by the difficulty in estimating optimal
parameters, such as the dwell time, as they can depend on both the physical and
mental state of the user (e.g. fatigue, disability, and knowledge about the
system). In addition, changes in attention, the degree of fatigue, and the users’
head motion while controlling the application represent obstacles for efficient
eye-gaze-based access control to virtual keyboards as they can lead to low
accuracy. These continuous variations can be overcome by recalibrating the
system periodically, however, the process can be time-consuming and may not be
user-friendly. Another possible solution is to adapt the system over time based
on a user’s performance by considering key features of the application (e.g.
correction commands). The affordable multimodal facilities are also incorporated
in this chapter to overcome the dwell time issues of virtual keyboard
applications.
This chapter aims to address the limitations of eye-gaze-based access control
to a virtual keyboard in designing of AT for communication. A novel virtual
keyboard-based AT is presented in this chapter. Eye-gaze-based access control to
a virtual keyboard is a major section of this chapter, two different modes (i.e.
synchronous and asynchronous) of eye-gaze-based access control to virtual
keyboards and a set of methods for adapting the parameters over time for
synchronous and asynchronous modes are presented in Section 4.2.2. The
multimodality is another major issue (for example multimodality using a mouse,
touch screen, soft-switch, sEMG, and eye-tracking), therefore, five different
proposed design models of the multimodal system are presented in Section 4.2.3.
The process of selecting a command through multiple modalities is explained in
Section 4.2.4. The GUI design of virtual keyboard applications is another major
issue, therefore three different GUIs, one for the English alphabet and two for
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the Hindi alphabet are presented in Section 4.2.5. Particularly, it takes into
account design challenges related to managing a complex structure and a large
set of characters in the Hindi language. These three multimodal systems are
designed and evaluated with separate experimental paradigms. Furthermore, a
rigorous experimental evaluation of the systems is carried out and the results are
presented in Section 4.3. A discussion about the performance of each input
modality is given in Section 4.4. Lastly, the design of an adaptive eye-gaze-based
multimodal virtual keyboard system is summarised in Section 4.5 including its
limitations and further implementation to design an AT for communication.
4.2 Materials and Methods
This chapter includes three separate studies towards designing a novel
multimodal virtual keyboard-based AT for communication: First, multimodal
virtual keyboard for the English alphabet; Second, multimodal virtual keyboard
for the Hindi alphabet; Third, adaptive multimodal virtual keyboard for Hindi
alphabet. Therefore, this section first presents the access methods and novel
models of the multimodal system. Further, these models are evaluated on
multimodal virtual keyboard systems.
4.2.1 Access Methods
Depending on their physical abilities and needs, it is possible for a person to control
a computer or a communication aid using a slight movement of their foot, an eye-
blink or a movement of their head. These various methods of controlling an AAC
device are called access methods. In this chapter, we have utilized mainly three
access methods (namely command selection with eye-gaze only in synchronous
mode, command selection with eye-gaze in asynchronous mode, and command
selection with multimodalities) to control the virtual keyboard application on the
computer. These access methods can be used in combination with another and/or
alone (See Figure 4.1). First, a portable eye-tracker (The Eye Tribe, Denmark)
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Figure 4.1: Commercially available different input access methods.
was used to track the eye-gaze of the participants [10]. Second, a wearable Myo
armband (Thalmic Labs Inc., Canada) was used for measuring sEMG signals of
participants [89]. This non-invasive device includes a 9 degree-of-freedom (DoF)
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and 8 dry sEMG sensors. The Myo can be
slipped directly on the arm to read sEMG signals with no preparation needed for
the participant (no shaving of hair or skin-cleaning) [89]. Third, a soft-switch (The
QuizWorks Company, USA) was used as a single-input device for item selection on
the computer screen by using predefined functions from USB switch interface [48].
The soft-switch was pressed by the user’s dominant hand. Apart from these three
access methods, other common access methods such as a mouse, keyboard, and
touchscreen were also integrated to control the virtual keyboard application on
the computer.
4.2.2 Eye-gaze-based Access Method
An eye-gaze-based access control to virtual keyboard can be done in both
asynchronous and synchronous modes. Therefore, the same number of
commands are considered for the both modes. Further, the total number of
commands that are available at any time in the system is denoted by M (here
the total number of commands (M=10)). Each command ci is defined by the
coordinates corresponding to the center of its box (xic, y
i
c), where i ∈ {1..M}.
The eye-gaze coordinates at time t is denoted by (xt, yt), then the distance




(xic − xt)2 + (yic − yt)2 (4.1)
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The selected command at time t is denoted by selectt, where 1 ≤ selectt ≤M .
4.2.2.1 Eye-tracker in Asynchronous Mode
Asynchronous mode offers a natural mode of interaction without waiting for an
external cue. The command selection is done based on the dwell time concept.
The dwell time is defined as ∆t0, which represents the minimum time that is
required to select a command i.e. when a participant continuously keeps his/her
eye-gaze on a command. The approach to select a command in asynchronous
mode is detailed in the Algorithm 1. δ represents a counter for the selection of
each command. The RGB color is defined as (R=v,G=255,B=v)
4.2.2.2 Eye-tracker in Synchronous Mode
The way of interaction in synchronous mode is mainly based on an external cue
(i.e. trial period). This mode can be used to avoid artifacts such as involuntary
eye movements (i.e. Midas-Touch problem) of users as the command selection is
done at end of a specified trial period (i.e. trial duration) ∆t1. Thus, ∆t1
represents the time after which a command can be selected based on where the
user was looking during the trial period. The method to select a command after
each trial, in synchronous mode, is presented in the Algorithm 2. The vector w
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represents the weight of each command during a trial and α1 represents a
threshold used for selection. Besides this, each time point is weighted by
√
t in
order to emphasize the eye-gaze positions towards the end of the trial. In
particular, each time the algorithm is applied, it finds one more digit to the
square root. That means we are approaching the actual value of the square root.
In other words, that at each step the approximation is always less than or equal
to the actual value of the square root. selects represents the command that is
selected after each trial, where selects ∈ {−1, 1..M} and if the value is −1 then
no command is selected, otherwise one of the M commands is obtained.
However, both synchronous and asynchronous modes can suffer from low-text
entry rate (typing speed) and depend on specialties of the users when using the
predefined time parameters. Therefore, the adaptation of dwell time and trial
period over time is essential for designing a more natural mode of interaction.
The adaptive algorithms are explained in the following sections.
4.2.2.3 Eye-tracker with Adaptive Dwell Time (∆t0) in Asynchronous
Mode
For the adaptive dwell time in asynchronous mode, two rules are considered, where
∆t0 can change between ∆t0min and ∆t0max. In this study, ∆t0min and ∆t0max
correspond to 1 s and 5 s, respectively [302, 72]. Initially, ∆t0 is set to 2000 ms.
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Both rules are included in Algorithm 3 where, β1 represents a particular dwell time
increment and decrement in ms. The ε1 and ε2 indicate a threshold of dwell time
increment and decrement, respectively. In the first rule (rule #1), if the number
of commands, Ncor, corresponding to a “delete” or “undo” represents more than
half of the commands in the history of Nh commands (i.e. 2Ncor ≥ Nh), then
we assume that there exists some difficulties for the user, and the dwell time
has to be increased. The second rule (rule #2) is based on the assumption that
if the average time between two consecutive commands during Nh commands is
close to the dwell time, then the current dwell time acts as a bottleneck and it
can be reduced. The variable that contains the difference of time between two
consecutive commands is denoted by ∆tc in which ∆tc(k) corresponds to the time
interval between the command k and k − 1. The current average of ∆tc over the






(∆tc(k)−∆tc(k − 1)) (4.2)
4.2.2.4 Eye-tracker with Adaptive Trial Period (∆t1) in Synchronous
Mode
With the adaptive trial period (i.e. trial duration ∆t1) in synchronous mode, three
rules are considered, where ∆t1 can change between ∆t1min and ∆t1max. In this
study, ∆t1min and ∆t1max correspond to 1 s and 5 s, respectively [302, 72].
Initially, ∆t1 is set to 2000 ms. The three rules are summarised in Algorithm
4 where β2 represents a particular trial period increment and decrement in ms.
The ε2 indicates a threshold of trial period to select an item and ε3 represents the
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mean probability of a particular command deletion. In the first rule (rule #1), the
average probability to detect a command in the kth trial by considering the past
Nh previous trials is defined by P (selects)k . If this probability is high, then it








The second rule (rule #2) deals with the trials with no command selection. In
this case, it is assumed that if a command was not selected during the interval
∆t1, it means that ∆t1 was too short to allow the user to select an item. In such
a case, the trial period is increased where the number of rejected commands are
Nr in the history of the past Nh commands (Nr ≤ Nh). In the third rule (rule
#3), if the number of commands related to corrections, Ncor, corresponding to a
“delete” or “undo” represents more than half of the commands in the history of
Nh commands included, then it is assumed that there exist some difficulties for
the user, and the dwell time has to be increased.
4.2.3 Proposed Design Models of the Multimodal System
Proposed design models of the multimodal system with simultaneous processing
are illustrated in Figure 4.2. These models consist of different input access methods
which we have explained in Section 4.2.1. Further, these models are divided into
five categories as per the input modalities. First, the search and selection of the
target item were performed by the user’s eyes without eye-tracking and a normal
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computer mouse, respectively (see Figure 4.2 (A)). Second, the search of the target
item was performed by the user’s eyes without eye-tracking and the participant
used the touch screen to finally select an item (see Figure 4.2 (B)).Third, the
eye-tracker along with the soft-switch were used in a hybrid mode wherein the
participant focused the eye-gaze to point to the target item, and the selection
happens via a soft-switch (see Figure 4.2 (C)). Fourth, the eye-tracker was used in
combination with five different sEMG-based hand gestures wherein the eye-gaze
was used for the search purpose and each gesture acted as an input modality to
select the item (see Figure 4.2 (D)). Fifth, the eye-tracker was used for both search
and selection purposes with synchronous and asynchronous modes (see Figure 4.2
(E)). During the asynchronous mode, the participants focused the eye-gaze at the
target item for a specific period of time (i.e. dwell time in seconds (∆t0)) which
results in the selection of that particular item. During the synchronous mode, the
participants focused the eye-gaze at an item (target or non-target) during a single
trial of a particular length (i.e. the trial length in seconds (∆t1)), and at the end
of the trial, the item was selected based on the maximum duration of the focus.
4.2.4 Command Selection with Multimodality
Section 4.2.2 presented the command selection with eye-tracker alone. The next
subsections present the process of searching and selecting the command using two
different input modalities, also known as dwell free mechanisms.
4.2.4.1 Eye-tracker with Soft-switch
The addition of the soft-switch has helped to overcome the Midas-Touch problem
(i.e. selecting irrelevant non-targeted commands) of HCI, as the user needs to
only point to the target item through eye-tracker, and the selection happens via
the soft-switch. In other words, the searching of the items on the computer screen
is done by the user’s eye-gaze pointing to the items and selection is made by
the soft switch device. In this study, the soft-switch was pressed by the user’s
dominant hand. The searching of the target items is implemented by Algorithm
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Figure 4.2: Proposed design models of the multimodal system based on various
input modalities. The search and selection of the items are performed by (A) user’s
eyes without eye-tracker and computer mouse, (B) user’s eyes without eye-tracker
and touchscreen, (C) eye-tracker and soft-switch (D) eye-tracker and sEMG-based
hand gesture (E) eye-tracker only in synchronous and asynchronous modes. The
+ sign is meant for hybridisation of two different varieties of input modalities.
1. The color-based visual feedback is provided to the user during the searching
of an item. The visual feedback allows the user to continuously adjust and adapt
his/her eye-gaze to the intended region on the screen. Once the item is selected,
the auditory feedback is given to the user as an acoustic beep.
4.2.4.2 Eye-tracker with sEMG-based Hand Gestures
The sEMG-based hand gestures combined with an eye-tracker in a hybrid mode
can provide extra input modalities to the users. The eye-tracker is used to point
to a command on the screen using Algorithm 1. Then, the command is selected
through a hand gesture by using predefined functions from the Myo SDK. Five
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Figure 4.3: Myo gesture control armband with the five hand gestures: fist (hand
close), wave left (wrist exion), wave right (wrist extension), finger spread (hand
open), and double tap.
conditions were evaluated related to the gestural control with the Myo: fist
(hand close), wave left (wrist exion), wave right (wrist extension), finger spread
(hand open), and double tap (see Figure 4.3). The color-based visual feedback is
provided to the user during the searching of an item. Once the item is selected, the
auditory feedback is provided to the user as an acoustic beep. Thus the hybrid
system helps to overcome the Midas-Touch problem of eye-gaze controlled HCI
system.
4.2.5 System Overview
This chapter includes three novel multimodal eye-gaze-controlled virtual keyboard
systems that provide a means of communication for both healthy and differently
abled people. The GUI and functionalities of the systems are described in Section
4.2.5.1, 4.2.5.2, and 4.2.5.3, respectively.
4.2.5.1 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the English
Alphabet
The GUI of the virtual keyboard is composed of two main components: the centre
of the screen where the text entered by the user is displayed, and the edge of the
screen where the different commands are presented. A screenshot of the system is
depicted in Figure 4.4. The virtual keyboard is based on a tree selection with ten
commands (c1 to c10) (see Figure 4.5), and is adapted from a virtual keyboard
with five commands using the detection of SSVEPs instead of eye-tracking [225].
The tree has two levels, and it allows the selection of a letter with only two
commands. In the first level, nine commands (all except c6) are dedicated to the
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selection of the letters, digits, and punctuation marks: ‘ABCDabcd’, ‘EFGHefgh’,
‘IJKLijkl’, ‘MNOPmnop’, ‘0123456789’, ‘QRTSTqrst’, ‘UVWXuvwx’, ‘YZ!?yz.,’
and ‘+-/%# ’. Each of these items contains eight items. The command ‘Undo’
(c5 and c6) allows the user to cancel the previous action. The command c6 is used
to delete a character. By selecting a command with a group of items, the layout
is changed: the commands contain the letters from the command in the upper
level of the tree. For instance, if the user selects the first command ‘ABCDabcd’,
then the commands c1, c2, c3, and c4 become ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’; c7, c8, c9, and c10
become ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’. For each block of characters, the four upper case characters
are displayed on the upper side of the screen while the lower case characters are
displayed on the lower side. With ten commands, it is possible to display the ten
digits simultaneously on the screen. However, if there is an error for the selection
of the button with digits (c5), then the user has to write a digit and delete this
digit, instead of cancelling the action as it is possible with the other commands
with letters and symbols.
With a virtual keyboard based on eye-tracking, the user has to look at the items
to select them. It is, therefore, possible to forget what is currently written in the
message in the middle of the screen. When an experienced user writes some text
with a regular keyboard, the user does not pay direct attention to the keyboard
but rather at the text displayed on the screen. The same principle applies for a
virtual keyboard based on eye-tracking, but in an opposite way: an experienced
user may only pay attention to the commands that can be selected, and not the
output message box that is displayed in the middle of the screen. To improve
the feedback quality and the user experience, the last five written characters are
displayed below each box. This feature is useful during copy spelling when the
user has to remember what was already written without looking directly in the
middle of the screen.
After the selection of a command, an auditory stimulus (a beep sound) is
played to highlight the selection of an item; when a letter or a digit is selected
the element is pronounced. Furthermore, a visual feedback on the selected item
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is given to the user to display the currently selected item. Initially, the color
of each button representing each command is light grey (red=211, green=211,
blue=211). When the user pays attention to a button for a duration of t s, the
colour changes linearly in relation to the dwell time (in second) e.g. ∆t=2, the
button becomes greener over time. The color for selection is defined as (red=v,
green=255, blue=v), where v = 255 ∗ (∆t − t)/∆t. An additional feedback was
given to the user to display continuously the current estimation of the eye-gaze
location. The goal of this feedback is to help the participants to adapt their head
and body position if the estimated eye-gaze location is significantly different than
the expected location. The software was written in C# with Microsoft Visual
Studio 2012, and the eye-gaze data was acquired with functions from the SDK
provided with the eye-tracker [131].
4.2.5.2 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the Hindi
Alphabet
The developed GUI consists of two main components, which are depicted in
Figure 4.6. The first component is a possible command display where a total
eight commands have been presented. The second component is an input text
display where the user can see the output text in real time. The position and
tree structure of these eight commands (c1 to c8) are depicted in Figure 4.7. The
presented tree structure has to be followed for entering any particular command.
The tree structure is composed of two different levels: the first level includes
seven commands (c1 to c7) which are dedicated to the selection of a particular
group of letters with matras (i.e. diacritics). Apart from these seven, another
command c8 is provided for inclusion of miscellaneous functionalities such as
delete and space. Moreover, it contains the required punctuation marks to
complete any sentence. At the second level, each of the first level items contains
eight distinct characters and a further selection of these characters can be
performed by initiating a particular command at this level. The selection of any
letter can be done using the provided tree structure of the commands. In other
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words, if the user selects any of eight commands at level one, the layout is
transformed into the second level structure and the letters appear according to
the tree structure of commands (see in Figure 4.7 right panel). Each of these
eight commands can be used to type letters to complete a sentence. The
principle of this virtual keyboard is inspired by a BCI virtual keyboard based on
the detection of SSVEPs [225].
It is important to provide to the user an efficient feedback about the selection
of a command to avoid the user to shifting their eye-gaze to the message box
that contains the text to verify its content. Therefore, an efficient feedback is
added to the application. An audio feedback is provided to the user through an
acoustic beep after successful execution of each command. The visual feedback was
provided to the user for each command as described in Section 4.2.5.1. Moreover,
the last word display facility is also incorporated with the GUI where the user can
see the last selected word in the bottom of the output text display.
4.2.5.3 Adaptive Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the
Hindi Alphabet
The developed GUI consists of two main components, which are depicted in
Figure 4.8. The first component is a possible command display wherein a total of
ten commands have been presented and the command currently being pointed
to, is highlighted in a different colour. Two commands (from eight to ten) are
increased to overcome the shortcomings of our previous GUI of Hindi alphabet
virtual keyboard as explained in Section 4.2.5.2 by adding extra command
features to write all the Hindi alphabet letters including half letter scripts and
required punctuation marks. Nine additional required punctuation marks and
the 10 digits (i.e. numerals) are also added with this virtual keyboard
application. Therefore, it could be used to type digits and punctuation marks for
any Hindi alphabet sentence. Furthermore, other necessary functionalities such
as delete all, new line, and go-back commands for corrections are included. The
second component is an output text display where the user can see the typed
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text in real-time. The position and tree structure of the ten commands (i.e. c1
to c10) are depicted in Figure 4.9. The resolution of each rectangular command
box is approximately 14% of the optimum screen resolution. All command
buttons are placed on the periphery of the screen while the output text box is
placed at the centre of the screen (Figure 4.9). The GUI of the virtual keyboard
is based on a multi-level menu selection method comprised of ten commands at
each level [303, 304]. The tree-based structure of the GUI provides the ability to
type 45 Hindi alphabet letters, 17 different matras (i.e. diacritics) and halants
(i.e. killer strokes), 14 punctuation marks and special characters, and 10
numbers (from 0 to 9). Moreover, other functionalities such as delete, delete all,
new line, space and go back commands for corrections are also included.
The first level of the GUI consists of 10 command boxes, each represents a set
of alphabet characters (i.e. 10 characters). The selection of a particular character
requires the user to follow a two-step task. In the first step, the user has to select
a particular command box (i.e. at first level of GUI) where the desired character
is located. The successful selection of command box shifts the GUI to the second
level, where the ten commands on the screen are assigned to the ten characters
which belong to the selected command box in the previous level. In the second
step, the user can see the desired character and finally select it for writing to the
text-box. After the selection of a particular character at the second level, the
GUI goes back to the initial stage (i.e. at first level) to start further iterations.
The placement and size of the command boxes are identical at both levels of
GUI. As explained above, this system is designed to overcome the shortcomings
of previous design of Hindi virtual keyboard with eight commands by adding
multiple modalities, and extra command features to write all the Hindi alphabet
letters including half letter script, more punctuation marks, and special characters.
Furthermore, it includes a set of algorithms for adapting the parameters over
time for both synchronous and asynchronous modes to improve the speed and
accuracy of the system. A demonstrative video of the system is available online
(https://youtu.be/e4DlLEsa7fw). The audio and visual feedback was added to
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the application same as explained in Section 4.2.5.2.
4.2.6 Participants
A total of 40 healthy volunteers participated in these three different studies.
4.2.6.1 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the English
Alphabet
Eight healthy volunteers (age=28.4±4.9, 2 females) participated in this study.
No participant had prior experience of using an eye-tracker and soft-switch with
the application. Participants were informed about the experimental procedure,
purpose, and nature of the study in advance. There was no financial reward
provided for the participants. The experimental protocol was reviewed by the
Faculty Ethics Filter Committee of Ulster University, and was in accordance with
the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000.
4.2.6.2 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the Hindi
Alphabet
Eight consenting healthy male and female volunteers participated in this study.
They were in the age range of 26-33 years (mean age=29.7, standard
deviation=2.3). Four participants had vision correction (they are reported with
the * sign in the subsequent sections). Other experimental parameters of
participants were considered same as mentioned in Section 4.2.6.1.
4.2.6.3 Adaptive Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the
Hindi Alphabet
A total of twenty-four healthy volunteers (5 females) in the age range of 21-32
years (27.05±2.96) participated in this study. These participants were divided
equally into two groups i.e. Group A and Group B (see in Table 4.1) for different
experiments. Experiments 1 and 2 were performed with Group A, whereas
experiments 3 and 4 were completed with Group B. Fifteen participants
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performed the experiments with vision correction. No participant had prior
experience of using an eye-tracker, soft-switch and/or sEMG with the
application. Other experimental parameters of participants were considered
same as mentioned in Section 4.2.6.1.
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Figure 4.4: Position of the ten commands in the English alphabet virtual
keyboard application (top), and the tree structure showing the sequence of
commands for item selection (bottom).
123
Figure 4.5: Representative screenshots of the English alphabet virtual keyboard
in the first level (up) and the second level for a set of characters (middle) and for
digits (bottom). 124
Figure 4.6: Screenshots of the Hindi virtual keyboard application with eight
commands in level one when c1 is selected (top) and level two after the selection
of c1 (bottom), with the eight commands (from left to right, top to bottom).
125
Figure 4.7: The position of eight commands in the Hindi virtual keyboard
application with eight commands (bottom), the tree structure depicting the
command tags used for letter selection (top).
126
Figure 4.8: Layout of proposed Hindi virtual keyboard application with ten
commands in level one when c1 is selected (top) and level two after the selection
of c1 (bottom), with the ten commands (from left to right, top to bottom).
127
Figure 4.9: Positions of ten commands in the Hindi virtual keyboard application















































































































































































































































































































A total of five different input modalities were used with the visual display unit in
these three separate studies.
4.2.7.1 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the English
Alphabet
The eye-tracker used during the experiments was the Eye tribe [131]. The recorded
data were acquired at 30 Hz, and contained the coordinates of the eye-gaze and
the pupil size for both eyes. A short calibration was performed prior to each
experiment (about 20 seconds). The Myo has a 9 DoF IMU and 8 dry surface
electromyogram sensors. The Myo can be slipped directly on the arm to read
sEMG signals with no preparation needed for the participant (no shaving of hair or
skin-cleaning). The Myo armband provides sEMG signals with sampling frequency
of 200 Hz. Electrode placement was set empirically in relation to the size of
the participant’s forearm because the Myo armband’s minimum circumference
size is about 20 cm. An additional short calibration was performed for each
participant with the Myo (about 1 min). Participants were comfortably seated in
a chair at about 80 cm from the computer screen (Asus VG248, 24 inch, resolution:
1920× 1080, 144 Hz refresh rate, 350 cd/m2). The horizontal and vertical visual
angles were approximately 36 and 21 degrees, respectively. Each button on the
screen had a size of 4× 2.5 cm.
4.2.7.2 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the Hindi
Alphabet
The same eye-tracker device was used in this study as mentioned in Section 4.2.7.1.
A soft-switch [305, 48] was used in a hybrid mode with the eye-tracker device to
search and select a command. Other experimental parameters were considered
same as mentioned in Section 4.2.7.1. The size of the each command button on
screen was 5× 3 cm.
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4.2.7.3 Adaptive Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the
Hindi Alphabet
The same eye-tracker, Myo armband, and soft-switch devices were used in this
study as mentioned in Section 4.2.7.1 and 4.2.7.2. Participants were seated in a
comfortable chair in front of the computer screen. The distance of the
participant from a computer screen (PHILIPS, 23 inches, 60 Hz refresh rate,
optimum resolution: 1920 × 1080, 300 cd/m2, touch-screen) was about 80 cm.
The vertical and horizontal visual angles were considered same as mentioned in
Section 4.2.7.1.
4.2.8 Experimental Paradigm
A separate experimental paradigm was chosen for each study.
4.2.8.1 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the English
Alphabet
The experimental protocol is designed to write a random predefined sentence of
15 characters (total of 30 commands if there are no errors). This task was formed
with a combination of letters in order to obtain a relatively constant number of
commands for each of the ten items. The performance of the system was evaluated
by six different conditions. The eye-tracker is used to point to a command on
the screen. Eye-gaze coordinates in the middle of the screen corresponding to
the input text were discarded. To select an item, the user had to pay attention
to the corresponding button. During this period, the visual feedback is provided.
Then, the command selection is achieved through hand gesture by using predefined
functions from the Myo SDK. Six conditions were evaluated. The first one (G1)
was a button press on a regular keyboard (the space bar). The five remaining
conditions are related to gesture control with the Myo: fist (hand close) (G2),
wave left (wrist flexion) (G3), wave right (wrist extension) (G4), finger spread
(hand open) (G5), and double tap (G6) (see Figure 4.3). Prior to the experiments,
participants were advised to avoid moving their body and head position during
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the tests.
4.2.8.2 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the Hindi
Alphabet
The experimental protocol is designed to write a predefined sentence of 39
characters (total of 78 commands if there are no errors) (see Figure 4.10). This
predefined sentence was formed with a combination of words in order to obtain a
relatively constant number of commands for each of the eight items. Choice of
this sentence was also justified by the novelty of the system to the participants.
The performance of the system was evaluated by three different conditions.
First, the participants are able to use the mouse to determine and select the
items on a computer screen. It means participants can directly click on the
represented commands on the screen which they want to be selected. This
condition was included to evaluate the performance of virtual keyboard
application without the eye-tracker. In the second condition, the eye-tracker only
was used by participants for pointing and selection of the items. When
participants point to the item on the screen using their eye-gaze, the
corresponding command button border colour becomes green and based on the
pre-defined duration of dwell time, the item is selected. In the third condition,
the eye-tracker and soft-switch were used in a hybrid mode, where the item is
determined through gazing, and the item selection is made by pressing the
soft-switch. In this condition, the participants can press a soft-switch button
once they received the visual feedback (i.e. the colour of the determined item
becomes green) from eye-gaze. Prior to the experiments, participants were
advised to avoid moving their body and head position during the tests.
Figure 4.10: Predefined sentence (39 characters) to spell during the typing task.
The transliteration of the task sentence in English is “Bharat Ek Bada Desh Hai|
Bharat Ek Bada Desh Hai|”
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4.2.8.3 Adaptive Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for the
Hindi Alphabet
The typing task in the experimental protocol involves a predefined sentence with
29 characters from the Devanagari script and 9 numbers (see Figure 4.11). The
transliteration of the task sentence in English is “Kabtak Jabtak Abhyaasa Karate
Raho. 44-4455-771” and the direct translation in English is Till When Until
Keep Practicing. 44-4455-771. The complete task involves 76 commands in one
repetition if performed without committing any error. This predefined sentence
was formed with a particular combination of words in order to obtain an equi-
probable distribution of commands for each of the ten items in the GUI. Thus,
the adopted arrangement provides unbiased involvement of command boxes and
eye-gaze distribution over the GUI of the virtual keyboard.
Figure 4.11: Predefined sentence (37 characters) to spell during the typing task.
The transliteration of the task sentence in English is “Kabtak Jabtak Abhyaasa
Karate Raho. 44-4455-771”
The total duration of the experiment was about 3-4 hours, making the task
difficult and tedious for the participants. Therefore, we divided the experimental
conditions and 24 participants into separate groups. The twenty different
conditions of experimental design were divided into four separate experiments to
evaluate the performance of virtual keyboard across the input modalities. The
total number of participants were divided into two groups (i.e. Group A (A01 to
A12) and Group B (B01 to B12) (see Table 4.1)) and each group consisted of 12
participants. Experiments 1 and 2 were performed with Group A whereas
experiments 3 and 4 were completed with Group B participants. Furthermore,
the sequence of the experimental conditions was randomized for each participant.
Experiment 1 (Mouse vs. Touchscreen): This experiment corresponds
to the comparison between the mouse and the touchscreen to find and select the
characters. With the mouse, the user must click on the target item, whereas with
an touchscreen only, the user must touch on the targeted item. The mouse only
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condition was incorporated to find out the performance with GUI without the
touchscreen.
Experiment 2 (Eye-tracker with Soft-switch vs. Eye-tracker with
sEMG-based Hand Gestures): This experiment was conducted under six
different conditions: soft-switch and five sEMG-based hand gestures (i.e. fist,
wave left, wave right, fingers spread, and double tap) along with eye-tracker. In
these experiments, the eye-tracker was used in a hybrid mode, where the user
should eye-gaze at the target item, and the selection happens via switch/sEMG
signals. During the tests, the participants use these input modalities once they
received the visual feedback (i.e. the color of the gazed item begins to change).
Experiment 3 (Dwell Time vs. Adaptive Dwell Time with
Eye-tracker Asynchronous Mode): In this experiment, the eye-tracker is
used only in an asynchronous mode was used by the participants under six
different conditions (i.e. Dwell time = 1 s, 1.5 s, 2 s, 2.5 s, 3 s, and adaptive
dwell time), where the item is determined through gazing, and the item selection
is made by dwell time/adaptive dwell time. These several conditions were
included to find out the optimal dwell time for virtual scanning keyboard to
select the items. Moreover, an adaptive dwell time algorithm is proposed to
improve the speed and accuracy of the system.
Experiment 4 (Trial Period vs. Adaptive Trial Period with Eye-
tracker Synchronous Mode): In this experiment, the eye-tracker is used only
in a synchronous mode was used by the participants for pointing to and selection
of the items, where pointing the items was done by the eye-gaze and the selection
of the items was made by the five different trial period (i.e. 1 s, 1.5 s, 2 s, 2.5 s, 3
s) and one with adaptive trial period. These different trial periods were considered
to find out the optimal trial period to design eye-gaze based synchronous system.
Moreover, an adaptive trial period algorithm is proposed to improve the speed
and accuracy of the system.
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4.2.9 Performance Evaluation
Several performance measures for eye-gaze system have been reviewed and derived
in Chapter 2. Wolpaw method for ITR calculation has been utilised in this chapter.
The detailed explanation of the ITR mathematical calculation is given in Chapter
2 (cf. Section 2.6). Moreover, several performance indexes such as number of
letters spelled per minute, the ITR at the basic letter level ITRletter and command
level ITRcom [302], and the mean and standard deviation (mean±Std) of the time
to produce each command are used to evaluate the performance of the virtual
keyboard in different conditions. As explained in this chapter, three separate
studies have been conducted. First, at the basic command level, the number of
possible commands is 10 (Mcom = 10), it corresponds to the total number of items
that can be selected by the eye-tracker at any moment. At the letter level, i.e. at
the application level, the number of commands is (Mletter = 74) (the 26 characters
in upper [A-Z] and lower case [a-z], digits [0-9], space, punctuation marks (“.”,
“,”, “?”, “!”), and symbols (“+”, “-”, “*”, “/”, “%”, “#”). Second, the number of
possible commands is 8 (Mcom = 8). These commands correspond to the selected
item through eye-tracker. The number of commands at the letter level is 63
(Mletter = 63), which consider the Hindi letters, matras (i.e. diacritics), halants
(i.e. killer strokes), basic punctuation, and space button. The delete button was
used as a special command to correct the errors. Third, the number of possible
commands is 10 (Mcom = 10), these commands correspond to the selected item
through the eye-tracker. The number of commands at the letter level is 88 (Mletter
= 88), which includes the Hindi letters, matras (i.e. diacritics), halants (i.e. killer
strokes), basic punctuation, and space button. The delete, clear-all, and go-back
buttons were used as a special command to correct the errors.
The ITR is calculated based on the total number of actions (i.e. basic
commands and letters) and the length of time that is required to perform these
commands.To define the ITR, all these different commands and letters were
assumed as equally probable and there is no typing error. The ITR is given as
follows:
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where Ncom is total number of produced commands by the user to type Nletter
characters. T is total time to produce Ncom or type all Nletter.
4.3 Results
The overall performance evaluation of the virtual keyboard applications in three
studies was performed based on the results collected from a typing experiment
(as mentioned in the Section 4.2.8). For computing statistical significance, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied using Bonferroni correction and false
discovery rate (FDR) correction methods for multiple comparisons on
performance indexes across the conditions in each experiment.
4.3.1 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for
the English Alphabet
The performance across participants for each condition is presented in Table 4.2.
The spelling performance for the switch (G1) was 9.34±4.62 letters per minute
while the other conditions provided an average speed of 6.44±3.55, 5.62±2.25,
8.01±3.40, 6.52±2.84, and 6.59±2.15 letters per minute for fist (G2), wave left
(G3), wave right (G4), finger spread (G5), and double tap (G6), respectively.
Pairwise comparisons revealed that there are no significant differences between
conditions across participants. However, this analysis highlights the variability
that exists between the different gestures across participants. The results
confirm some comments from the participants who did indicate that some
gestures are more natural or easier to perform than others. The best individual
performance for each gesture condition is given in Table 4.3. The average
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performance across participants, by selecting the best gesture, is 8.77±2.90
letters per minute, which is translated to an ITR of 57.04±14.55 bits per min at
the command level, and 49.20±17.43 at the letter level. The coordinates
corresponding to the selection of commands is depicted for each condition in
Figure 4.12 and 4.13. These figures show to what extent the coordinates of the
eye-tracker did provide reliable information. The evolution of the ITR over time
is presented in Figure 4.14 and 4.15. The performance was recorded as soon as
the task did start. However, some participants had some problems for the
selection of some commands during the experiment. The changes of the ITR
over time show to what extent commands can be selected in a reliable manner.
Switch (G1) Fist (G2) Wave left (G3)
Figure 4.12: Eye-gaze coordinates from all the participants in switch (G1), fist
(G2), and wave left (G3) conditions.
Wave right (G4) Finger spread (G5) Double tap (G6)
Figure 4.13: Eye-gaze coordinates from all the participants in wave right (G4),



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Switch Fist Wave left
Figure 4.14: Evolution of the ITR over time for the switch (G1), fist (G2),
and wave left (G3) conditions. These plots represent ITR over time for each
participant.
Wave right (G4) Finger spread (G5) Double tap (G6)
Figure 4.15: Evolution of the ITR over time for the wave right (G4), finger
spread (G5), and Double tap (G6) conditions. These plots represent ITR over
time for each participant.
4.3.2 Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual Keyboard for
the Hindi Alphabet
The performance evaluation of the Hindi virtual keyboard was done based on the
results collected from a fixed typing task experiment per participant for each
condition. The spelling performances for the three conditions (i.e. mouse only,
eye-tracker only, and eye-tracker with soft-switch) are presented in Tables 4.4,
4.5, and 4.6, respectively. The condition involving the mouse only (a common
computer device that is familiar to all the participants) provides the best
performance with an average speed 17.22±4.54 letters/minute. This condition is
used as a baseline to measure the drop in performance from switching from a
mouse to another modality. For the condition with an eye-tracker only, the
average speed decreases to 10.62±2.63 letters/minute. The third condition
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1. G3 10.48 66.72 58.87
2. G4 11.22 69.05 64.73
3. G4 7.83 57.59 45.46
4. G5 11.36 72.04 63.57
5. G4 11.87 69.11 66.88
6. G5 4.86 36.10 21.61
7. G5 4.71 38.95 27.26
8. G2 7.81 46.73 45.22
Mean - 8.77 57.04 49.20
Std - 2.90 14.55 17.43
comprises an eye-tracker and soft-switch to select the item on visual display unit,
the average speed is 13.50±4.93 letters/minute, higher than the eye-tracker only.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied using Bonferroni correction method
for multiple comparison, to compare the typing speed with mouse only and
eye-tracker only. It is found that mouse only leads to faster speed than
eye-tracker only (p<0.05). The similar pattern of performance is measured from
ITRletter and ITRcom for each condition. The condition with mouse only
provides the best performance for ITRletter with an average 99.00±25.54 as

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The performance drops from 102.04±25.68 with the mouse only, to
67.58±12.24 with the eye-tracker only, to 85.26±24.73 with eye-tracker and
soft-switch for ITRcom. For each condition, the ITRcom was found greater than
the ITRletter which shows the impact of the delete command to correct errors on
the overall performance. The average time to produce a command with mouse
only condition is 1779±477 ms, which slightly increases to 2061±581 ms with
eye-tracker and soft-switch. When participants use the eye-tracker only, the
average time to produce a command is 2604±467 ms, which indicates that
selection of 3 s dwell time (1.5 s at each level) to produce a letter was on average
not too short. In order to produce a first command, a participant required more
than 10 s, as this participant probably moved their head significantly before the
start of the experiment, whereas some participants took more time to detect a
particular command. The highest time to produce a particular command across
three conditions was measured as 22 s with eye-tracker only. This problem occurs
when a participant changes his position on the chair during the experiment.
4.3.3 Adaptive Multimodal Eye-gaze based Virtual
Keyboard for the Hindi Alphabet
The overall performance evaluation of the virtual keyboard was performed based
on the results collected from a typing experiment. The different experimental
conditions were categorised into four experiments.
4.3.3.1 Experiment 1 (Mouse vs. Touchscreen)
The typing performance for both mouse and touchscreen conditions are presented
in Table 4.7. The average typing speed with touchscreen (18.00±6.8 letters/min)
is better than the mouse (15.68±5.79 letters/min). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was used to compare the typing speed with mouse only and touchscreen only and
found that touchscreen only leads to a faster speed than mouse only (p<0.05).
The best performance was achieved by the participant A09 (30.06 letters/min).
A similar pattern of performance is measured in terms of ITRcom and ITRletter
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for each condition. The ITRcom and ITRletter with touchscreen (122.67±45.24
bits/min and 116.26±44.52 bits/min) were greater than the mouse (105.60±37.01
bits/min and 101.28±37.39 bits/min) (p<0.05), respectively.
4.3.3.2 Experiment 2 (Eye-tracker with Soft-switch vs. Eye-tracker
with sEMG-based Hand Gestures)
The eye-tracker was used under six different input conditions. The average typing
performance is shown in Table 4.8 across the conditions. The speed, ITRcom, and
ITRletter with soft-switch (G1) were found 21.83±6.58 letters/min, 144.00±45.89
bits/min, and 141.01±42.48 bits/min, respectively. The performance with the
soft-switch in terms of speed and ITR was found superior to all other conditions
(p<0.05). However, when eye-tracker was used in a hybrid mode with the five hand
gestures, the best speed, ITRcom, and ITRletter were achieved by the wave right
(G4) gesture i.e. 16.17±5.39 letters/min, 96.13±31.03 bits/min, and 89.41±27.74
bits/min, respectively. With hand gestures, we found that the wave right leads to
superior performance in terms of speed and ITR compared to other hand gestures
but there was no significant differences between conditions across participants.
4.3.3.3 Experiment 3 (Dwell Time vs. Adaptive Dwell Time with Eye-
tracker Asynchronous Mode)
The eye-tracker was used in an asynchronous mode to perform the typing task.
The average typing performance is shown in Table 4.9 across the conditions. The
eye-tracker was used with five different dwell times to find out an optimal time for
the selection of items in virtual keyboard application. The typing speed, ITRcom,
and ITRletter with 1 s dwell time condition were found 13.41±5.21 letters/min,
101.82±15.26 bits/min, and 90.53±18.66 bits/min, respectively. This condition
provides highest performance of all the other four conditions. However, using 1 s
dwell time condition, the participant B06 was unable to complete the task as it
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The typing speed with 1.5 s dwell time condition (11.32±1.84 letters/min) was
higher than that with 2 s (8.30±1.75 letters/min), 2.5 s (7.67±1.45 letters/min),
and 3 s (6.44±1.21 letters/min) dwell time conditions (p<0.05, FDR corrected).
The dwell time adaptive algorithm was explored to improve the typing speed
and accuracy of the system. The initial value for ∆t0 was set to 2 s. The typing
speed with the adaptive asynchronous condition (16.10±3.36 letters/min) was
found greatest of all the dwell time conditions. Subsequently, it was found that the
adaptive asynchronous condition leads to a better performance in terms of typing
speed and ITR than any of the other five dwell time conditions (p<0.05, FDR
corrected). Figure 4.16 depicts the dwell time changes in percentage across the
group B for the two rules of adaptive dwell time algorithm. Rule #2 of decreasing
dwell time (40.5±20.73%) was used more often than Rule #1 of increasing dwell
time (0.3±0.67%). It shows that Rule #2 was used the maximum number of times
by the participants in order to achieve higher performance (p<0.05). In particular,
the typing speed of 20.20 letters/min was achieved by the participant B10 wherein
Rule #2 is used about 70% of the times.
4.3.3.4 Experiment 4 (Trial Period vs. Adaptive Trial Period with
Eye-tracker Synchronous Mode)
The eye-tracker was used in the synchronous mode that included five conditions of
trial periods and one condition with adaptive trial period algorithm. The average
typing performance is shown in Table 4.10 across the conditions. The typing speed,
ITRcom, and ITRletter with 1.5 s trial period condition were found 14.89±2.17
letters/min, 123.89±4.49 bits/min, and 91.36±14.27 bits/min, respectively. The
typing speed and ITR with 1.5 s trial period condition were found higher than
the all the other trial period conditions (p<0.05, FDR corrected). However, the
participant B03 achieved highest typing speed of 25.27 letters/min with 1 s trial
period condition but two participants (i.e. B08, B10) were unable to complete the
task as it required higher attention and faster eye movement for selection of the
items.
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The typing speed, ITRcom, and ITRletter with adaptive trial period condition
were computed 17.06±3.06 letters/min, 145.48±19.71 bits/min, and 107.36±18.78
bits/min, respectively.The initial value for ∆t1 is set to 2 s. It has been shown
that the adaptive trial period algorithm provides the best performance (p<0.05,
FDR corrected) in experiment 4. The Figure 4.14 represents the average trial
period changes (in %) across the rules of adaptive trial period algorithm in the
synchronous mode. It has been found that Rule #1 of decreasing trial period
(9.9±3.67%) (mean±Std) was used more often than Rule #2 of increasing trial
period (3.3±2.36%) and Rule #3 of increasing dwell interval (1.6±1.36%) (p<0.05,
FDR corrected). It shows that Rule #1 was used the maximum number of times
by the participants in order to achieve higher performance.
Figure 4.16: The average dwell time in asynchronous mode and trial period in
synchronous mode changes (in%) across rules (2 rules in asynchronous mode and
3 rules in synchronous mode) of adaptive time parameters algorithm. The error
bars represent standard errors across trials.
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4.3.3.5 Time-Adaptive Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Mode
The average typing speed, ITRcom, and ITRletter with time-adaptive algorithm
in synchronous mode were calculated as 17.06±3.06 letters/min, 145.48±19.71
bits/min, and 107.36±18.78 bits/min, respectively, whereas the average typing
speed, ITRcom, and ITRletter with time-adaptive algorithm in asynchronous mode
were found to be 16.10±3.36 letters/min, 105.19±17.00 bits/min, and 98.05±19.09
bits/min, respectively. The adaptive synchronous mode leads to a greater ITRcom
than the adaptive asynchronous (p<0.05). However, no significant difference was
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The usability of the system was demonstrated using system usability scale and
NASA TLX scale.
Figure 4.17: The global view of subjective assessments of usability: The average
SUS item score (items 1 to 10 correspond to questions/items 1 to 10 described
in [306]) across a group of participants.
System Usability Scale: The system usability scale (SUS) is a simple,
ten-item attitude Likert scale giving a global view of subjective assessments of
usability [306]. It is composed of 10 items that are scored on a 5-point scale of
the strength of agreement. Each item score ranges from 0 to 4. Final scores for
the SUS can range from 0 to 100, where higher scores indicate better usability.
The usability of a system can be measured by taking into account the context of
usage of the designed system (e.g. who is using the system, what they are using
it for, and the environment in which they are using it). Therefore, this scale is
used to evaluate a system based on three major aspects of the usability i.e.
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Figure 4.18: The average system usability scale (SUS) and NASA work load
index (NASA TLX) score across a group of participants.
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. In this work this scale is used to find
out the usability of our newly designed system and received a feedback from the
participants to make it effective and commercial product as an AAC device. A
SUS test was conducted with each group of participates. First SUS test was
done with the group A participants (87.29±9.07) for the experiments 1 and 2.
Second SUS test was done with the group B participants (88.54±8.69) for the
experiments 3 and 4. The average score for each item across the two groups of
participants is shown in Figure 4.17. The system is validated by SUS score and
achieved the average SUS score above 87% with both groups which indicate an
excellent grade on the adjective rating scale (see Figure 4.18) [307].
NASA Task Load Index: NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) is a widely
used, subjective, multidimensional assessment tool that rates perceived workload
in order to assess the effectiveness and/or other aspects of performance of a task,
system, or team. It is a well-established method for analyzing user’s workload
during a particular task [308, 309]. In analysis, the workload experienced by
the users during the interaction with virtual keyboard application was measured
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Figure 4.19: The global view of subjective assessments of workload: The average
NASA TLX adjusted rating score (items 1 to 6 represent mental demand, physical
demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration, respectively)
across a group of participants.
using this index, wherein mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
performance, effort, and frustration aspects were included. Separate NASA-TLX
tests were conducted with each group of participants. First, the NASA-TLX test
was performed with the group A participants (17.08±3.05) for the experiments
1 and 2. Second, the NASA-TLX test was done with the group B participants
(17.45±4.45) for the experiments 3 and 4. The average score for each item across
the two groups of participants is shown in Figure 4.19. The system achieved
the average NASA-TLX score below 18% with both groups which indicate a low
workload (see Figure 4.18) [308].
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4.4 Discussion
The majority of the previous studies focused on designing the virtual keyboard
applications for Latin script. Likewise, multimodal eye-gaze-controlled
applications were limited to the English alphabet. Therefore, firstly, a
completely new virtual keyboard design based on ten main commands and a tree
selection method that includes visual and audio feedback is proposed. Pointing
to an item is achieved through eye-tracking, and item selection is obtained by
hand gesture recognition. Secondly, as there is no multimodal virtual keyboard
application presently available for the Hindi language, a novel multimodal
eye-gaze-controlled Hindi virtual keyboard incorporating 46 different letters, 11
different matras (i.e. diacritics) or halants (i.e. killer strokes), and 5 punctuation
marks is presented. This virtual keyboard is also based on eight main typing
commands and a tree selection method that include visual and audio feedback.
However, adaptation (over time) parameters were not considered in this study.
Thirdly, the work in this chapter presents the first an adaptive eye-gaze based
multimodal virtual keyboard that can even handle a complex structured
language i.e. the Hindi language which has 45 letters, 17 diacritics and killer
strokes, 14 punctuation marks and special characters, and 10 numbers. The
virtual keyboard is capable of being operated using a portable non-invasive
eye-tracker, sEMG-based hand gesture recognition device, and/or a soft-switch.
The main focus of this work has been the HCI related issues of the virtual
keyboard while using adaptive parameters and low-cost input devices. There are
four main outcomes of this work. First, a set of methods for both adaptive
synchronous and asynchronous modes are designed and implemented to improve
the speed and accuracy of the system that can be implemented in a virtual
keyboard of any language. Second, a novel robust virtual keyboard is presented
for a complex structured language (e.g. the Hindi language) that can make use
of eye-gaze detection, gesture recognition, and a single input switch, either alone
as a single modality or in combination as a multimodality device. Third, the
performance of the proposed virtual keyboard is evaluated in 20 different
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experimental conditions to assess the effect of different types of input control on
system performance. Fourth, an excellent grade usability of the system based on
the SUS questionnaires is demonstrated and low workload of the system based
on the NASA TLX scale.
The GUI is further developed to build a robust solution on top of our
previous pilot study [302] (i.e. the second study of this chapter) with an
increased number of commands to include 88 characters along with half letter,
go-back, and delete facility to correct the error. In addition, this interface was
incorporated with time-adaptive methods and more input modalities such as a
touchscreen and gesture recognition whereby users can employ any of these
according to their comfort and/or need. In general, the performance of virtual
scanning keyboards is evaluated by its speed and accuracy [302, 79]. The
proposed virtual keyboard provided the average typing speed of 22 letters/min
with the use of eye-tracker and soft-switch in a hybrid mode. Although a
variation in performance was expected across conditions, the average
performance with the use of the eye-tracker only in a synchronous and
asynchronous mode with a set of adaptive time rules still remains high enough
(i.e. 17 letters/min) to be used efficiently. The major confounding factor to
achieve high accuracy and speed in an eye-tracker-based system is the number of
commands, which is further constrained by the quality of calibration method and
sampling frequency of the device. In this work, therefore, the size of the
command boxes and distance between them are optimised for increasing the
robustness of the system to the involuntary head and body movements.
The performance evaluation of the virtual keyboard depends on several
factors such as nature of typing task, the length of typing task, type of users,
and their experience and motivation in the typing task. For effectively
accounting for all these factors, it becomes quite challenging to evaluate the
performance of a virtual keyboard. Moreover, typing rate is also affected by the
word completion and word prediction methods [310]. Thus to avoid performance
variations, we simply evaluated our system on the basis of the fixed number of
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commands per letter (i.e. 2 commands/letter) without any word completion or
prediction procedure. As this virtual keyboard provided high typing speed of 18
letters/min with a touchscreen, it can be employed as an AAC system with or
without eye-tracker for physically disabled people to interact with currently
available information technology (IT) systems, such as computer systems,
Laptops, I-pads, and smart phones. Recently the Government of India has
embarked upon an initiative to launch 100 disabled-friendly public-sector
websites [311]. The system has strong potential to provide reliable solutions for
this initiative wherein multimodal access facilities are absolutely essential.
In terms of performance comparison, virtual keyboards-based on brain
response detection, such as the P300 and SSVEP speller, offer significantly lower
performance than the proposed system. Studies reported an average ITR of 25
bits/min with P300 speller [312] and 37.62 bits/min (average speed of 5.51
letters/min) with SSVEP speller [225]. In addition, an electrooculogram
(EOG)-based typing system and an eye-tracker-based virtual keyboard system
reported average typing speed of 15 letters/min [79] and 9.3 letters/min [71]
respectively. Thus, the proposed adaptive system outperformed all these systems
with an average ITR and average typing speed of 145.48 bits/min and 17
letters/min, respectively. The system achieved an excellent grade on the
adjective rating scale to the SUS (87%) and resulted in low workload (NASA
TLX with 17 scores). However, this study involved 24 healthy participants; the
performance of the proposed system will be evaluated with speech and motor
impaired people, wherein the selection of target items can be performed with
other possible input modalities (e.g. brain activity responses) [269].
4.5 Summary
This chapter introduced three multimodal virtual keyboard applications for
English and Hindi language. In particular, a set of methods for the adaptation
over time of eye-gaze-based access control for an eye-tracking-based multimodal
virtual keyboard is presented and implemented for a complex structured
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language i.e. Hindi language (490 million speakers). The developed virtual
keyboard GUIs are based on a tree selection method and it requires two
consecutive steps for enabling a command. First, the user has to point to the
item that must be selected. A red pointer on the visual display can be moved to
the chosen location and a visual feedback is provided on the chosen location.
Second, the user has to approve the location of the pointer in order to select the
corresponding item. Once an item has been selected by the user, the system
provides an audio feedback for the corresponding targeted item. Here, the main
problem is related to the accuracy of the eye-tracker, which may limit the
number of commands that can be accessed at any moment as the calibration
data should be updated when the user changes his/her head and body position
over time. With or without adaptive methods this approach can be applied to
any other language. The proposed system can be directly used for the
Marathi/Konkani language users (70 million speakers) by including one
additional letter. Therefore, the present research findings in this chapter have
potential application for a large user population (560 million). Moreover, the set
of rules and methods can be applied to any other virtual keyboard in order to
design an effective and a user-friendly virtual keyboard-based AAC system for
differently-abled users.
However, the GUIs of the virtual keyboard application presented in this chapter
are based on a straight forward assignment of letters to the command boxes i.e.
alphabetic organisation with script specific arrangement (AOSSA) layout. It does
not involve any kind of optimisation for assignment of alphabet characters such
as those based on frequency of letters and/or command selection time. The next
chapter of the thesis involves further enhancement in the flexibility and usability
of this system by optimising GUI based on the occurrence of letters in texts,





Controlled Virtual Keyboard for the
Physically Disabled People
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an optimised multimodal gaze-control virtual keyboard
application for people with physical disabilities. In addition, a novel method for
optimising the position of the displayed items for gaze-controlled tree-based
menu selection system is presented by considering a combination of letter
frequency and command selection time. The optimised GUI layout has been
designed for a Hindi language virtual keyboard application wherein 10
commands provide access to type 88 different characters along with additional
text editing commands. The primary aim of the work is to design an optimised
gaze-control virtual keyboard that takes into account both the gaze
characteristics and the used language script. Specifically, the main contributions
are as follows:
• The estimation of the letter frequencies for the Hindi language script using
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a large corpus of characters.
• A method to design an efficient layout for the eye-gaze controlled virtual
keyboard based on the frequency of the letters and the selection time
duration of each letter.
• An experimental evaluation of the performance of different possible layouts
of the proposed Hindi virtual keyboard (HVK) with ten healthy and ten
stroke patient participants.
The work presented in this chapter is mainly based on the published work
(Meena, et al. 2018c; Meena, et al. 2018d; Meena et al. 2018e (cf. Section 1.4 of
Chapter 1)).
A conventional virtual keyboard includes a specific language based keyboard
layout [313]. This type of keyboard is one of the most primitive mechanisms for
alternatively entering text [314]. The design of an efficient virtual keyboard is
mainly driven by its corresponding language script [315]. Currently, the majority
of the available virtual keyboards are targeted to the English language and
likewise, the optimisation schemes are developed in accordance with this
language (for review see [67, 316]). However, changes in the nature and number
of the alphabets, which may accompany with a change in language, can render
the techniques developed for the English language ineffective or even inapplicable
for other languages. In particular, there is a lack of virtual keyboard applications
specific to the Hindi language, which is the official language of India (490 million
speakers). Further, the disability ratio is very high in developing countries, such
as India, where more than 30 million people suffer from speech and motor
disabilities (reported by Census, 2001 [317]). Thus, there is a pressing need for
the development of efficient Hindi language based virtual keyboards.
In terms of optimising the GUI in the English language, the frequency based
arrangement of the letter has been previously utilised for the virtual keyboard
design. This system was evaluated using a soft-switch device with four different
scan periods (2100 ms, 1800 ms, 1500 ms, and 1200 ms). However, the
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performance was not reported in terms of the typing speed. Only task
completion time for both alphabetical layout and frequency based arrangement
layout were reported [72]. This particular study showed that the time to
complete a task can be reduced by frequency based arrangement layout. Further,
this optimised virtual keyboard layout was evaluated with eye-tracking and
soft-switch input modalities. The average typing speed using eye-tracking with
dwell time (i.e. 1.5 s) and eye-tracking with soft-switch were reported 7.25 lpm
(letter per minutes) and 12 lpm, respectively [48]. However, such approaches
have not been utilised for the Hindi language. In Chapter 4, a Hindi virtual
keyboard-based on a basic alphabetical layout with multimodal facilities has
been proposed . The average typing speed using eye-tracking with dwell time
(i.e. 1.5 s) and eye-tracking with soft-switch were reported 10.62 lpm and 13.50
lpm, respectively [302]. Thus, previous studies of eye-gaze-based virtual
keyboard application have not been fully focused and developed for complex
structure languages (i.e. Hindi language). Also, optimisation based on the
estimation of layout parameters was not considered.
This chapter aims to address the limitations of virtual keyboard optimisation
schemes based on script-specific information along with the multimodal input
access facility. An original optimised multimodal HVK is presented in this chapter.
The design challenges related to the Hindi language is a key concern, therefore,
the Hindi alphabet system including the design challenges of the virtual keyboard
is explained in Section 5.2.1. The optimisation of virtual keyboard GUI is a major
section of this chapter, the tree-based menu optimisation method is presented in
Section 5.2.3. The parameter estimation approach for GUI optimisation by the
creation of the letter frequencies of Hindi letters and average time to produce the
commands is discussed in Section 5.2.4. The proposed virtual keyboard GUIs
are presented in Section 5.2.5. An empirical experimental evaluation of these five
GUIs is carried out, and the results are presented in Section 5.3. A discussion
about the performance of each GUIs with two input modalities is given in Section
5.4. Lastly, the design of an optimised multimodal virtual keyboard system is
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summarised in Section 5.5 including its limitations and further implementation to
design an AAC system.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Hindi Alphabet System
Hindi is the official language of India as per the article 343 (i) of the Constitution
of India [318, 319]. The language is written in Devanagari script and contains more
than 60 basic letters (see Table 5.2), which can be further divided into following
major distinct categories.
• Vowels: A total of 13 vowels are used in the language.
• Consonants: A total of 35 consonants are used in the language.
• Matras (diacritics): A total of 14 matras are used in the language. The
Matras are a unique set of the Hindi alphabets commonly used with the
consonants, also called modifier consonants. Most of these matras are
represented as dependent forms of the vowels. For instance, the word
can be written by combination of a consonant and a vowels or its
dependent representation ( ); = + .
• Other consonants: There are 3 other consonants apart from 35 regular
consonants, known as conjuncts or irregular consonants (a combination of
two consonants). This happens when successive consonants with no vowel
between them physically join together, for example, is a combination of
and .
• Nukta: A special matra is used to modify the consonants known as nukta,
it is represented by ( ). For instance, can be written as + .
• Halant (killer stroke): Another special matra (diacritic) is used in the Hindi
language known as halant. It is represented by . It is commonly used to
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write half letters. For instance, can be written as + + + .
Thus, a halant based approach is also considered in this chapter, where can
be written as + + . A similar process can be applied to three character
words (e.g. character 1 + halant + character 2 + halant + character 3).
5.2.1.1 Design Challenges Related to the Hindi Alphabet
As explained in Section 5.2.1, the Hindi language contains more than 60 basic
letters which are significantly larger than the number of letters in the English
language (i.e. 26 letters). Thus, the complexity of the Hindi language structure
is a primary constraint for efficient typing using a regular QWERTY keyboard
and a user may need significant amount of training before composing the
text [320, 321]. The QWERTY keyboard has been utilised previously in
hand-operated virtual keyboards for the English language (i.e. Dvorak, FITALY,
OPTI, Cirrin, Lewis, Hookes, Chubon, Metropolis, and ATOMIK keyboards)
and for Hindi/Bengali language (i.e. Google, iLeap, Keylekh, MyLanguage,
Microsoft, Avro, Lipik, Lookeys, Guruji, and gate2home keyboards) with highest
typing speed of 42.16 and 5.45 wpm (words per minutes), respectively (for
review see [316]). An optimal layout has been presented for the Hindi language
with typing speed of 6.14 wpm [316]. Also, the QWERTY keyboard has been
optimised to design the virtual keyboard applications in Meitei language with an
average typing speed of 7 wpm [322]. The significant decrease in performance of
virtual keyboards with Hindi/Bengali/ Meitei language compared to the English
language clearly show the language specific dependency in these applications.
Thus, a similar relationship may also associate with eye-tracker/soft-switch
controlled virtual keyboards.
A typical virtual keyboard consists of two sections: the key display section
and the text display section; and the characters can only be placed in the key
display section. Thus, it is a challenging task to place all the characters in a clear
and convenient manner and to type with minimal search time. In order to design
a robust and efficient GUI, this challenge can be overcome by implementing a
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two-step process. First, this study investigate how a convenient and efficient GUI
can include a large set of symbols on its visual display unit. Second, this study
develop a strategy that can trace individual symbols to a particular location of the
GUI. These issues can be resolved collectively by designing a multi-layer virtual
keyboard [323] and the characters can be placed on the layout based on their
probability of occurrence and the constraints of the input device [72]. However,
the probability of characters for a large corpus of text is not readily available for
the Hindi alphabet and it must be determined.
5.2.2 System Overview
The main two components of the multimodal system are two different input devices
(i.e. eye-tracker and single input switch) and a text entry (virtual keyboard)
application (see Figure 5.1 (A-B)). Further, the developed GUI comprised of two
display components: a multi-level menu that is comprised of ten commands at each
level and an output text display (i.e. message box) where the user can see the typed
text in real-time as explained in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3). The positions of
the ten commands (i.e. c1 to c10) are depicted in Figure 4.9 of Chapter 4. The tree-
based structure of the ten commands is discussed in Section 5.2.5 for each proposed
GUIs. The other functionalities of this virtual keyboard application are adopted
from adaptive HVK described earlier in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3). Also,
the audio and visual feedbacks were added to the application as that explained in
Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3).
5.2.3 Tree-based Menu optimisation Method
For a tree-based menu structure with L levels and Mcom available commands at
each level, the maximum number of possible symbols is Msymb = (Mcom)
L. Thus,
the sequence of commands for each symbol can be defined as
Sm = (cs1, ...csl, ...csL) where m ∈ {1...Msymb}, l ∈ {1...L} and csl is the
command number at the lth level. For instance, with L = 2 and Mcom = 4, a
sequence of commands for a particular symbol, e.g. S1, can be (1,3) wherein the
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user has to select command 1 at the first level and then command 3 at the
second level. Let us assume SC(1, ..., N) and SD(1, ..., N) to be the sequence of
commands and the sequence of their time durations, respectively, for an
experiment involving N produced commands. The SD(n) represents the duration
that was needed to select the command SC(n) immediately following the
selection of the command SC(n − 1). To estimate the average time to produce a
command i at n based on the command j at n − 1, we considered conditional





where AD(i, j) is the sum of the duration times to produce a command i at n
based on the command j at n − 1 for all the N commands, and AN(i, j) is the








1, if Sc(n) = i and Sc(n− 1) = j0, otherwise (5.2)











A(Sm(l), Sm(l − 1)) (5.3)
where the first part is the average duration to select a command while the next
terms are for the conditional command durations. If the prior probability (Pm)
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The goal of GUI optimisation is to minimise the value of E. This can be
achieved by measuring the values of D(Sm) using Equation 5.3 and the
probabilities of occurrence of letters Pm. The values of D(Sm) can be coupled in
inverse order to the values of Pm. In brief, the highest probabilities of a letter are
assigned to the positions of conditional events A(i, j) that belong to the lowest
values of D(Sm). It is assumed there is no error during the command selection.
In the next section, this optimisation approach is utilised to place
characters/letters on the GUI, based on their selection time.
5.2.4 Parameter Estimation for GUI optimisation
A combination of letter frequency and command selection time approaches are
used in parameter estimation for GUI optimisation.
5.2.4.1 Estimation of Relative Frequencies of Letters in the Hindi
Alphabet
The performance of a virtual keyboard can be affected by the letter frequencies
in the considered script, thus this study is initiated with the estimation of the
occurrence of all the Hindi language characters along with other characters
required for the sentence completion. The text corpus included 27 national and
international news articles published in a vernacular daily newspaper in Hindi
language (i.e. Rajasthan Patrika) [324], 23 randomly chosen Hindi poems, 50
randomly chosen Hindi classic, contemporary, mythological, short/long stories,
and folk tales from an online florilegium (i.e. Bharat Darshan Hindi literary
magazine) [325]. Table 5.1 provides the complete details of the sources of
different text acquired for the corpus. The variety of themes (100 in total) for
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the database corpus was considered to avoid biases due to the frequency of
characters. The total size of the corpus was 975707 characters including
non-alphanumeric characters (i.e. line breaks, spaces and punctuation marks).
While a previous study has reported letter frequencies for the Hindi alphabet,
the data has been estimated with only 41,114 characters including vowels and
consonants only [326]. Likewise, a similar study has reported the letter
frequencies for the English alphabet with approximately 800,000 characters (i.e.
Cornell University Math Explorer’s Project) [327]. Thus, the number of
characters included in this study is relatively higher than these previous studies.
Also, the methodology for estimation of letter frequencies is similar to these
studies. The probability of occurrence of the ith letter is denoted by Pi. The
relative letter frequencies (in %) in the Hindi script and additional symbols (i.e.
87 letters) are shown in Table 5.2. Apart from the probability of characters, the
performance of a eye-gaze-based virtual keyboard can also be affected by visual
search and learning time.
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Figure 5.1: The main components of the proposed multimodal HCI system in
which the eye-tracker only and eye-tracker with a single input switch are used for











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.4.2 Experiment 1 (An Initial Study)
An initial study was conducted to estimate the duration corresponding to the
selection of a symbol D(Sm) as explained in Section 5.2.3. An alphabetic
organisation with script specific arrangement (AOSSA) layout was used in this
experiment as explained in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3). However, for the
initial estimation of average time for each command AOSSA layout was selected.
It does not involve the frequency of letters and/or command selection time
optimisation. Thus, the baseline layout has been utilised for the estimation of
these parameters. The proposed approach is in line with a previous study
involving unigram/bigram based adaptive virtual keyboard layout for the
Bengali language [315]. The tree structure depicting the command tags used for
letter selection is shown in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3), Figure 4.9.
Participants: Twelve healthy volunteers (10 males and 2 females) in the age
range of 21-32 years (27.05±2.96) participated in this experiment. No
participant had prior experience of using an eye-tracker with the application.
Other experimental parameters of participants were maintained the same as
those mentioned in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.6.3).
Data Acquisition: The eye-tracker data acquisition procedure was adopted
same as explained in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.7.3).
Experimental Paradigm: The typing task as explained previously in
Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.8.3) was considered for this initial experiment
including a predefined sentence consisting of 29 characters from the Hindi
language and 9 numbers. The complete task involved 76 commands in one
repetition if performed without committing any error. This predefined sentence
was formed with a particular combination of characters in order to obtain a
relatively equal distribution of the commands for each of the ten items in the
GUI. Prior to the experiment, the average command frequency of 7.60±0.84 was
measured over the ten command boxes (items) to type a predefined sentence.
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Thus, the adopted arrangement provides an unbiased involvement of the
different command boxes. The eye-tracker was used for both pointing and the
selection of items (see Figure 5.1 (A)). During the experiment, participants
directed their eye-gaze at the target item for 1.5 s (dwell time (t)) [9]. Prior to
each experiment, a calibration session lasting about 20 s, using a 9-point
calibration scheme was conducted. No pre-training session was performed.
Average Time for Each Command: From experiment 1, the time taken
during the selection of each command for all participants was recorded. As a total
of ten commands (Mcom = 10) were considered at each level (here, L = 2) the
maximum number of possible symbols that can be located in the GUI design was
100 (Msymb = 100). Thus, all the sequences of commands (Sm) were estimated
for each symbol as described in Section 5.2.3. Furthermore, the average time to
produce a command i at time n based on the command j at time n − 1 was
measured and created a Mcom ×Mcom matrix by using Equation 5.1. The grand
average time to select a command in layer one and two was estimated and assigned
to the command positions, which were not selected during the experiments. The
average command frequency of 8.33±1.68 was achieved over the ten command
boxes (items) to type a predefined sentence. In particular, the c10 command
box achieved relatively higher average command frequency (i.e. 12.66) as this
command box was used for go-back to the previous menu when the participant
made an accidental mistake. Therefore, the command distribution (irrespective of
the character distribution) over the ten items in GUI remains uniform. Finally,
the estimated duration corresponding to the selection of a symbol was calculated
using Equation 5.3. The average time to select each command is presented in
Figure 5.2. As the goal of the GUI optimisation was to minimise E according to
Equation 5.4, the average time to select a symbol was combined with the letter
frequencies given in Table 5.2. This combination was performed in different ways
in order to compare various possible GUI layouts for eye-gaze-controlled HVK in
next section.
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Figure 5.2: Mcom × Mcom matrix each cell represents average time (ms) to
produce the commands i (row) and j (column) knowing that j is before i.
5.2.5 Proposed Virtual Keyboard GUIs
Five different layouts were designed and evaluated in order to find out an optimal
GUI by considering the efficiency-usability trade-off. The objective of these layouts
was to observe the change in performance in terms of text entry rate (typing speed)
to validate their performance. All these layouts are based on a two layer selection
method with ten commands at each level and the selection of each character
requires execution of two commands. The positions of the command boxes are
identical to those depicted in Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3), Figure 4.9. The
tree-structure of the five menus for selecting the different characters and symbols
is given in subsequent sections. These layouts were developed based on the five
distinct strategies that can arrange the different items into a particular subset
using the proposed optimisation approach and script specific arrangement of the
characters. In all the five GUI layouts, the 10th position of the second level was
assigned to a go-back (i.e. ) function i.e. to shift the GUI back to the
first level in case of a wrong selection. As each layout consists of 100 symbols
(Msymb = 100), the total number of letters (Mletter) can be less than or equal
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to 100 i.e. Mletter ≤ Msymb. Here, 88 symbols for assigning Hindi characters,
matras, halants, basic punctuation, and the space command (i.e. Mletter = 88)
were considered. The remaining 12 symbols were assigned to delete, clear-all, and
10 go-back commands.
5.2.5.1 Alphabetic Organisation with Script Specific Arrangement
An alphabetically arranged layout is typically easier to learn and remember.
Consequently, its usability improves. However, it is a challenging task for these
layouts to accommodate the different symbols based on the alphabetical order of
the symbols. This layout is adapted from Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.5.3) as
baseline layout, therefore, the command tags used for the letter selection match
those depicted in Figure 4.9 of Chapter 4. The vowels and consonants are placed
in an alphabetical order to the first five command boxes (i.e. c1-c5), respectively
and the ‘Om’ symbol is placed at c5 command box. The command boxes c6-c7
comprise all the matras, halants and nuktas. The command boxes c8-c9 include
the most frequently used punctuation marks, digit 0, space, and other
functionalities such as delete, new line, and delete all to correct errors. The last
command box c10 is used to access the digits 1 to 9.
5.2.5.2 Frequency and Time based Organisation
The letters frequency based approach is used to improve the text entry rate of
virtual keyboard application. However, utilisation of frequency based approach
with the time taken to select a command from a particular location is yet to be
implemented for eye-gaze-based virtual keyboard application. This study is the
first that uses a combination of the letter frequency and time based approach,
known as frequency and time based organisation (FTO), for eye-tracking-based
virtual keyboard. This layout mainly considers two factors; the relative letter
frequencies in the Hindi language script (see Table 5.2) and the average time to
produce a command (i.e. a sequence of commands for each symbol) for each
location of the GUI (see Figure 5.2). The new line command is considered with
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zero frequency. Based on the prior probability of the symbols and the average time
to produce a command, a matrix is created using Equation 5.4. The symbols are
assigned accordingly on the location of GUI from command c1-c9. The tree-based
structure is shown in Figure 5.3 depicting the command tags used for the letter
selection.
5.2.5.3 Frequency and Time based Organisation with Script Specific
Arrangement
The Hindi alphabet system is composed of several types of characters which can
be grouped according to their usage in the language script. Thus, the inclusion
of these characters on a single GUI interface using only FTO based optimisation
may not provide the best performance. In order to resolve this issue, a script
specific arrangement of all the symbols was considered for designing the layout,
including the constraints from the FTO layout, known as frequency and time
based organisation with script specific arrangement (FTOSSA). The tree-based
structure of GUI is shown in Figure 5.4 depicting the command tags used for the
letter selection. As the GUI contains 100 symbols, the complete set of symbols
was divided into five groups. First, the go-back function was incorporated into
each command box at the c10 position. Second, a group of 45 characters including
vowels, consonants, and space button was formed and placed these characters into
command boxes c1-c5 based on the letter frequencies and the time taken to select
a command from a particular location. Similarly based on letter frequencies and
their selection time third, fourth, and fifth groups were created. Third, a group was
formed that includes all the matras and ‘om’ symbol and placed these characters
into the command boxes c6-c7. Fourth, the punctuation marks, number 0 and
extra command for the error correction are assigned to the command boxes c8-c9.




























































































































































































































5.2.5.4 Random Order of Frequency and Time based Organisation
In random order of frequency and time based organisation (RaOFTO) layout, all
the characters and numbers, except go-back, are randomly placed in each of the
ten commands. The tree-based structure of GUI is shown in Figure 5.5 depicting
the command tags used for letter selection.
5.2.5.5 Reverse Order of Frequency and Time based Organisation with
Script Specific Arrangement
The reverse order of frequency and time based organisation with script specific
arrangement (ReOFTOSSA) layout comprised of a reverse arrangement of the
FTOSSA. The main emphasis of designing this layout is to measure the virtual
keyboard performance in the worst case scenario. The tree-based structure of GUI
is shown in Figure 5.6 depicting the command tags used for letter selection.
5.3 Empirical Study
In order to find the most effective keyboard layout, the five proposed layouts were
evaluated through an empirical study based on the performance indices mentioned
in the previous section.
5.3.1 Participants
A total of twenty adult volunteers participated in this study (see Table 5.3). These
participants were divided into two groups (i.e. Group A and Group B). The group
A was formed with ten healthy volunteers (one female) in the age range of 21-30
years (25.02±3.08), namely H1 to H10. The group B was formed with ten stroke
patients (2 females) in the age range of 24-72 years (50.2±14.32), namely P1 to
P10 having variable time durations since the stroke. No participant had prior
experience of using an eye-tracker and soft-switch with any application. Other




The eye-tracker device used in this study was the Eye Tribe [10]. A soft-switch
(The QuizWorks Company, USA) [48] was used in a hybrid mode with the eye-
tracker device to search and select a command. Participants were seated in a
comfortable chair in front of the laptop screen (DELL, 15.6 inches, 60 Hz refresh
rate, optimum resolution 1920 × 1080, touchscreen). The distance between the
participant and the laptop screen was about 800 mm. The horizontal and vertical
visual angles were approximately 36 and 21 degrees, respectively.
5.3.3 Experimental Paradigm
The typing task involved a predefined sentence with 104 characters that includes
Hindi alphabets, numbers, punctuation mark, and space (see Figure 5.7). The
complete task involved the execution of 208 commands in one repetition if
performed without committing any error. This predefined sentence was taken
from an Indian newspaper (i.e. Amar Ujala) and considered based on its
practical flow, meaning, and coverage of all ten commands boxes in the GUI.
Thus, the adopted typing task provides an unbiased involvement of command
boxes and eye-gaze distribution over the virtual keyboard GUI.
Figure 5.7: Predefined sentence (104 characters) to spell during the typing task.
The transliteration of the task sentence in English is “khabar 10 august 2016,
khaana khaane ke baad agar aap phal khaate hain to sahee tareeke se yah intestain
tak nahin pahunch paata|”. The direct translation in English is “news august 10,












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Two input modalities were used to type the text that created two different
conditions of experimental design, shown in Figure 5.1 (A). The eye-tracker was
used for both pointing and the selection of items. During the experiment,
participants directed their eye-gaze at the target item for a specific period of
time. Second, the eye-tracker along with the soft-switch was used in a hybrid
mode wherein the user directed the eye-gaze to the target item, and the selection
occurs via a soft-switch. This multimodal facility was incorporated to overcome
the Midas-Touch problem of HCI systems. Prior to each experiment,
participants were advised to avoid moving their body and head positions during
the tests as far as possible. One session was performed for each condition.
The estimated duration of the experiment was about 3-4 hours, making the task
difficult and tedious for the participants. Therefore, we divided the experimental
conditions and the participants into separate experiments. Experiments 2 and 3
were performed by Group A and Group B, respectively. Furthermore, the order
of the GUIs was randomised across participants.
1) Experiment 2: In this experiment, the performances of five layouts of the
virtual keyboard were evaluated with two conditions. First, the eye-tracker was
used by the participants with 1.5 s dwell time. Second, the eye-tracker was used
with soft-switch in a hybrid mode. During the tests, the participants used the
soft switch once they received the visual feedback (i.e. the colour of the gazed
item begins to change). The soft-switch condition was incorporated to find out
the performance with GUI without dwell time.
2) Experiment 3: Based on the results of experiment 2, the two best-performing
layouts were selected for this experiment with stroke patients. The performances
of these two layouts were evaluated using eye-tracker with a 1.5 s dwell time.
5.3.4 Performance Evaluation
Several performance indices such as the number of letters spelled-out per minute,
the ITR at the letter level ITRletter and command level ITRcom [302, 71], and the
mean and standard deviation (mean±Std) of the time to produce each command
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were used to evaluate the performance of all the proposed GUI layouts (cf. Section
4.2.9 of Chapter 4 for more detail).
5.4 Results
For computing statistical significance, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied
using false discovery rate (FDR) correction method for multiple comparisons on
various performance measurements across different GUI layouts in experiment 2
and 3.
5.4.1 Experiment 1: An Initial Study
This experiment was conducted to estimate the average time for each command
(see Section 5.2.4.2). The outcomes from experiment 1 and the estimation of
relative frequencies of letters of Hindi alphabet were utilised to design the proposed
virtual keyboard GUIs in Section 5.2.5.
5.4.2 Experiment 2: Eye-tracker (ET) vs. Eye-tracker
with soft-switch (ETSS) with five GUI layouts
The typing performances of healthy participants for all five GUI layouts using
the eye-tracker with soft-switch (ETSS) and eye-tracker only (ET) conditions are
presented in Table 5.4. The average typing speed with the FTOSSA layout
(18.99±5.06 letters/min) was found superior to all the five designs during the
ETSS condition. Subsequently, we found that the FTOSSA design leads to the
fastest performance in terms of speed and ITR among all the four designs
(p<0.05). In particular, a high speed of 28.06 letters/min was achieved by the
participant H1. During ET condition, the average typing speed with the
FTOSSA (11.39±0.84 letters/min) was also found greatest of all four designs.
Consequently, it was found that the FTOSSA leads to better performance in
terms of speed and ITR than the other four designs (p<0.05). Furthermore,
statistical significance test was also used to compare the typing speed across the
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conditions. The average typing speed is measured with ETSS and ET for all
GUI layouts and found that ETSS leads to a faster speed than ET (p<0.05).
The overall results showed that the top two performing layouts were the
FTOSSA and the AOSSA.
5.4.3 Experiment 3: Eye-tracker (ET) with FTOSSA and
the AOSSA layouts
The typing performances of stroke patients for both the FTOSSA and the
AOSSA layouts with the eye-tracker (ET) condition are presented in Table 5.5,
respectively. The average typing speed with the FTOSSA design (9.07±2.33
letters/min) was found superior when compared to the AOSSA design
(7.76±2.60 letters/min), (p<0.05). A similar pattern of performance is measured
in terms of ITRcom and ITRletter for the FTOSSA layout. The ITRcom and
ITRletter with the FTOSSA design (69.11±11.20 bits/min and 58.05±15.32
bits/min) were greater than the AOSSA design (63.72±11.75 bits/min and
49.95±16.76 bits/min) (p<0.05). Hence, the ITRs of the stroke patients are
comparable to healthy participants (compared to Table 5.4). In particular, the
stroke patient P1 with the loss of both motor and speech skills achieved 12.04





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.8: The average SUS (a) and NASA TLX (b) scores for two best GUI
design (FTOSSA (i.e. 1) and AOSSA (i.e. 2)) for both healthy (HG) and patient
(PG) group of participants.*On each box, the central mark indicates the median,
and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles,
respectively
5.4.4 Subjective Evaluation
The system usability scale (SUS) [306] and NASA Task Load Index
(NASA-TLX) [328] were used to further evaluate the participant’s opinions on
the systems usability level and the workload (for more details cf. Section 4.3.3.6
of Chapter 4). These tests were conducted with the two best performing layouts
on all the participants. The results of the system usability test for both the
FTOSSA and the AOSSA layouts and for both healthy and patient groups are
shown in Figure 5.8(a). Both layouts received an average SUS score above 85%
for both groups of participants, which indicates an excellent grade on the
adjective rating scale. Moreover, the FTOSSA design obtained a significantly
higher SUS score than that of the AOSSA design (more than 4%) with both
groups (p<0.05). With the healthy participants, the SUS score was close to 90%
which represents the best imaginable score above 85% for both groups of
participants, which indicates an excellent grade on the adjective rating scale.
Moreover, the FTOSSA design obtained a significantly higher SUS score than
that of the AOSSA design (more than 4%) with both groups (p<0.05). With the
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healthy participants, the SUS score was close to 90% which represents the best
imaginable score on the adjective rating scale with the FTOSSA layout in a
single session [307]. The workload indices for both layouts and for both groups
are presented in Figure 5.8(b). It was found that both groups experienced a
lower workload while using the FTOSSA design as compared to the AOSSA
design (p<0.05). Moreover, the average NASA TLX weighted rating with the
FTOSSA design was about 17 on a 0 to 100 scale for both healthy and patient
groups, indicating that our proposed system can be used for the patients with
the low workload.
Figure 5.9: The average pupil size across the proposed GUI designs for both
eye-tracker with soft-switch (ETSS) condition and eye-tracker (ET) only condition
with healthy (HG) and patient (PG) group of participants.
5.4.5 Pupillary Data
The results of pupillary data of healthy group (HG) of participants across the five
different layouts for both ETSS and ET conditions are shown in Figure 5.9. The
average pupil size (in mm) with the FTOSSA design was found to be the highest
(p<0.05) among all the five designs during the ETSS condition (5.85±1.03 mm)
and ET condition (5.99±1.22 mm). Furthermore, the results of pupillary data of
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patient group (PG) of participants across the FTOSSA and the AOSSA layouts
for ET only condition are also shown in Figure 5.9. The average pupil size with
the FTOSSA design was found to be larger than the AOSSA design (5.00±1.22
mm). However, no statistical significance was found between these two conditions
(p=0.07).
5.5 Discussion
A recent review of virtual keyboard related studies provided several
developments and optimisation approaches for these systems [67]. The majority
of the studies focused on improving system performance (increasing text entry
rate and reducing error rate) without considering multimodality (i.e. the
inclusion of several input devices). Moreover, there are limited studies related to
eye-gaze-based virtual keyboards. In addition, the validations of most of the
proposed systems are limited to healthy users. However, the performance can be
affected significantly with patient groups, in particular, stroke patients. Keeping
these issues in mind, an optimised eye-gaze-controlled HVK has been designed
wherein inputs can be provided using a portable non-invasive eye-tracker with or
without a single input switch.
The main focus of the study in this chapter was to design and optimise a
eye-gaze-controlled HCI system for stroke patients (mainly speech and motor
impaired). There are four major findings of this study: First, the relative
frequencies of all Hindi alphabets from a large corpus of characters were
estimated. Second, a tree-based menu selection method was designed and
implemented for the eye-gaze-controlled GUI virtual keyboard to improve its
speed and accuracy. Third, five different layouts of the proposed GUI were
designed for a HVK application. These layouts were designed on the basis of
letter frequencies and the letters selection time. Fourth, the performances of
these proposed GUI layouts were evaluated and compared empirically with
healthy and patient groups using several performance indices. Furthermore, the
usability of the system and associated workload was demonstrated by
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implementing SUS questionnaires and NASA TLX test, respectively for the two
best GUIs.
The performance evaluation of a virtual keyboard depends on several factors
such as the nature and length of the typing task, the category of users (i.e.
healthy or patient), and their experience and motivation in the typing task. For
effectively accounting for all these factors, the performance evaluation of a
virtual keyboard becomes challenging. Moreover, the typing speed can also be
affected by the word completion and word prediction methods [310]. Thus, to
avoid performance variations, the proposed system was simply evaluated on the
basis of a fixed number of commands per letter (i.e. 2 commands/letter) without
any word completion or prediction procedure.
The study in this chapter showed that average typing speed on a single session
with the FTOSSA layout was significantly superior among all the five layouts with
both eye-tracker only and eye-tracker with soft-switch conditions. Although a
variation in performance was expected across conditions, the average performance
with the FTOSSA layout in the eye-tracker only condition remains high enough
to be used efficiently, including for stroke patients. As this study considered
the patient group with varied time durations since the stroke, the performance
evaluation showed efficient usage of the layout for a large range of stroke patients.
The major confounding factor to achieve high accuracy and speed in an
eye-tracker-based system is the number of commands, which is further
constrained by the quality of the calibration method. In terms of performance
comparison, virtual keyboards based on brain response detection, such as
event-related potentials (e.g. P300) and SSVEPs, offer significantly lower
performance than the proposed system. Studies reported an average ITR of 25
bits/min with a P300 speller [312] and 37.62 bits/min (average speed of 5.51
letters/min) with a SSVEP speller [225]. The proposed system outperformed all
these systems with an average ITR and average typing speed of 80.06±4.97
bits/min and 11.38±0.84 letters/min, respectively with healthy participants.
Furthermore, it provides an average ITR and average typing speed of 69.8±11.20
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bits/min and 9.07±2.33 letters/min, respectively with stroke patients. An
individual stroke patient with the loss of both motor and speech skills achieved a
high typing speed of 12.04 letters/min that demonstrated the high system
usability. This system achieved an excellent grade on the adjective rating scale
to the SUS and minimum work load (i.e. 17%) to the NASA TLX. In addition,
the FTOSSA layout provides larger pupil size among all the five designs. A
recent study provided a viable usage of eye-gaze indices (i.e. eye fixation, smooth
pursuit, and blinking) for the assessment of pathological states in stroke
patients [329]. Therefore, a possible extension of the proposed system may be
used for assessment purposes to help patients to determine their current
pathological state. This system may also help patients to improve the loss of
motor skills by the addition of other possible input modalities (e.g. motor
imagery) wherein search and target selection of items can be achieved by
eye-gaze and MI, respectively [269].
5.6 Summary
This chapter presented an optimised eye-gaze-controlled virtual keyboard
specifically created for the Hindi language that can be used by 490 million
speakers. This virtual keyboard is based on a tree-based selection method and it
requires only two commands to select any particular character. This work sets
out to identify a suitable Hindi virtual keyboard for stroke patients. The primary
challenge was to accommodate a large set of alphabets, punctuation marks, and
numbers in the display area, which was accomplished by proposing a tree-based
menu optimisation method. It also includes audio and visual feedback and
incorporates 88 letters and extra commands such as delete, clear-all, and go-back
to correct the errors. Five possible designs were proposed and empirically
evaluated. It is shown that the frequency and time based organisation with
script specific arrangement design provides the best typing performance, high
usability (87% SUS score), and low workload (NASA TLX with 17 scores) with
stroke patients. Moreover, the optimisation processes can be applied to any
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other language. The alphabetic organisation with the script specific arrangement
can be directly applied to other languages such as Bengali (215 million speakers),
Telugu (75 million), Tamil (77 million speakers), and Panjabi (88 million
speakers) without including the optimisation process. Therefore, the present
research findings have potential applications for a large user population.
The work presented in this chapter provides the results based on a single
experimental session, however, the performance of the system with the FTOSSA
layout can be further increased by providing some training sessions before
evaluating the system. An optimal performance was achieved by utilising the
baseline layout (AOSSA) for the estimation of these parameters. The average
time for each command can be calculated using FTOSSA layout and may be
used in later versions. The future study will seek to utilise several phrases with a
uniform distribution to compute the average command frequency over the ten
command boxes (items). Also, future work will involve further enhancement in
the flexibility and usability of this system by adapting the dwell time for item
selection as explained in Chapter 4.
Further, in the next chapter, the GUI of the virtual keyboard (i.e.
alphabet-based system) will be translated for wheelchair navigation (i.e. symbol
based system), where instead of using the command box for letter typing, it will
be used for giving directional information. A multimodal GUI will be designed
and explored for the wheelchair-based independent living application. The GUI
provides a multimodal control facility for wheelchair movement and a hand







Application for the Physically
Disabled People for Independent
Living
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an AT for independent living application with multimodal
wheelchair control for people with physical disabilities. A multimodal GUI is
proposed to control a powered wheelchair that aims to help upper-limb mobility
impaired people in daily living activities. In addition, a low-cost device (i.e. soft-
switch) is incorporated to overcome the Midas-Touch problem in a gaze-controlled
wheelchair. Furthermore, a newly designed hand-exoskeleton is integrated with the
wheelchair system for assisting disabled people. The GUI of a multimodal system
has been extended into a dual control panel-based GUI for both controlling the
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wheelchair and the hand exoskeleton device. Specifically, the main contributions
are as follows:
• A multimodal GUI for people with upper-extremity mobility impairment to
control a powered wheelchair.
• The multimodality function to overcome the Midas-Touch problem in a gaze-
controlled wheelchair by adding a soft-switch device that can be accessed
with any limb.
• An integrated platform that combines a low cost eye-tracking device with
a powered-wheelchair mounted hand-exoskeleton which can assist disabled
people in grasping (pick and place) objects while moving around.
• A dual control panel-based GUI for accessing the wheelchair and
hand-exoskeleton wherein the user’s intention to select any command
button is detected through eye-tracking.
The work presented in this chapter is mainly based on the published work
(Meena et al. 2017a; Meena et al. 2016b; Meena et al. 2015c; (cf. Section 1.4 of
Chapter 1)).
In Chapter 5, multimodal eye-gaze controlled virtual keyboard is designed for
physically disabled people. In this chapter, the GUI of the virtual keyboard is
translated for wheelchair navigation, wherein the command boxes are used for the
directional purpose, instead of letter typing. In particular, the layout of the GUI
is simplified from alphabet to symbol based system, thus making the application
more flexible for real-time usage. Furthermore, the GUI design is improvised
by reducing the number of command boxes and design layers, and exploring the
multimodal facilities used in Chapter 4 and 5 for real-time application.
People who suffer from mobility disability face many difficulties in activities
of daily living (ADL) which include feeding, toileting, dressing, grooming, and
bathing [92]. A large set of ATs has been developed to improve the life quality
of these people, in particular, involving the powered wheelchair [91]. Several
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input modalities such as eye-tracking, electromyogram (EMG), EEG, and kinetic
sensors have been exploited to control the wheelchair. The joysticks and sip-puff
control devices are the most commonly used input methods, however, a joystick is
typically unsuitable for upper-limb mobility impaired people whereas using sip-puff
control is a non-intuitive approach [93]. Therefore, multimodal controls including
eye-tracking, touch, and voice command have been explored to allow a maximum
number of patients and people with disabilities to efficiently use a wheelchair [153].
Exoskeletons have found a vast range of applications in different domains of
assistive and rehabilitative technologies (cf. Section 2.3.4.2 of Chapter 2).
Among different modalities used for controlling such devices, EEG-based BCI is
promising and has become a nearly matured field for building practical
applications [27]. Adaptive hybrid BCI using a combination of EEG and EMG
has been successfully implemented to control hand exoskeleton [330]. However, it
suffers from poor accuracies due to several factors including lack of
concentration, stress, and environmental noise in a real-world scenario [287].
On the contrary, as human gaze behaviour is strongly correlated to user
intentions, and has the potential to generate a large number of commands;
eye-tracking devices have become a popular choice as an input modality.
Towards further technological development, low-cost eye-tracking devices have
been implemented successfully for replacing the mouse in the GUI and
controlling the robotic devices [331]. However, the eye-tracker-based wheelchair
interfaces are not fully effective due to the Midas-Touch problem. To address the
issues discussed previously and to increase the accessibility of a wheelchair
control, the HCI system should include several modalities to allow different types
of users to control a wheelchair in a convenient and effective way. This chapter
proposes a multimodal interface for people with upper-extremity mobility
impairment such as those who cannot move their arms to control a powered
wheelchair.
Further, there is a need to develop robust assistive devices which solve two
major purposes of ADL that are locomotion and object grasping. Therefore, we
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have explored the possibility of integrating a low-cost eye-tracking device (Eye-
Tribe [131]) with a powered wheelchair mounted hand-exoskeleton which termed
as EMOHEX (i.e. an eye-tracker-based mobility and hand exoskeleton device for
assisting disabled people) in this chapter. The objective of the experiment is to
study two aspects of the proposed EMOHEX system. The first is to see whether
the system is feasible to be used by any participant with healthy eye condition
(i.e. person should not be suffering from gaze abnormalities such as gaze palsy,
astigmatism etc.). The second is to find out stable performance metrics which are
correlated with the complexity of the task. The system performance is evaluated
on the basis of several performance metrics to show that the system is highly
potent to be used in the real world application.
This chapter aims to address the limitations of input modality and user
interfaces to control the wheelchair and exoskeleton device in designing of
assistive and rehabilitative technologies. A novel AT application for independent
living with wheelchair and hand exoskeleton control is presented in this chapter.
The multimodality is a major concern in a gaze-controlled wheelchair, therefore,
three different proposed design models of the multimodal system are presented in
Section 6.2.2. The system overview of two novel AT application for independent
living is explained in Section 6.2.3. The experimental paradigms for both
applications are presented in Section 6.2.6. The Section 6.2.7 and 6.2.8 are
dedicated to the methods used in the command selection and performance
evaluation. A rigorous experimental evaluation of these two systems is carried
out and the results are presented in Section 6.3. A discussion about the
performance of each system is given in Section 6.4. Finally, the design of
proposed system is summarised in Section 6.5 including its limitations and future
implementations.
6.2 Materials and Methods
Two different studies were conducted towards designing AT application for
independent living with wheelchair.
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6.2.1 Multimodal Input Devices
A total of three different input devices were used in this chapter. First, the
touchpad of the laptop was used as a standard input modality. Second, a portable
eye-tracker (The Eye Tribe, Denmark) was used for pursuing the eye-gaze of the
participants [131]. Third, a soft-switch (The QuizWorks Company, USA) was used
as a single-input device [48]. All these three input devices were used to control the
powered wheelchair in first study (i.e. an effective multimodal HCI for wheelchair
control) whereas only the eye-tracker input device was used to control the powered
wheelchair along with the newly designed powered hand exoskeleton device in the
second study (i.e. EMOHEX: a quality assistive device for ADL).
6.2.2 Proposed Design Models of the Multimodal System
The multimodal system with three input modalities was designed to control the
powered wheelchair and powered hand exoskeleton device. These modalities were
adopted from Chapter 4 (cf. Section 4.2.3 for more details) of this thesis. The
proposed multimodal interface based on various input modalities are depicted in
Figure 6.1 (E-G), wherein the search and selection of the items are performed
by (E) eyes without eye-tracker and laptop touchpad, (F) eye-tracker with dwell
time, and (G) eye-tracker with soft-switch.
6.2.3 System Overview
Two novel systems were designed for AT application for independent living with
wheelchair control.
6.2.3.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair Control
Figure 6.1(A) provides a block diagram of the proposed system. The system
comprises of three major components: the input devices, a powered wheelchair,
and a multimodal GUI. Input devices include an eye-tracker and a soft-switch. The
eye-tracker is used to capture the point of gaze (POG) of the user and translate it
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into screen coordinates of a visual display unit (VDU) where the control panel for
wheelchair navigation is displayed (see Figure 6.1(B)). The eye-tracker is attached
at the bottom of the VDU facing the direction of the user’s eyes. The soft-switch
is mounted on the right arm of the wheelchair on a movable arm rest and the
laptop is attached in front of the wheelchair on a horizontal platform (see Figure
6.1(C)). The powered wheelchair consists of two active (center) and four passive
(two rear and two front) wheels (see Figure 6.1(c)). The active wheels drive in
differential mode for turning. The user can control the wheelchair by using the
navigation control panel.
6.2.3.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
As shown in Figure 6.2 (A-C), the developed system consists of three major
components. The first is a HCI based on eye-tracking. This is composed of a
low-cost eye-tracking device called the Eye-Tribe [10] to capture the POG of the
user and translate it into screen coordinates of a visual-display-unit (VDU) of a
laptop where the combined control panel for the wheelchair navigation and
exoskeleton control is displayed. The coordinates are then used to select different
commands in the control panel. The second component is a powered wheelchair
(similar to last sub-section). The third component is a two finger (thumb and
coupled index-middle fingers) hand exoskeleton which has one degree of freedom
(DoF) in each finger for assisting the user to do grasp, hold, and release action.
The hand-exoskeleton is mounted on the right arm of the wheelchair on a
movable arm rest and the laptop is attached in front of the wheelchair on a
horizontal platform. The eye-tracker is attached at the bottom of the VDU
facing the direction of the user’s eyes. The user can control the wheelchair and
the exoskeleton by using the combined control panel and can perform certain















































































































































































































































































Figure 6.2: System overview of a quality assistive device for activities of daily
living. (A) Proposed model of the system where an item search and selection is
done by gaze and dwell time respectively, to control the wheelchair and the hand
exoskeleton, (B) Block diagram of the proposed system, (C) Organization of the
system components.
6.2.4 Participants
A total of 24 healthy volunteers participated in these two studies.
6.2.4.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair Control
Eight healthy volunteers (mean age: 27.62±4.67, age range: 19-36 years)
participated in this study. Four participants performed the experiments with
vision correction. No participant had prior experience of using an eye-tracker,
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soft-switch, and powered wheelchair with the application. Participants were
informed about the experimental procedure prior to the experiment.
Furthermore, there was no financial reward provided for the participants. The
Helsinki Declaration of 2000 was followed while conducting the experiments.
6.2.4.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
Sixteen consenting healthy male volunteers participated in the study (mean age:
28.6±2.07, age range 20-32 years, all right handed). No participants had prior
experience of using an eye-tracker or a hand-exoskeleton or a wheelchair. Other
experimental parameters of participants were considered same as mentioned in
Section 6.2.4.1.
6.2.5 Data Acquisition
Two major input modalities were used in these two separate studies.
6.2.5.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair Control
The eye-tracker used during the experiments was the Eye tribe [10]. The
eye-tracker data was recorded at a 30 Hz sampling rate. It involves binocular
infrared illumination with spatial resolution (0.1 root mean square (RMS))
which records x and y gaze coordinates and pupil diameter for both eyes in mm.
A soft-switch (The QuizWorks Company, USA) [48] was used in a hybrid mode
with the eye-tracker device to search and select a command. Participants were
seated in a wheelchair in front of the laptop screen. The distance between the
participant and the laptop screen (FUJITSU, Bi-directional rotatable 13.3-inch,
optimum resolution: 1280×800, 300 cd/m2, touch-screen) was approximately 400
mm.
6.2.5.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
The same eye-tracker device was used in this study as mentioned in Section




Two separate experimental paradigms were designed for these two different
studies.
6.2.6.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair Control
The experimental protocol was designed to establish the feasibility of the system
in terms of testing all the functionalities and user interactions associated with the
system. The basic functionalities of this system are eight navigation commands:
moving forward (F), backward (B), left (L), right (R), forward-left (FL), forward-
right (FR), backward-left (BL), backward-right (BR), and the stop command. The
experiment was designed using a test trajectory (see in Figure 6.1(d)) where the
users need to follow the track to reach the target location (total travel distance
was 16 m). There was a source location on the track where the wheelchair is
located. There were three different combinations of the input modalities which
provided three different conditions. The user had to complete the task with each
of the modalities.
First, the search of the target command was performed by the eyes and the
participant used the touchpad to finally select the command (see Figure 6.1(e)).
Second, the eye-tracker was used for both search and selection purposes,
participants focused the eye-gaze at the target command for a specific period of
time, i.e. the dwell time, which results in the selection of that particular
command (see Figure 6.1(f)). Third, the eye-tracker along with the soft-switch
was used in a hybrid mode wherein the user focused the eye-gaze to point to the
target command, and the selection happens via a soft-switch (see Figure 6.1(g)).
Dwell time was set at 2 s for the whole experiment. With wheelchair control
panel using eye-tracking, it is necessary to provide efficient feedback to the user
that the intended command box has been selected in order to avoid mistakes and
increase efficiency. A visual feedback is provided to the user as a change in the
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colour of the border section of the observed command box. If the user observes a
particular box for a duration of time t, the colour of the border changes linearly
in relation to the dwell time (∆t). The visual feedback allows the user to
continuously adjust and adapt his/her gaze to the intended region on the screen.
Thus, once a command button was pressed, the user can see the visual feedback,
and then the control panel sends the command to the Arduino board using a
RS232 communication protocol, where an ATmega128 microcontroller based
embedded system generates the control signals for wheelchair motion.
The view of an experimental test trajectory and a participant undergoing the
test are shown in Figure 6.1(c-d). During the experiments, the users’ interactions
with the HCI were logged for analysing their performances in different
experimental trials. A 9-point calibration scheme was applied to calibrate the
eye-tracker prior to each experiment to estimate accurate POG. No pre-training
session was required for the users. After each experiment, the user interaction
log was kept in a database for further analysis.
6.2.6.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
The experimental protocol is designed to establish the feasibility of the system in
terms of testing all the functionalities and user interactions associated with the
system. The basic functionalities of this system are navigations such as moving
forward (F), backward (B), left (L), right (R), forward-left (FL), and forward-right
(FR) and object handling such as grasping an object, holding, and dropping or
releasing it. The test was designed using two different tracks varying in terms
of complexity (see in Figure 6.3). The users performed an object grasping and
releasing task while following the track from the starting to end position. There
was a source location on the track where the object was initially placed. The user
needs to grab the object from that source location and hold it. Then, it is taken
to the destination location while following the track and the object is dropped in
a bin. After that, the user follows the rest of the track to reach the end location.
The simple and complex track layouts and the different views of a participant
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undergoing the test are shown in Figure 6.4 (a-c).
Figure 6.3: Schematic view of the track. (a) simple, (b) complex.
Figure 6.4: Participant performing different tasks on the track, (a) grabbing the
object at the source location, (b) holding and carrying it to the destination, and
(c) dropping the object to the destination.
During the experiments, the users’ interactions with the HCI were logged for
analysing their performance in different experimental trials. The calibration
scheme was applied as explained in the previous section. A population of 16
participants has been taken and divided into two groups of 8. The experiments
were conducted on the simple track with one group and on complex track with
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the other group. The user interaction log after each of these experiments was
kept in a database for the comparative study of system and user performances
between these two test conditions.
6.2.7 Command Selection with Eye-tracking
Mainly, eye-tracking as an input modality was used for controlling the powered
wheelchair and powered hand exoskeleton device. The command selection
approach for both studies is explained in following subsections.
6.2.7.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair Control
The command was selected based on the directed gaze to the corresponding
command box for ∆t. The selection of a particular box is achieved by selecting
the closest box using the Euclidean distance between the centre of the box and
the gaze coordinates (for more details cf. Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4). If the gaze
coordinates remain in the same region, i.e. nearest to the target item, for the ∆t
duration, then this particular item is selected. When the gaze coordinates
change from one region to another in less than ∆t ms, the timer for the selection
is reset to zero. The addition of the soft-switch with eye-tracking has helped to
overcome the Midas-Touch problem as the user can search the target command
with the eye-tracker and the selection can be done directly via the soft-switch. In
other words, the searching of the command is done by the user’s gaze and
selection is made directly and instantaneously through the soft-switch device. In
the experiments, the soft-switch was pressed by the user’s dominant hand.
Moreover, the colour-based visual feedback allows the user to continuously
adjust and adapt his/her gaze to the intended region on the screen.
6.2.7.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
The eye-tracker was used for wheelchair and hand exoskeleton command selection.
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Wheelchair Command Selection: Figure 6.5(a) depicts the wheelchair
navigation panel. A total of nine commands were considered for wheelchair
locomotion: six for direction, two for step size (travel distance), and one for
switching the panel. The user can increase or decrease the step-length (i.e.
distance to travel in each command) for each wheelchair motion using the
“Step++” and “Step- -” commands respectively, as per the navigational need to
follow the track. The maximum step length is 1.64 m and the minimum is
0.36 m. The switch command is used to switch between the exoskeleton control
panel (ECP) and the wheelchair control panel (WCP). The searching of the
commands on the monitor was carried out by POG and selection was made
through the duration of eye fixations, which is called the dwell time. The 2 s
dwell time was considered during the whole experiment. Once command button
was pressed user can see the visual feedback and control panel sends the
command to the Arduino board using a RS232 communication protocol, where
an ATmega128 microcontroller based embedded system generates the control
signals for wheelchair motion.
Hand Exoskeleton Command Selection: Figure 6.5(b) shows the
hand-exoskeleton control panel. Three commands (a grasp, a hold, and a release)
were considered for controlling the hand-exoskeleton and one for switching the
panel. The operation of this switch command is the same as the WCP. The POG
and dwell time were used for the searching and selection of the command. Once
the user pressed the command button, the ECP sends the command to the
embedded controller via the same method mentioned in wheelchair command
selection section, to initiate grasp, hold, and release actions in the exoskeleton.
As the hold command needs a quick execution following a grasp, we have also
provided the facility to execute this command as soon as the user withdraws
his/her gaze from any of the three command buttons, without the intervention of
dwell time. This strategy has proven to be convenient for the users which we will
discuss later in the results section.
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Figure 6.5: Combined Control Panels. (a) Wheelchair control panel (WCP),
(b) Exoskeleton control panel (ECP).
Algorithmic Flow Chart of the Proposed System: The algorithmic flow
chart in Figure 6.6 shows how the control panel takes a decision, i.e. which
command needs to be executed, and when. There is a process in the algorithm
which continuously updates the user inputs from the eye-tracker, and checks
whether the dwell time is over. The WCP and ECP are flipped from one to the
other by taking note of the current panel (CP) and whether the switch button
(Button-Coordinate (BC) = 5) is pressed. There is a process inside the
algorithm which looks for the button coordinates and determines the specific
command associated with the button. A button at the same coordinate can act
for different commands in WCP and ECP. For example, the button at the top
middle acts as a forward command in WCP and hold in ECP. Once a command
is executed, the corresponding button for that command turns green to display a
visual feedback to the user.
6.2.8 Performance Metrics for Evaluation
Several performance indexes such as the total number of interactions (TNI), the lap
completion time, wheelchair speed, and the ITR were used to validate the system
performance with powered wheelchair alone and powered wheelchair with hand
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Figure 6.6: Algorithmic flowchart of the proposed system.
exoskeleton device. In addition, these performance metrics were set to establish
the feasibility of the EMOHEX system and its stability in the test environments
(i.e. track complexity, cf. Figure 6.3).
6.2.8.1 Total Number of Interactions
The total number of different commands executed during one experiment is
denoted by TNI. Usually, a difficult track requires more manipulations leading





where N is the total number of possible commands in both panels, 8 in WCP,
3 in ECP, 1 common between WCP and ECP (N = 12), commi is a particular
command and Countcommi is the total count of the commi during one particular
experiment.
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6.2.8.2 Lap Completion Time
The average lap completion time (T in min) was measured with respect to track
complexity. The lap length (L in m) of the simple and complex track was 15.3 m
and 16.02 m, respectively (see in Figure 6.3). Although there is not much difference
in lap length, the number of turns in the complex track is more than the simple







where tj is the time interval between two successive interactions in terms of
command selection.
6.2.8.3 Wheelchair Speed
The speed (S in m/min) is calculated based on the total path length the user has









where, DC is the total number of directional commands (DC = 6) (F, B, L, R,
FL, and FR) and TNIi is the number of t of these commands during a test. Stpij
is the step-length associated with each of these commands.
6.2.8.4 Information Transfer Rate
The ITR in bits/min of the eye-tracking control [332, 132, 269, 333] was measured
to validate the system performance across the number of possible different outputs,
with V = log2(N). The detailed explanation of the ITR mathematical calculation
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is given in Chapter 2 (cf. Section 2.6)
ITR =






The results analysis for both studies is presented in following subsections.
6.3.1 An Effective Multimodal HCI for Wheelchair
Control
In this study for computing statistical significance, the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was applied using false discovery rate (FDR) correction method for multiple
comparisons on performance indexes across the input modalities. The average
lap-completion time (in second), the average number of commands, the average
ITR (bits/min) for all three conditions (i.e. touchpad (TP), eye-tracker (ET),
and eye-tracker with soft-switch (ETSS)) are presented in Figure 6.7(a-c),
respectively. The TP condition (a common computer input that is familiar to all
the participants) takes less time to complete the task with an average
lap-completion time of 74.37±11.07 s. This condition was used as a baseline to
measure the drop in performance from switching from a touchpad to another
modality. The ETSS condition takes less time than ET condition (p<0.05). For
instance, one participant took 23±3.45 s to complete the task with ET
condition. The average number of commands used in TP, ET, ETSS test
conditions were 24±5.87, 29±4.65, 26.13±3.75, respectively. Thus, the TP
condition used the least number of commands among all the three conditions but
ETSS condition required less number of commands compared to the ET
condition (p<0.05). The average ITR with ETSS condition (37.77±9.7 bits/min)
was found superior to TP and ET conditions (p<0.05). In particular, one
participant achieved ITR of 57.81 bits/min. The ETSS condition provides a
significant improvement in the ITR, which was about 14% higher than the ET
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condition. The overall results showed that the ETSS condition can be included
to control the powered wheelchair.
Figure 6.7: Performance indexes across the three conditions (touchpad (TP),
eye-tracker (ET), and eye-tracker with soft-switch (ETSS)). (a) The average lap-
completion time (s), (b) The average number of commands, and (c) The average
ITR (bits/min). *On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and the
bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and
the outliers are plotted individually using the ’+’ symbol.
6.3.2 EMOHEX: A Quality Assistive Device for ADL
The results are obtained from the user interaction log recorded during each test.
A total of 16 tests were conducted wherein eight tests are done with eight naive
participants on the simple track and the other eight tests were conducted with
the rest of the eight naive participants on the complex track. Therefore, 8 user
interaction logs from each of the tracks after the end of the experiment were
saved. In every log-file, the commands executed by the participant was recorded
throughout the test duration, along with the execution time and the step-size
associated with each navigation command. The data, stored in the log-files, are
then used to calculate different performance metrics for the evaluation of each
test. To analyse the feasibility of the system we have used the one sample t-test
on the performance metrics across the participants of a group to accept the null-
hypothesis for mean, which states that sample mean and the population mean are
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similar. This means that for a given particular task complexity, if the performance
among the naive users turns out to be similar, then the system is feasible for use.
To find out the stability of the system performance, we applied two sample t-
test to see the change in the performance metrics across the task complexities.
The idea behind this is to validate that the metrics used to calculate the system
performance are legitimate. The mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) for
each performance metrics: lap-completion-time, number of commands, wheelchair
speed, and the ITR, are shown in Figure 6.8 (a-d) respectively, for each task
complexity. Figure 6.9 (e-f) show the distribution of the commands as a percentage
of the total number of commands used by the participants for the simple and
complex track.
Figure 6.8: Different performance indices in simple Track (ST) and complex
track (CT). (a) Lap-completion time, (b) Total number of commands, (c)
Wheelchair speed, (d) ITR.
The mean lap-completion time for the simple and complex track is found to
be 2.94±0.01 min and 4.57±0.31 min, respectively, while the total number of
commands used in each of these test conditions are 40.63±2.05 and 57.75±3.40,
respectively. The mean wheelchair speed for the simple and complex track
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of a total number of commands for the simple track (e)
and complex track (f).
conditions is 9.85±0.65 m/min and 6.26±0.82 m/min. The ITR is found to be
55.28±1.29 bits/min and 51.02±1.72 bits/min for the simple and complex test
conditions respectively.
In the command distribution pie chart, we observed that the forward command
was most frequently used (average 35% in simple track and average 34% in complex
track) by the users as compared to the other commands. The left and right buttons
were used on an average 3% and 4% in simple track while these buttons were used
6% and 6% respectively in the complex track, respectively. The step-up command
was used 12% in simple track and 10% in complex track while the step-down
command was used 9% and 12% in simple and complex track, respectively. The
one sample t-test on the performance metrics applied for each track complexity
yielded p<0.01, which highlights the feasibility of the system. Moreover, a two-
sample t-test was applied to compare the performance metrics between the simple
and complex test conditions. The lap-completion time and the total number of
commands are significantly lower in simple track as compared to the complex track
(p<0.01), while the wheelchair speed is significantly higher (p<0.01). Finally, the
ITR is not significantly different between the two test conditions. This shows that
the lap-completion time, the number of commands, and the wheelchair speed can
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serve as reliable metrics to relate the system performance in relation to the task
complexity.
6.4 Discussion
This chapter presented two varied solutions towards designing an AT application
for independent living with wheelchair control. The main focus of the first study
has been the current issues of gaze controlled powered wheelchair control while
incorporating multimodality with low-cost input devices. The effectiveness of the
currently available systems is limited by the Midas-Touch problem. The use of
different modalities is key to improving the usability of a system that is
principally aimed at people with severe disabilities. Based on the type of the
disability, the user must have the choice between several input controls for
mastering the navigation of a wheelchair. After a severe injury, with issues
related to depression, the GUI must be optimised to reduce the stress of the user
and maximise the performance. The proposed multimodal interface provides
flexible modality options for the user to choose according to their needs. The
major confounding factor to achieve high accuracy in an eye-tracker-based
system is the number of commands, which is further constrained by the quality
of calibration method. We, therefore, optimised the size of the command button
and the distance between them for increasing the robustness of the system to the
involuntary head and body movements. This system also includes the real-time
visual feedback for the users. The current limitation of this study is the limited
number of commands for real-time usage but further, these commands can be
increased using tree-based menu approach of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 [302] and,
therefore, this concept can be utilised in both designing AAC system for
communicative and independent living purposes for speech and motor impaired
people.
The main focus of the second study was to design an eye-tracker-based
mobility and hand exoskeleton device for assisting disabled people (i.e.
EMOHEX) towards independent living. The EMOHEX is the first example of a
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wheelchair mounted hand-exoskeleton device fully operated by POG using a
low-cost eye-tracking device. Unlike the wheelchair mounted robotic arms, this
device has the potential to increase the user’s motivation as it will feel like they
are using their own arm for performing ADLs. The POG being the input
modality is highly useful, as the oculomotor system often remains functioning
normally for people suffering from neuro-muscular disabilities. Moreover, the
EMOHEX is a low-cost device. It can be easily integrated with any wheelchair.
In fact, the EMOHEX system was validated on the basis of its feasibility and
stability performance under varying task complexities using appropriate
performance metrics. The results have clearly shown the consistency of the
different functionalities of EMOHEX. The performance across participants was
stable for both tasks. The lap-completion time and the number of commands
used were significantly higher in the complex track than in the simple track,
while the wheelchair speed was found to be lower for the complex track. This is
intuitive in the sense that for the complex track the user needs to face more
twisted turns, which require a higher number of commands for navigation. This
would lead to reduction in wheelchair speed and increase in the lap-completion
time. Yet, the ITR was found to be unaffected by the task complexity, which
shows the robustness of the designed system. Further, the left and right direction
command buttons were used approximately twice in complex track than in the
simple track and that is reasonable as the complex track includes more turns.
All the users have successfully grabbed, held, and dropped the object in the bin
using the ECP, and the grab-and-release commands were used in almost equal
proportion. These results have also shown that integration of the exoskeleton
and the wheelchair with the eye-tracker is successful as users didn’t find any
complicacy in using the WCP and ECP alternatively whenever necessary. This
switching method is also very crucial for enhanced ITR, as the command button
locations in the control panel GUI are unaltered. Furthermore, it facilitates the
augmentation of additional control panels while keeping the same GUI format, if
additional robotic devices are to be integrated with the existing system. Future
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works will include the addition of proximity sensors to avoid colliding with
obstacles and reject any unsafe command issued by the user. Finally, while the
current functionalities of EMOHEX focus on ADL and not directly on
rehabilitation, modifications of the system such as operating the exoskeleton in
assist-as-needed mode or replacing the dwell time based command selection with
a EEG-based BCI can provide a multimodal device for rehabilitation purposes.
6.5 Summary
This chapter describes first, how the performance of a gaze-controlled powered
wheelchair can be significantly improvised by incorporating multimodality with
low-cost input devices. The proposed multimodal interface provides a
simultaneous accessibility to an eye-tracker and a soft-switch device to improve
the usability of the system. The soft-switch can be accessed by any limb of the
user depending on their type of disability. The extension of the multimodal
interface can be used to control any robotic device along with powered
wheelchair system [334]. It is planned to enhance the flexibility of this
multimodal interface further by synergistically adding a non-invasive
BCI [269, 333, 132].
The chapter then demonstrated, how an eye-tracker-based robotic platform
can be implemented for controlling a powered wheelchair and hand-exoskeleton
to cater to the ADL of people suffering from a severe disability of lower and
upper-extremities. It uses two interchangeable control panels with unaltered
command button distribution for the ease of operability. The experimental
results have shown the performance of the eye-tracker-based HCI to be reliable
and user-friendly. The tests, conducted on the different track complexities, have
shown the feasibility and stability of the system quite comprehensively as all the
participants satisfactorily completed the task. Overall, EMOHEX is a promising
device to improve the quality of living of the disabled people and also has the
prospect of encompassing larger arena of ATs in the future.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Future Directions
7.1 Introduction
HCI- and BCI-based ATs can aid in removing many of the barriers that people
with disabilities face in their daily lives. However, there are several challenges to
be overcome before these ATs become suitable for wider practical use. The
common issues are a lack of natural interaction, optimisation, multimodal
accessibility and/or user-based adaptation.
This thesis has contributed towards development of HCI- and BCI-based ATs
for effective communication and enhanced independent living for the target users
by considering these issues. In this research work, initially, a feasibility study to
combine BCI and eye-tracking technologies is undertaken by designing a hybrid
system that can increase the number of commands with a combination of
eye-gaze and MI. Next, a set of novel methods is developed for the adaptation
(over time) of eye-gaze-controlled virtual keyboard applications. In particular, a
set of two rules for the adaptation (over time) of the dwell time in asynchronous
mode and a set of three rules for the adaptation of the fixed interval (trial
period) in synchronous mode are developed to improve the typing speed (text
entry rate) and accuracy of the system. These virtual keyboard applications are
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optimised for the multimodal accessibility, where the user can use mouse, touch
screen, eye-tracker, sEMG, input access switches, and/or a synergetic
combination of these modalities, according to their needs. A benchmark of
several dwell-free mechanisms is thus established for a novel robust multimodal
virtual keyboard, which is trialled for a complex structured language (e.g. the
Hindi language). Furthermore, a novel tree-based menu optimisation method for
multimodal virtual keyboard applications is developed, which considers the
combination of letter frequency and command selection time. An empirical
evaluation of different possible layouts of the multimodal virtual keyboard has
been performed on 10 healthy and 10 stroke patient participants. The GUI of
the virtual keyboard is translated for the wheelchair navigation, where instead of
having a command box for letter typing, command boxes are used for directing a
wheelchair to assist users with impaired upper-limb mobility in their ADL.
These hybrid-multimodal systems provide promising and effective solutions to
improving the quality of life of the disabled people and also have the prospect of
encompassing larger arena of ATs in the future.
7.2 Contributions of the Thesis
• Overall, the research work from this thesis has led to 4 patents (Meena,
Cecotti, Wong-Lin, and Prasad 2018a; Meena, Cecotti, Wong-Lin, and
Prasad 2018b; Meena and Prasad 2018c; Meena and Prasad 2018d),
contributed to 2 journal papers (Meena et al. 2018e; Meena et al. 2018f),
and produced 9 international conference papers (Cecotti, Meena and
Prasad 2018g; Meena, Cecotti, Wong-Lin, and Prasad 2017a; Meena,
Wong-Lin, Cecotti, and Prasad 2017b; Meena et al. 2016a; Meena et al.
2016b; Meena et al. 2015a; Meena et al. 2015b; Meena et al. 2015c;
O’Doherty, Meena et al. 2014).
• The research work from this thesis has been recognized and awarded by
several professional bodies: 1) Best Research Poster (3rd place) by IEEE
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EMBC 2015; 2) Santander Mobility Award by Ulster University in 2016,
and 3) IEEE Brain Initiative Travel Grant by the IEEE Brain community in
2016. To further exploit the thesis contributions for commercial potential,
four patents have been published. Moreover, the extension of the thesis
work has received two research grants (Global Challenges Research Fund) in
2017-18.
• A novel model of hybrid BCI system is developed by simultaneously using
eye-gaze and MI-related brain activities. A feasibility of the development
of the hybrid BCI system is presented within the both offline and online
BCI frameworks, which represents a significant novel contribution to the
field. In previous studies, where eye-tracking and EEG-based BCI systems
are used independently for communication and independent living
purposes, eye-tracking-based applications are limited, possibly due to the
Midas-Touch problem whereas MI-based BCI-based applications are
limited possibly due to the limited number of commands. This work
addresses these issues by combining eye-tracking and MI-based BCI
together. The advantages of hybrid BCI system are shown in Chapter 3
with both offline and online systems and validated with two different EEG
datasets.
• The development of a time adaptive optimisation algorithm and
multimodal input access method within the HCI framework demonstrates a
significant novel contribution to the field. Effective and robust virtual
keyboard interfaces are developed for Latin and Devanagari scripts. The
GUI of this virtual keyboard is based on a menu selection approach. In
previous studies, the usability of such virtual keyboard based eye-typing
systems was limited due to the lack of adaptive and user-centered
approaches leading to low text entry rate and the need for frequent
recalibration. Furthermore, this work has attempted to set a benchmark of
several dwell-free mechanisms including different portable, non-invasive,
and low-cost input devices: a sEMG and an access soft-switch in real-time.
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The capability of a time adaptive and multimodal virtual keyboard has
been proved in Chapter 4 by its implementation with different scripts,
different inputs, and evaluating on 40 healthy participants.
• A novel tree-based menu optimisation method is developed for GUI
optimisation of virtual keyboard based eye-typing systems within the HCI
framework, which represents a significant novel contribution to the field.
Different possible layouts based on the combination of letter frequency and
command selection time are designed. In previous studies, most of the
virtual keyboard GUIs are designed based on letter frequency but the
command selection time has been overlooked. The capability of GUI
optimisation method has been proved in Chapter 5 by its effective
implementation for a complex structured language. An empirical
evaluation of different possible layouts of the eye-gaze-controlled virtual
keyboard has been performed on 10 healthy and 10 stroke patient
participants.
• GUI of the virtual keyboard is translated to control a powered wheelchair
that aims to assist users impaired with upper-limb mobility in their ADL.
A novel multimodal interface to accomodate more than two devices such as
robotic-hand and wheelchair with a similar user interface is developed
within the HCI framework, which represents a significant novel
contribution to the field. In previous studies, eye-tracking-based AT
applications for independent living with wheelchair are limited, possibly
due to the Midas-Touch problem. A novel multimodal approach has been
developed to overcome the Midas-Touch problem for the
eye-gaze-controlled wheelchairs. Furthermore, this work has attempted to
employ a newly designed hand-exoskeleton with wheelchair system for
assisting disabled people in grasping (pick and place) objects while moving
around. The capability of multimodal interface has been proved in Chapter
6 by its implementation with eye-tracking, powered wheelchair,
hand-exoskeleton, access soft-switch, and evaluating on 24 healthy
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participants.
7.3 Limitations and Future Directions
There are numerous ways that may possibly improve the proposed hybrid and
multimodal systems to design HCI- and BCI-based AT for communication and
independent living.
• The work presented in Chapter 3 focused on developing a hybrid BCI
system that can overcome the challenges associated with conventional
eye-tracking and EEG-based BCI systems. Despite the advantage of the
combination, the accuracy of MI brain-wave detection can still be a
bottleneck for the overall performance of the systems. It has shown that as
the performance of a hybrid BCI depends on the accuracy of each
modality, some users may not benefit from a hybrid BCI when it is used to
increase the number of commands. For example, the MI-based BCI system
can be developed using two to four classes (left hand, right hand, foot or
tongue imagery) therefore it is challenging to receive high enough accuracy
with standard signal processing and classification methods to process MI
brain-wave detection in real-time applications. The accuracy of MI
brain-wave detection also varies a lot across users compared to
eye-tracking. In this case, it is probably better to only consider either an
eye-tracker or an SSVEP-based BCI. A common observation given to BCIs
that rely on eye-gaze control, such as the SSVEP-based BCI, is the
possibility to use an eye-tracker instead of a BCI, as it would provide
better accuracy, a more convenient interface, and setup. Yet, for a large
number of commands i.e. with a high precision of the eye-gaze, an
eye-tracker requires particular care in calibration. Ideally, the eye-tracker
should be coupled with a camera that analyses the scene and determines
potential points of interest. For example, a remote-camera-based method
can be used to measure eye movements, wherein the position of the
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eye-gaze is captured through non contacting fixed cameras at a relatively
far distance without any additional equipment or support.
• The optimisation of the user interface may reduce the average activity
index for MI signals, wherein the user can make sequential decisions in
minimum time with fewer iterations. This will potentially find useful
application in the cognitive psychology. For example, in perceptual
decision making tasks such as discriminating coherent motion direction of
random dots, multiple choice tasks can be easily implemented while
participants can identify their “internal decision variable” in real time (see
Figure 7.1). This may also lead to understanding how online correction of
decisions is made. In particular, the GUI of hybrid BCI system was
designed to include a eye-gaze and MI signals such that choice target
selection can be achieved with the same interface layouts for 3 different
modes of use: an eye-tracker; MI signals; and a portable eye-tracker
combined with MI signals. Specifically, the eye-tracker system can search
and select the desired command among 8 possible commands by eye-gaze
coordinates and dwell time, respectively (see Figure 7.1 (A)). The MI
signal can be used as a 2 class ERD/ERS BCI system to search and select
an item, based on neurofeedback received from the classifier such as SVM
and LDA (see Figure 7.1 (B)). To use the eye-tracker with MI
simultaneously, users can employ their eye-gaze to any of 8 target boxes so
that the position of command objects remains the same, and the MI signal
is used for the selection of one of the 8 objects (see Figure 7.1 (C)) [335].
• In Chapter 4, time adaptive and multimodal virtual keyboard systems have
been developed for a convenient alternative communication medium for the
target population. These systems provide visual and auditory feedbacks to
the user to avoid mistakes and increase efficiency. For the adaptive dwell time
in asynchronous mode, we consider two rules where ∆t0 can change between
∆t0min and ∆t0max. In this study, ∆t0min and ∆t0max correspond to 1 s
and 5 s, respectively [302, 72]. Initially, ∆t0 is set to 2000 ms. Similarly, For
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the adaptive trial period (i.e. trial duration ∆t1) in synchronous mode, we
consider three rules, where ∆t1 can change between ∆t1min and ∆t1max. In
this study, ∆t1min and ∆t1max correspond to 1 s and 5 s, respectively [302,
72]. Initially, ∆t1 is set to 2000 ms. This set of thresholds were empirically
chosen to validate the method. These maximum and minimum values for
the thresholds and the steps could be determined via additional experiments.
For example, experiments may be conducted by considering several minimum
and maximum time points to investigate an effective threshold level for both
the adaptive dwell time and trial period. The addition of other inputs related
to the cognitive state of the user may provide additional information about
the choice of the values for the parameters of the system. These adaptive
methods can also be applied to other scripts (e.g. the Latin script) as well.
The proposed system can be directly used for the Marathi/Konkani language
users (70 million speakers) by including one additional letter (written as
in the Marathi/Konkani language).
• While the present study in Chapter 4 was evaluated with healthy people,
the end user targets include people with disabilities who are unable to
write messages with a regular interface. As the goal was to assess the
improvement that can be obtained with an adaptive system in synchronous
or asynchronous mode, the degree of physical disability was not relevant
for the evaluation of the algorithms but it may have an impact on the
usability and workload evaluation. However, the usability and workload
tests provided excellent results, showing that people with no physical
impairment were still able to appreciate the value of the system.
Furthermore, the evaluation of a system for a particular type of disability
is limited by the number of available participants. For effective
communication, a patient may choose to start with a particular mode of
control and modality, while keeping the same GUI throughout the usage
period. Because the GUI is the same, even if the assistive application
subsequently involves other control or modalities, the proposed system
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allows a smooth transition between different modes of control and
modalities.
• The proposed time-adaptive approaches outperformed non-adaptive
methods. Furthermore, the multimodal dwell-free mechanism using a
combination of eye-tracking and soft-switch provided better performance
than adaptive methods with eye-tracking only. Future work may involve
enhancement of the system’s flexibility and usability by optimising the GUI
based on the occurrences of letters in texts for other languages, and its
evaluation with disabled people. Further optimisation to suit an individual
user’s habit could be investigated. The GUI of the virtual keyboard has
been developed with black/white colour context that can directly extend to
SSVEP-based BCI with a limited number of flickering objects (i.e. 10) that
can contain 100 different characters/commands. The performance of the
proposed virtual keyboard system may be evaluated with speech and motor
impaired people, wherein the searching of target items can be done with
the eye-tracking and the selection of target items can be performed with
other possible input modalities (e.g. MI brain activities) [269, 333].
• The tree-based menu optimisation method is proposed in chapter 5 for
GUI optimisation of the virtual keyboard based eye-typing systems. This
optimisation approach is based on the combination of letter frequency and
command selection time. Five different possible layouts for virtual
keyboard application are developed and evaluated with on 10 healthy and
10 stroke participants. The relative frequencies of letters in Hindi language
have been estimated based on 27 national and international news articles
published in a vernacular daily newspaper in Hindi language (i.e.
Rajasthan Patrika), 23 randomly chosen Hindi poems, 50 randomly chosen
Hindi classic, contemporary, mythological, short/long stories, and folk tales
from an online florilegium (i.e. Bharat Darshan Hindi literary magazine)
[35]. The variety (100 in total) of themes for the database corpus was
considered to avoid biases due to the frequency of characters. The total
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size of the corpus was 975707 characters including non-alphanumeric
characters (i.e. line breaks, spaces and punctuation marks). Further, study
may consider large corpus to design more precise letter frequency. The
command selection time was calculated based on a predefined sentence
when eye-tracking was used for searching and selection of the targeted
items on the screen. However, the command distribution (irrespective the
character distribution) over the ten items in GUI remains uniform.
Further, it may seek to utilise several phrases with a uniform distribution
to compute the average command frequency over the ten command boxes
(items) that may provide more precise command selection time.
• Frequency and time based organization with script specific arrangement
(FTOSSA) layout and may be used in further GUI optimisations. A recent
study provided a viable usage of eye-gaze indices (i.e. eye fixation, smooth
pursuit, and blinking) for the assessment of pathological states in stroke
patients [329]. Therefore, a possible extension of the proposed system may
be used for the assessment purposes to help patients to determine their
current pathological state. This system may also help patients to improve
the loss of motor skills by addition of other possible input modalities (e.g.
MI brain activities) wherein search and target selection of items can be
achieved by eye-gaze and MI, respectively [269].
• A multimodal novel user interface is developed to control a powered
wheelchair that aims to assist users impaired with upper-limb mobility in
their ADL. This multimodal user interface has implemented to operate
more than two devices such as robotic-hand and wheelchair with a similar
user interface by designing dual control panels switching approach. This
approach was tested by integrating a newly designed hand-exoskeleton
with wheelchair system for assisting disabled people in grasping (pick and
place) objects while moving around. This switching method is also very
crucial for enhanced ITR, as the command button locations in the control
panel GUI are unaltered. Furthermore, it facilitates the augmentation of
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additional control panels while keeping the same GUI format, if additional
robotic devices are to be integrated with the existing system. Future work
may include the addition of proximity sensors to avoid collision with
obstacles, and reject any unsafe command issued by the user. This
multimodal system is a promising device for improving the quality of living
for the disabled people and also has the prospect of encompassing larger
arena of ATs in the future.
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Figure 7.1: The proposed multimodal GUI without altering the positions of the
command objects for different modalities. The centre circle represents a random
dot motion stimulus in each GUI. The search and selection of the items are




Mathematical Definitions of BCI Evaluation Techniques
Wolpaw Method:
ITR define as (in bps):
ITRWolpaw(R) = log2N +B.log2B + (1−B).log2[(1−B)/(N − 1)] (7.1)
Where N is the number of obtainable choices and B is the accuracy of targeting
choices.
ITR define as (in bits/minute):
ITRWolpaw = V.R (7.2)
Where V is the classification speed (symbols/ minute).
Nykopp Method:
Nykopp capacity is defined as (in bits/sec):
ITRNykopp = H(Y )−H(Y/X) (7.3)
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where X is actual symbol/output and Y is predicted output.
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Appendix-II
Mathematical Derivation of ITR
The channel capacity (for noisy channel) is define as
C = maxp(X) I(X;Y ) (7.7)
I(X;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y/X) (7.8)
I(X;Y ) is mutual information between X and Y , where X is actual
symbol/output and Y is predicted output.
In Figure 2.12, the classical model of BCI information transfer; M represents
the total number of symbols and N is number of obtainable/possible choices.
The probability of ith symbol to be selected is Xi (1 ≤ i ≤M).
Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ M) is the ith input of BCI system. In most of cases, M is equal
to N . However, if system has extra input (e.g. idle state), N will be greater than
M . Yj (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is the jth output of BCI system. p (Yj / Xi) is the probability
that the ith input is recognized as jth output. When i is equal to j, the output is
correct. p (Yj / Xi) is the classification accuracy.





In Equation (7.9), the negative sign ensure that information is positive or
zero. H(Y ) is the entropy of random variable of Y with N outcomes Y1,...,YN .The
Shannon entropy measure the uncertainty in Y .
If the distribution is normal, p(Yj) ∀ ∈ 1, ..., N . It means all the symbol have
same prior occurrence probability is given as
p(Yj) = 1/N (7.10)
By using Equation (7.10), we can calculate the H(Y ) as below
H(Y ) = −N. 1/N.log2(1/N) (7.11)







To estimate H(Y/X), we consider equally probable symbol for all the cases.
Case 1: (N=2), it means we consider 2 × 2 matrix, which is transition
matrix p(Yj/Xi), also called confusion matrix, and is computed during the
classifier training phase. The diagonal of transition matrix shows the accuracy of
classifier thus the perfect classifier has an identity confusion matrix. Where B is
the accuracy of targeting choices.
Step1 : H(Y/X) = −1/2 [B.log2(B)] (7.14)
Step2 : H(Y/X) = −1/2 [(1−B).log2(1−B)] (7.15)
Step3 : H(Y/X) = −1/2 [(1−B).log2(1−B)] (7.16)
Step4 : H(Y/X) = −1/2 [B.log2(B)] (7.17)
After addition of step 1, 2, 3 and, 4; we get
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H(Y/X) = −2. 1/2 [B.log2(B)]− 2. 1/2 [(1−B).log2(1−B)] (7.18)
H(Y/X) = −2. 1/2 [B.log2(B) + (1−B).log2(1−B)] (7.19)
Case 2: (N=3)
Step1 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [B.log2(B)] (7.20)
Step2 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.21)
Step3 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.22)
Step4 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.23)
Step5 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [B.log2(B)] (7.24)
Step6 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.25)
Step7 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.26)
Step8 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.27)
Step9 : H(Y/X) = −1/3 [B.log2(B)] (7.28)
After addition of step 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and, 9; we get
H(Y/X) = −3. 1/3 [B.log2(B)]− 6. 1/3 [(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.29)
H(Y/X) = −3. 1/3 [B.log2(B) + 2.(1−B)/2.log2(1−B)/2] (7.30)
Case 3: N = (1, ..., n), where n is the natural number.
After addition of n steps; we get
H(Y/X) = −N. 1/N [B.log2(B) + (N − 1).(1−B)/(N − 1). (7.31)
log2(1−B)/(N − 1)]
H(Y/X) = −[B.log2(B) + (1−B).log2(1−B)/(N − 1)] (7.32)
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Consider value of H(Y ) from Equation (7.12), H(Y X) from Equation (7.32) and
putting in Equation (7.8), we get
I(X;Y ) = log2N +B.log2B + (1−B).log2[(1−B)/(N − 1)] (7.33)
The channel capacity C:
C = log2N +B.log2B + (1−B).log2[(1−B)/(N − 1)] (7.34)
The channel capacity C, also called information transfer rate (ITR) or the
bitrate in bit/second or bit/trial, which is denoted by R, define as
R = log2N +B.log2B + (1−B).log2[(1−B)/(N − 1)] (7.35)
The bit rate (bit/minute) is denoted by D, define as
D = V.R (7.36)
where V is the classification speed (symbols/minute).
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